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Izvleček
Urbanizacija povzroči spremembe v naravnem hidrološkem krogu, ki se kažejo v manjši
infiltraciji in evapotranspiraciji ter povečanem površinskem odtoku. Temu botruje spremenjena
raba tal, saj so predhodno prepustne površine nadomeščene z neprepustnimi. Mešani
kanalizacijski sistemi so dimenzionirani tako, da prevajajo sanitarno vodo in v omejenih količinah
tudi padavinsko vodo do čistilne naprave. Med padavinskimi dogodki, ko je njihova prevodna
sposobnost presežena, razbremenilniki odvajajo presežne količine vode v odvodnik.
Cilj te naloge je vzpostavitev modela, s katerim bodo ocenjeni ukrepi razpršenega zadrževanja in
ponikanja meteornih voda (ang. SUDS), ki so alternativna oz. dopolnjujoča rešitev tradicionalnim
rešitvam, kot so podzemni zadrževalniki in kanaliziranje, ki naj bi preprečile prelivanje iz
mešanega kanalizacijskega sistema v reko Onyar prek razbremenilnika ob trgu Plaça dels Països
Catalans v Gironi, Španija.
V skladu s pogoji v urbanem povodju, ki pokriva 2,7 km2, sem razvil pet scenarijev možnih
ukrepov razpršenega zadrževanja, ki so zajemali infiltracijske kotanje, infiltracijske jarke, zelene
strehe in njihove kombinacije. Najbolj učinkovit scenarij glede na kriterij zmanjšanja prelivanja
na enoto implementiranega ukrepa je bila kombinacija infiltracijskih kotlin in jarkov. Po
večkriterijski analizi, v kateri so bili scenariji ocenjeni tudi s kriteriji: stroški, dodane vrednosti,
biotska raznovrstnost, se je scenarij, ki vključuje samo infiltracijske kotanje, izkazal kot najbolj
ugoden. Ta scenarij v povprečju zmanjša razbremenjevanje za 45 %.
Ugotovili smo, da lahko SUDS-i znatno zmanjšajo količino razbremenjevanja iz mešanega
kanalizacijskega sistema, medtem ko nudijo dodatne koristi. Zato bi morali biti vključeni v
bodoče aktivnosti, povezane z upravljanjem voda na urbanih območjih, tj. v načrtovanje urbanega
odvodnjavanja.
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Abstract
Urbanization leads to disrupted natural hydrological circle resulting in lower infiltration and
evapotranspiration and higher surface runoff of precipitation. This is caused by changed land use,
where previously pervious surfaces are replaced by impervious surfaces. Combined sewer
systems (CSS) are designed to convey sanitary flow and a limited amount of stormwater to the
WWTP. Combined sewer overflows (CSO) are employed to discharge the excess water into the
recipient during rain events when CSS capacity is exceeded.
The aim of this thesis is to develop a model to assess the implementation of SUDS as an alternative
and as a complementary solution to conventional solutions such as underground storage tanks and
rechanneling to prevent overflows from CSS into the river Onyar through the CSO object located
at Plaça dels Països Catalans in Girona, Spain.
In accordance with the conditions in the urban catchment which covers 2.7 km2, five scenarios
were developed consisting of following measures: infiltration basins, infiltration trenches, green
roofs and their combinations. The most efficient scenario in terms of overflow reduction per unit
of implemented SUDS measure was the one including the combination of infiltration basins and
infiltration trenches. According to the multi-criteria analysis (including evaluations for costs,
amenity and biodiversity), the scenario including only infiltration basins was most favorable. This
scenario reduces overflow in average by 45%.
In conclusion, SUDS can significantly reduce CSOs while offering additional benefits. Therefore,
they should be included in the strategies of urban water management, i.e. in the design of the
urban drainage systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Urbanization is the predominant trend in spatial development. Historically it has been seen as a
sign of social progress and has been interconnected with economic and social transformations
resulting in better access to social services, lower fertility, longer life expectancy, population
aging, etc. By the UN projections, 86% of people in developed countries and 64% in undeveloped
countries will be living in urban areas by the year 2050 (United Nations, 2014). Aside from social
and economic benefits, living in urban areas, especially in developed countries, offers people easy
access to water and sanitation, electricity, the internet and other services.
On the other hand, urbanization leads
to disrupted natural hydrological
circle resulting in lower infiltration,
evapotranspiration
and
higher
surface runoff of precipitation. This
is caused by changed land use, where
previously pervious surfaces (forests,
meadows)
are
replaced
by
impervious surfaces (building, roads,
etc.) (Figure 1). Consequently, more
water enters the sewer system and
faster reaches the recipient (water
body),
which
increases
the
probability for downstream flash
floods or for backflows and flooding
of lower parts of buildings
(basements) and streets, if the sewer
system is surcharged.

Figure 1: Surface runoff and urbanization (FISRWG, 1998)
Slika 1: Površinski odtok in urbanizacija (FISRWG, 1998)

There are three types of sewer systems: combined (mixed), separate and a combination of both.
In a combined sewer system (CSS), sanitary and stormwater flow through the same pipes, while
in a separate system, sanitary and stormwater flow through different (separate) pipes (Figure 2).
Separate systems offer the following advantages: rain water is not mixed (polluted) with sanitary
water and can be discharged into the recipient with little harm to it; there is no need to build
underground storage tanks to retain excess water coming to the WWTP; operation of the WWTP
is more reliable and stable due to constant sanitary inflow. On the other hand, they are more
complex and expensive in terms of investment and maintenance. The main characteristic of the
CSS is that during severe rain events the flow can increase by 50–100 times compared to sanitary
flow, hence the main factor for pipe dimensions is the stormwater runoff (Panjan, 2005).
The important elements of any mixed sewer system are the combined sewer overflows (CSO)
which have a function to overflow the excess water during wet weather conditions (storm events)
in order to protect the WWTP from overloading. The reasoning behind the CSO is that the sewer
system should be designed to retain (and convey to the WWTP) the first and most polluted flush
after the rain event. Later on as the runoff increases and the water in the sewer becomes more
diluted, it is ‘safe’ to discharge it (overflow it) to recipients to prevent overloading of the WWTP.
Time has shown that the CSOs are a big threat to the receiving water bodies. Many of them are
not even retaining the first flush and during storm events the rainwater mixes in the sewer with
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the wastewater and ends up in the environment. In comparison to separate systems, CSS are easier
and cheaper to build and maintain (Panjan, 2005).
In European countries, the CSS are the most commonly used sewer systems with their share
usually ranging between 60–80%. In the particular case of Spain, the CSS are used in 70% of
cases (UNEP, 2002). For Mediterranean countries where low river flow patterns are typical, the
CSOs into these rivers are especially damaging since the requested dilution rates are not achieved
(Barceló and Sabater, 2010).

Figure 2: Combined and separate sewer system (Potera, 2015)
Slika 2: Mešani in ločeni kanalizacijski sistem (Potera, 2015)

The traditional and centralized solution for the CSOs are underground storage tanks which should
capture the first flush and prevent it from overspilling. The decentralized systems represent an
alternative since they are being recognized as a more suitable and beneficial solution, i.e.
sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS). The basic philosophy of the SUDS approach is to
mimic the elementary hydrologic mechanisms and thus prevent »clean« stormwater from entering
sewer system and mixing with sanitary waters. We can achieve this by implementing »on site«
decentralized measures which include processes like retention, infiltration, detention and
evapotranspiration.
1.1

Literature review

The SUDS are not a completely new concept as they have been introduced a few decades ago,
but they are still not used as a solution for drainage problems on a systemic level. Except for a
few pioneering countries in this field (e.g. the UK, the Netherlands) additional benefits of green
infrastructure have not yet been sufficiently communicated to the governments (local and
national), the drainage industry and the public. Furthermore, unlike the traditional pipe and
storage-based approach the sustainable approach lacks sufficient technical guidance and computer
software packages available for decision support. Thus, additional benefits of the SUDS can be
overlooked as the evaluation procedures are unclear and the long-term performance of the SUDS
is still uncertain to stakeholders. Although some software packages already include hydraulic and
water quality modeling modules for the SUDS, the additional benefits such as amenity value and
long-term cost-benefit are still missing from the practice (Chow et al., 2014).
However, we can see that in the last years SUDS popularity and implementation is increasing.
Increased interest in this topic can be also seen through numerous articles and theses that have
been published.
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In 2015, a study was conducted for the city of La Garriga, Catalunya, Spain, using the SWMM.
Authors reported a 40% reduction of overflows with the implementation of two storage tanks with
a volume of 1,500 m3 and implementation of the SUDS (permeable paving and roof runoff
diverted into infiltration trenches) in 20% of the study case area. The cost of this investment was
estimated to little less than €11,000,000 (Fornes, 2015).
A study conducted for an urban area in the greater area of Montreal, Québec, Canada, showed
that with connecting 21% of impervious area to rain gardens (planted depressions designed to
capture and infiltrate stormwater), the runoff reduction from the entire catchment ranged between
12.7%–19.4% depending on the event considered. Whereas the maximum discharged volume
reduction ranged from 13% to 62% (Autixier et al., 2014).
A study conducted for an urban area in Ljubljana, Slovenia, showed that with a combination of
the SUDS elements (infiltration shafts, pipe infiltration trenches and green roofs) the runoff
volumes and peak flows can be reduced by approximately 45% for rain events with a return period
of 1 year or less. For rain events with a return period of 100 years, reduction ranged between
10%–12% (Štajdohar, 2016).
In 2014, a study was conducted to evaluate the influence of the SUDS for two small flood-prone
urban catchments in the UK. Authors showed that by implementing the SUDS total discharge
volumes can be reduced by more than 57% with green roofs and up to 95% with infiltration basins
for storms with return period up to 30 years. These reductions become limited when storm event
periods lengthen (Ellis and Viavattene, 2014).
A full-scale extensive commercial green roof located in Bologna, Italy, was monitored in 2014
with the intention to simulate their hydrological performance by means of the SWMM using the
LID control modules. The green roof’s annual average retention was found to be 51.9%. This is
similar to an average retention value of 46.7% that authors have calculated with a review of 19
previously conducted studies between the years 2003 and 2015 (Cipolla, Maglionico, Stojkov,
2016).
It is clear that by introducing the SUDS we can substantially reduce the CSOs and at the same
time provide additional benefits to the local community.
1.2

Case study

The city of Girona is situated in the
northeast of the Autonomous
Community of Catalonia, Spain. It
is the capital of the province with
the same name and of the comarca
(similar to the US “county” or the
UK “district”) of the Gironès. It is
located 99 km northeast of
Barcelona. (Wikipedia: Girona,
2017)
It lies alongside the Mediterranean
Core Network Corridor which links
the Iberian Peninsula with the
Hungarian-Ukrainian
border
(European Commission, 2017).

Figure 3: Location of the city of Girona (Google maps:
Girona, 2016)
Slika 3: Lokacija mesta Girona (Google maps:
Girona, 2016)
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In hydrological terms, it is situated at the confluence of the river Ter and its tributaries: Onyar,
Galligants and Güell. The city developed alongside the river Onyar forming a unique and
picturesque architecture.
For the year 2013, a water balance study was conducted for the sewer system of Girona by the
Institut Català de Recerca de l'Aigua (ICRA) – an unpublished study. Based on the total treated
flow at the central WWTP and the calculated dry flow (derived from water consumption) the
amount of treated rain was calculated. Total stormwater flow was calculated from monthly
precipitation and assessment of how much of it ends in the sewer system. They used this two
pieces of information to derive the percentage of treated rain and consequently of overflows. The
average for treated rain amounts to 23% (ranging from 9% to 66%) and for overflows 77%
(ranging from 34% to 91%).

Figure 4: The river Onyar (kingofwallpapers, 2017)
Slika 4: Reka Onyar (kingofwallpapers, 2017)

Following the water balance study,
77% of stormwater is lost via
combined sewer overflows (CSO),
resulting in negative effects on the
recipient. One of the the CSOs
discharging to the river Onyar is the
subject of this master thesis and was
also addressed in the study by the
Girona Municipality (Ajuntament
de Girona, 2015). The CSO object is
discharging surpluses during rain
events from the Montilivi collector
carrying combined sewer waters
from the following neighborhoods:
Montilivi, Pla de Palau, Palau Sant
Pau and parts of Sacosta. The two
main collectors with the catchment
area and the CSO are presented in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Case study area
Slika 5: Obravnavano območje
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Figure 6: Montilivi collector (left), beginning of two connecting pipes leading to collector Riu Onyar
esquerra (right) (Ajuntament de Girona, 2015)
Slika 6: Kolektor Montilivi (levo), začetek dveh povezovalnih cevi, ki vodita do kolektorja Riu Onyar
esquerra (Ajuntament de Girona, 2015)

Montilivi collector after the CSO object continues as two smaller pipes with a diameter of 31.5 cm
and 40 cm. These two pipes lead to the collector »Riu Onyar marge esquerra« which runs
underneath the left side bank of the river Onyar. Aside from the reduction in conveyance capacity
a 90-degree turn is present at this location resulting in a “bottleneck” situation. To discharge
excess water that is caused by rain events, the CSO has been used to tackle this situation.
According to the report (Ajuntament de Girona, 2015) overflows occur approximately 6 to 10
times a year with dilution coefficient of less than five. According to the Standard ATV-128E
dilution coefficient should equal or be above seven.
An active CSO event from 7.2.2016 is shown in Figure 7. The CSO overflows many solids and it
discharges into a river with small flow rate which requires special attention and treatment.

Figure 7: The CSO event – 7.2.2016
Slika 7: Prelivanje mešane kanalizacije prek razbremenilnika – 7. 2. 2016
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In its report the Municipality of Girona (Ajuntament de Girona, 2015) proposes two interventions
for reducing the overflows during big rain events and for preventing them during smaller rain
events:
1. Construction of a stormwater tank retaining the first flush of stormwater:
- Its function would be to accumulate all the stormwater, especially the first flush, which
cannot be admitted by the downstream collector (Onyar esquerra).
- This would include the next elements:
 a reinforced concrete chamber for interception and diversion of first flush waters
to the stormwater tank;
 a valve that would limit the flow into stormwater tank, admitting only the most
polluted waters;
 a pipe connection between interception chamber and stormwater tank;
 a stormwater tank of appropriate dimensions to store waters of the first flush,
equipped with two submersible pumps to pump stored water back into the system
for treatment at the WWTP, a self-cleaning system and emergency spillway into
the river Onyar.
- All of the elements would have access for inspection and maintenance through
manholes.
2. Channeling of the stream Gornau:
- Currently, the stream Gornau, which is a left tributary to the river Onyar and does not
have a permanent flow (it only occurs at heavy rain events), is channeled into the sewer
system. In this way, relatively unpolluted surface water mixes with sanitary water and
increases the amount of combined sewer waters, thus contributing to the CSO events.
- To prevent the above mentioned, the introduction of a new channel, which would lead
stream waters directly into the river Onyar and prevent mixing with sewer water, is
proposed. This would reduce the amount of the CSO water and increase the saturation of
water staying within the system and traveling towards the WWTP.

Stormwater
tank
CSO object

Channelling
the
stream Gornau to
the Onyar River

Figure 8: Planned measures to prevent the CSO by the municipality (Ajuntament de Girona, 2015)
Slika 8: Načrtovane občinske ureditve za preprečitev razbremenjevanja (Ajuntament de Girona, 2015)
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OBJECTIVES

The aim of this thesis is to develop a model to assess the implementation of the SUDS as an
alternative and as complementary solution to the one proposed by the Municipality (concrete tank
and rechanneling), to prevent overflows from the mixed sewer system into the river Onyar through
the CSO object located at Plaça dels Països Catalans in Girona, and to provide additional values:
amenity, biodiversity and more green spaces in the city in addition to the basic function of the
retaining rainwater. To achieve this, the next sub-objectives were set:
1. to assess the current situation within the study case area, to obtain existing data necessary
to develop an urban drainage system model and to feel the data gap by conducting
necessary measurements for missing data;
2. to conduct the parameter sensitivity analysis and then to calibrate and validate the model;
3. to design the SUDS elements, to compare procedures of the CIRIA and the ATV and to
select appropriate one;
4. to develop scenarios for different level of the SUDS implementation, to implement them
in the model and to simulate their effect on the overflows;
5. to evaluate the SUDS scenarios according to the multi-criteria analysis: costs,
maintenance, overflow reduction, implementability, amenity and environmental benefits.

8
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SUSTAINABLE URBAN DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

This chapter presents the current legal framework and relevant standards related to the SUDS, as
well as explains the SUDS philosophy, approach and different components. Finally, it compares
the SUDS according to their hydrological functions, quantity or quality, and their additional
benefits (e.g. wildlife habitat, aesthetic quality, etc.).
3.1

Legal framework

EU legislation
The two most important legal documents for the EU member states regarding the sewer systems
and their influence on the natural environment are the Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive
(UWWTD) and the Water Framework Directive (WFD).
The UWWTD requires the Member States to:
 »Ensure that national authorities take measures to limit pollution of receiving waters
from storm water overflows via collecting systems under unusual situations, such as
heavy rain;
 Ensure that the environment is protected from adverse effects of the discharge of
wastewater.
ANNEX I REQUIREMENTS FOR URBAN WASTE WATER: A. Collecting systems (')
Collecting systems shall take into account waste water treatment requirements. The design,
construction and maintenance of collecting systems shall be undertaken in accordance with
the best technical knowledge not entailing excessive costs, notably regarding:
— volume and characteristics of urban waste water,
— prevention of leaks,
— limitation of pollution of receiving waters due to storm water overflows.
(') Given that it is not possible in practice to construct collecting systems and treatment plants
in a way such that all waste water can be treated during situations such as unusually heavy
rainfall, Member States shall decide on measures to limit pollution from storm water
overflows. Such measures could be based on dilution rates or capacity in relation to dry
weather flow, or could specify a certain acceptable number of overflows per year.« (EEC
Council, 1991, p. 135/46)
The Water Framework Directive is more general and indirect in its requirements than the
UWWTD. Its objective is to achieve a good ecological and chemical status and chemical status
for all surface waters, artificial and heavily modified waters and groundwaters, requiring the
Member States to apply the necessary local measures to meet this objective (European
Commission, 2000).
The implementation of these specific requirements by the UWWT and the WFD in the two
member states is presented further below.
Compliance of possible SUDS measures with the EU policy objectives is presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Compliance of the SUDS measures with the EU policy objectives (NWRM, 2015)
Slika 9: Skladnost ukrepov SUDS s cilji politik EU (NWRM, 2015)

Spanish legislation
The gradual development of Spanish legislation and the most relevant studies conducted in the
field of the CSOs were systematically presented in the doctoral thesis by Montserrat Royuela in
2015. The Spanish National CSO Measurement Project (Sp. Programa de Medidas de Descargas
desde Sistema Unitarios, PROMEDSU), promoted by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and the
Environment, is one of the most important studies that has been conducted. This project
characterized the pollutant loads present in the CSOs from urban areas (e.g. Barcelona, Madrid,
Sevilla, Vitoria, Valencia). It was proven that their concentrations in the CSOs are substantial and
therefore posing a significant threat to receiving waters. With the introduction of the Water
framework directive in 2000, with the objective to achieve a good ecological and chemical status
for all surface waters, the negative effects of the CSO objects had to be addressed. Therefore, the
Spanish transposition of the UWWTD was updated in 2012 through the law RD 1290/2012
(Boletín Oficial del Estado, 2012), providing a legal basis and solutions on how to limit the
pollution of recipients by controlling the urban stormwater runoffs. Solutions include the
construction of separate sewer systems and of stormwater tanks retaining the first flush and the
upgrade of the CSO object to prevent the release of coarse solids. In 2014, the Spanish Ministry
of Agriculture, Food and Environment published Recommendations for Stormwater tanks design
(Sp. Manual Nacional de Recomendaciones para el Diseño de Tanques de Tormenta) (Barro et
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al., 2014). This Manual shows and characterizes active stormwater tanks present throughout Spain
and evaluates the characteristics of the CSOs. It is a first step in the process of the development
of upcoming technical standards on the stormwater tanks design.
Slovenian legislation
The Waters Act, (Sl. Zakon o vodah) (Uradni list RS, št. 67/2002) is the most important legislative
document in Slovenia concerning waters. In article 92 the act addresses the protection from
stormwaters. It also imposes the concern over negative effects of stormwaters in urban areas on
municipalities. Measures for urban stormwater runoff reduction and prevention of sewer system
surcharge are anticipated in a decree issued on ministerial level. In this way, the task of the
reduction of urban stormwater is on the local authorities, while the national ministry should
develop the standard for it. The general assessment is that the majority of municipalities is not
actively trying to reduce the stormwater runoff in areas that are already developed. More often
we can notice that the prevention of stormwater runoff is obligatory for the new developments.
For instance, in the spatial plan of the Municipality of Ljubljana – the implementing part, (Sl.
Odlok o Izvedbenem prostorskem načrtu Mestne občine Ljubljana), article 51 states that for all
new developments the infiltration of stormwater from impervious surfaces has to be achieved. If
infiltration is not possible for geotechnical reasons, temporary storage facilities have to be
constructed in green areas within the plot which helps to postpone draining into the sewer system
(Uradni list RS, št. 78/2010).
In addition, infiltration may be limited within water protective zones (i.e. where underground
water might be used for water supply). In these zones, certain additional measures might apply,
like pre-treatment of water with oil separators before infiltration, etc.
The decree on the discharge and treatment of urban wastewater, (Sl. Uredba o odvajanju in
čiščenju komunalne odpadne vode) (Uradni list RS št. 98/2015), corresponds to the UWWTD and
is relevant for emissions of wastewater from the (small) WWTPs to the recipient. It introduces
the term »cleaning wave« relating to the first flush which is a mix of washed organic polluted
suspended solids and stormwater. Investor, owner or operator of the sewer system has to provide
technical measures for storage of cleaning wave in the objects for storage and mechanical
treatment and its cleaning of it in the WWTP after a rain event.
The decree on the emission of substances in the discharge of meteoric water from public roads,
(Sl. Uredba o emisiji snovi pri odvajanju padavinske vode z javnih cest) (Uradni list RS št.
47/2005), generally prefers dispersed discharge of stormwater over discharge into the sewer
system if it is technically feasible taking into account the economically justified costs. Additional
restrictions may apply if the road is crossing aquifers and heavy daily traffic occurs on it.
Policy initiatives and strategies for the SUDS
Driven by the problems generated with conventional urban drainage, such as the CSO, and the
multiple potential benefits that can be generated by the SUDS, the EU countries are introducing
the implementation of the SUDS in their legislation or at least in their strategic planning
documents. The UK for example encourages the use of the SUDS in ‘The Flood and Water
Management Act 2010’, Schedule 3: Sustainable drainage (Department for Environment Food
and Rural Affairs, 2010). The SUDS should be put in place unless demonstrated to be
inappropriate. A draft law was proposed in France in 2015 which stated that every new business
or industrial building would have to be covered with solar panels or green roofs, but it was rejected
by the senate in 2016 (Frith, 2016). As early as 2009, the Toronto City Council adopted a bylaw
which requires and governs the construction of green roofs on all new developments, making it
the first city in North America with such legislation (Toronto Municipal Code, 2013).
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Also in 2009, the Rotterdam Climate Change
Adaptation Strategy was accepted with a mission to
reduce CO2 emissions by 50% and prepare Rotterdam
for the consequences of climate change. Goals within
the Urban water system scheme include: »/B/y 2025,
800,000 m3 of water storage will have been realized by
developing the extra surface area, and the
implementation of innovative solutions such as water
plazas, multifunctional car parks and green roofs«.
Figure 10 (Rotterdam Climate Initiative, 2009)
In other countries implementation of the SUDS is
already possible with the existing legislation, however
it does not promote the SUDS explicitly.
3.2
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Figure 10: Multifunctional car park
(Rotterdam Climate Initiative, 2009)
Slika 10: Več funkcijsko parkirišče
(Rotterdam Climate Initiative, 2009)

Standards and guidelines by the DWA

The DWA – German Association for Water, Wastewater and Waste, (Ger. Deutsche Vereinigung
für Wasserwirtschaft, Abwasser und Abfall) (former ATV-DVWK) – is a professional association
in Germany for all universal questions related to water and is intensely involved with the
development of reliable and sustainable water management (DWA, 2005).
Many standards published by the DWA are connected to the topic of this thesis. We will list the
most important ones (most of them are available in English, others only in German).
Relevant standards, advisory leaflets, worksheets:
 Standard DWA-A 100E: »Guidelines of Integrated Urban Drainage«;
 Arbeitsblatt DWA-A 117: »Bemessung von Regenrückhalteräumen« (Eng.
Dimensioning of Stormwater holding tanks);
 Standard DWA-A 118E: »Hydraulic Dimensioning and Verification of Drain and Sewer
Systems«;
 Standard ATV-A 128E: »Standards for the Dimensioning and Design of Stormwater
Overflows in Combined Wastewater Sewers«;
 Standard DWA-A 138E: »Planning, Construction and Operation of Facilities for the
Percolation of Precipitation Water«;
 Advisory Leaflet DWA-M 153E: »Recommended Actions for Dealing with
Stormwater«;
 Arbeitsblatt DWA-A 166: »Bauwerke der zentralen Regenwasserbehandlung und rückhaltung – Konstruktive Gestaltung und Ausrüstung« (Eng. Structures for central
rainwater treatment and retention – construction design and equipment);
 ATV-DVWK-M 177: »Bemessung und Gestaltung von Regenentlastungsanlagen in
Mischwasserkanälen -Erläuterungen und Beispiele-« (Eng. Dimensioning and Design of
Stormwater Overflows in Combined Wastewater Sewers, Explanations and Examples);
 Advisory Leaflet DWA-M 180E: »Framework for Planning of Real Time Control of
Sewer Networks«;
 Merkblatt DWA-M 253: »Leit- und Automatisierungstechnik auf Abwasseranlagen«
(Eng. Leading and automation technology for sewer systems).
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In relation to the problems of the CSOs that this thesis addresses, the Standard ATV-A 128E
provides guidelines on how they should be designed, hence offering us tools for assessment of
existing CSO object. In relation to proposed solution (SUDS) for previously stated problems, the
Standard DWA-A 138E is a useful document on how to plan and construct drainage facilities for
stormwater. That is why we will present some of the findings we have derived from this two
standards.
The standard ATV-A 128E, »Standards for the Dimensioning and Design of Stormwater
Overflows in Combined Wastewater Sewers«, recommends that the stormwater overflow into
the sewer system should be avoided wherever this is possible, following defined water
management objectives and cost reasons. Inevitable remaining discharges are lead out of the
combine sewer system at overflow structures for technical and economic reasons. These structures
should be essentially designed and evaluated together with the WWTP capacities for interrelated
catchment areas of a section of a lake or river. Requirements on the WWTP runoffs and on the
CSO objects should be matched in their effectiveness for the lake or river (ATV, 1992).
As some sort of upgrade of the current CSO object will be needed to prevent unregulated spills
and this has already been planned by the municipally (described in the chapter Case study), the
overflow structures considered by this standard will be presented.
Stormwater overflows
According to the ATV 128 the definition for it is that this object (CSO) serves for the reduction
of high combined wastewater discharge peaks. They may be located only where the critical
combined wastewater discharge Qcrit can be further conveyed at full height and the stormwater
treatment is carried out subsequently in a storage structure further downstream. When planning a
new object we should locate it where combined wastewater shows the least pollution.
Additionally, overflows into lake and rivers, which at times carry little or no water, should be
avoided.
In order to avoid an excessively large pollution input into individual sections of the lake or river
the stormwater overflows must be designed in accordance with two criteria:
1. Minimum critical rainfall intensity (i.e. at which overflow will come into action): rcrit = 7.5–
15 l/(s.ha), (2.7–5.4 mm/h). The values for the critical rainfall intensity are to be determined
dependent upon the flow time from Figure 11 (ATV, 1992).
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Figure 11: Critical rainfall intensity dependent on flow time (ATV, 1992, p. 40)
Slika 11: Kritična intenziteta padavin v odvisnosti od časa (ATV, 1992, str. 40)
2. Minimum mix ratio (MSO): > 7
If in the critical discharge the mix ratio between the rainfall and dry weather component
parts ratio (MSO) is < 7, then MSO is the basis for stormwater overflow design.
If the mean COD concentration in the dry weather discharge lies above 600 mg/l then the
MSO is to be increased in order to achieve a greater dilution:
MSO = (Qt – Qdw24)/Qdw24
MSO · 7 for cdw = 600 mg/l
MSO · (cdw – 180) for cdw > 600 mg/l.
Qt [l/s]: throttle discharge with commencement of stormwater overflow
Qdw24 [l/s]: daily mean value of the dry weather discharge
cdw [mg/l]: mean COD concentration in the dry weather discharge from measurements
(ATV, 1992)
Stormwater tanks retaining the first flush of stormwater
The purpose of stormwater tanks is to retain the first flush of stormwater if a pronounced flushing
surge is to be expected. Usually, this is true for small catchments areas with short flow times.
They store a combined wastewater-flushing surge if this occurs at the start of the discharge event.
They are to be planned if the flow time with computed rain in the sewer network up to the tanks
is not more than 15 to 20 minutes. Their theoretical emptying time should not exceed 10 to
15 hours. In the long-term average a minimum mix ratio of ≥ 7 is to be achieved (ATV, 1992).
Stormwater tanks with overflow for settled combined wastewater
For bigger catchments a typically more balanced pollution concentrations are expected without
exaggerated flushing surge. With the aim to achieve a mechanical treatment of the combined
wastewater, the stormwater tanks with overflow for settled combined wastewater shall be
designed. Overflow structure comes into action once the tank is full, it then feeds mechanically
treated combined wastewater to the receiving water. Before the tanks are filled, they act as a
storage space and afterward as a settling tank with overflow for a partial inflow into the receiving
waters. They should be designed if the flow time in the sewer network up to the tanks, with
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computation rain, is more than 15 to 20 min or if no further exaggerated flushing surge is to be
expected. Their theoretical emptying time should not exceed 10 to 15 hours. In the long-term
average a minimum mix ratio of ≥ 7 is to be achieved (ATV, 1992).
Composite tanks
These tanks are a combination of stormwater tanks retaining the first flush of stormwater and
stormwater tanks with overflow for settled combined wastewater. Their purpose is to combine
advantages of both approaches and therefore consists of a retention and a treatment section (ATV,
1992).
Sewers with storage capacity and overflow
There are two types of sewers with storage capacity and overflow differing on the position of
overflow structure which can be at the top-end or the bottom-end of the structure. Sewers with
top-end overflow function as stormwater tanks retaining the first flush of stormwater. Sewers with
bottom-end overflow function as stormwater tanks with overflow for settled combined
wastewater in the main stream without tank overflow (ATV, 1992).
The standard DWA-A 138E, »Planning, Construction and Operation of Facilities for the
Percolation of Precipitation Water«, offers an overview of the currently known measures and
facilities for the percolation of precipitation water that have proved themselves in practice. This
standard is the closest to the field of the SUDS.
For the planning phase of a new percolation facility the standard offers a decision matrix which
helps us determine the most suitable percolation facility to use (Table 1). It takes into account what
type of surface is providing runoff water and hydraulic loading (ratio between impervious and
percolation area). The runoffs from impervious areas are categorized as harmless, tolerable and
intolerable in regards to their potential influence on groundwater. A final decision on which
percolation facility is the most suitable to use should take into account all essential influencing
factor, like substance concentration, the sensitivity of soil or groundwater and effectiveness of the
pre-treatment measures. Generally, lightly loaded decentralized percolation facilities with upper
surface passage are always to be preferred to all others (DWA, 2005).
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Table 1: Percolation of precipitation runoffs taking into account surfaces outside water protective areas
providing the runoff (DWA, 2005, p. 14)
Preglednica 1: Perkolacija površinskega odtoka iz površin, ki niso na vodovarstvenem območju (DWA,
2005, str. 14)

We have more explicitly referenced to this Standard in the process of dimensioning the SUDS
which we have implemented into our model with the goal of reducing the amount of stormwater
that enters combined sewer and thus reducing or preventing the CSOs.
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3.3

SUDS

The SuDS Manual published by CIRIA (Construction industry research and information
association) is one of the most comprehensive and recognized documents in this field. It covers
the planning, design, construction and maintenance of the SUDS, assisting effective
implementation of the SUDS within both new and existing developments.
The SUDS can mitigate problems and create multifunctional infrastructure. It is a system for
urban drainage that typically uses principles of infiltration, rainwater harvesting and water
detention on the surface and is generally used to retain the rainwater where it falls by using the
green infrastructure as much as possible.
Similar drainage systems as the SUDS are known under different names in different parts of the
world. In the US, they are called Low Impact Development (LID), Best Management Practices
(BMPs) or Green Infrastructure, in Australia the term Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) is
commonly used (Chow et al., 2014).
3.3.1

Philosophy and approach

The main philosophy or guidance when designing the SUDS is to increase the benefits and to
reduce negative impacts of a surface water runoff from developed areas. In other words, to
consider rainwater as a resource and manage it where it falls, not to transport water related
problems downstream. The SUDS provide four main categories of benefits:
1. Water quantity: protecting people and property from increased flood risk resulting from
the development; protecting natural flow regimes in rivers, lakes and streams; improving
soil moisture and replenishing depleted groundwater levels; providing society with a
valuable supply of water.
2. Water quality: protecting the quality of groundwater and surface waters from a polluted
runoff from the development.
3. Amenity: creating attractive places where people want to live, work and play with the
integration of water and green spaces into the built environment; creating urban areas that
are more resilient to climate changes; delivering cost-effective infrastructure that uses
fewer natural resources and has a smaller whole-life carbon footprint; improving people’s
understanding of how the runoff from their development is being managed.
4. Biodiversity: supporting local natural habitats and associated ecosystems by encouraging
greater biodiversity and linking habitats (CIRIA, 2015).
When designing new SUDS we have to consider a few approaches on how to manage the surface
water runoff:
 surface water should be seen as a resource,
 manage rainwater at the source;
 manage runoff on the surface (above ground),
 allow rainwater to infiltrate,
 promote evapotranspiration,
 slow and store runoff to mimic natural runoff rates and volumes,
 reduce contamination of runoff through pollution prevention and by controlling the runoff
at the source,
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treat runoff to reduce the risk of urban contaminants causing environmental pollution
(CIRIA, 2015).

Different SUDS components have different functions within the system. To control the frequency
of runoff and of the flow rates and the volumes of runoff, as well as to reduce levels of
contaminants the use of a sequence of components is needed. The selection of components
depends on the parameter that we want to control. There are six specific functions provided by
the SUDS components:
1. Rainwater harvesting systems: they capture rainwater and facilitate its use within the
building or in its vicinity (e.g. gardens).
2. Pervious surfacing systems: these surfaces allow water to infiltrate, thus reducing surface
runoff (e.g. green roofs, pervious paving).
3. Infiltration systems: they facilitate the infiltration of water into the ground and often
include temporary storage zones to accommodate runoff volumes before releasing to the
soil (e.g. infiltration basins and trenches).
4. Conveyance systems: they convey flows to downstream storage systems; where possible,
these systems also provide flow and volume control and treatment (e.g. swales).
5. Storage systems: they control the flows and volumes of runoff by storing water and
attenuation (e.g. ponds, wetlands and detention basins).
6. Treatment systems: they remove or facilitate the degradation of contaminant present in
the runoff (e.g. constructed wetlands) (CIRIA, 2015).
3.3.2

Types of the SUDS components

In this chapter we will present in detail the SUDS components that were simulated in the model
or recognized as a suitable solution for problems in the study case area. Other components will
be only briefly explained.
Infiltration systems
Infiltration systems facilitate the discharge of stormwater to the ground. The key factor that
influences the infiltration systems performance is the infiltration capacity of the surrounding soil
and the depth of water table. Due to their communication with groundwater and its potential
pollution, it is important to provide appropriate pretreatment of infiltrated water or infiltrate
waters only from surfaces with low pollutant loads (e.g. roofs). In any case, an effective upstream
pre-treatment is required to remove sediment and silt loads to prevent long-term clogging and
subsequent failure of the system.
When designing the infiltration systems certain risk related to infiltration should be considered.
Infiltration can result in ground and slope instability. It can mobilize existing contaminants on the
site and cause groundwater pollution. If a high water table is present, additional infiltration can
cause it to rise, resulting in groundwater flooding and leaking into the sewer system or other
underground structures.
According to CIRIA, these systems should be designed to manage storms up to the design
standard of service required for the contributing catchment area: this could be the 1:10- or 1:30year storm or larger. Additionally, time for a component to discharge from full to half-full should
be considered as a design criterion. This should occur within 24 hours for a 1:30-year event.
Infiltration components need to be designed in a way that exceedance flows can be diverted in a
controlled way (e.g. overflow pipe) (CIRIA, 2015).
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Infiltration trenches are linear excavations that are filled with a void-forming material (e.g. gravel)
which enables water to temporarily store and later soak into the surrounding soil. Infiltration
trenches are surrounded with geotextile (e.g. filter fabric) that prevents surrounding soil from
filling trenches voids and from causing clogging. A perforated pipe, which distributes water along
the trench, can be included to provide even infiltration (CIRIA, 2015).

Figure 12: Infiltration trench (CIRIA, 2015, p. 259)
Slika 12: Infiltracijski jarek (CIRIA, 2015, str. 259)

Infiltration basins are flat-bottomed, shallow landscape depressions that reduce stormwater runoff
with retention, infiltration and evapotranspiration. Pollutants and suspended solids are removed
by sedimentation and filtration by plants and top soil.

Figure 13: Plan view of infiltration basin (CIRIA, 2015, p. 259)
Slika 13: Tlorisni pogled na infiltracijsko kotanjo (CIRIA, 2015, str. 259)

Figure 14: Elevation of infiltration basin (CIRIA, 2015, p. 260)
Slika 14: Pogled na infiltracijsko kotanjo v prečnem prerezu (CIRIA, 2015, str. 260)
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Table 2 provides guidance on operation and maintenance requirements with their typical
frequency. In order to ensure the infiltration basins performance over a longer period of time,
regular inspections and maintenance are crucial. Removing litter, debris, cutting grass and
managing other vegetation should be done on a monthly basis.
Table 2: Operation and maintenance requirements for infiltration basins (CIRIA, 2015, p. 268)
Preglednica 2: Zahteve za delovanje in vzdrževanje infiltracijskih kotanj (CIRIA, 2015, str. 268)

Green roofs
Green roofs are multilayer installations on top of buildings which enable growth of living
vegetation. They work as a multifunctional system, providing storage and attenuation of
rainwater, enhancing building performance (additional insulation leads to energy savings),
offering visual benefits and contributing to biodiversity.
The layers used in green roofs are presented in Figure 15 and follow each other from top to bottom
in the next order:
1. growing media: evapotranspiration occurs on top of it, filtration and retention in it;
2. filter: it prevents the fine parts from growing media to enter into drainage layer;
3. drainage system: it drains excess water towards an outlet;
4. root barrier: it prevents roots from damaging insulation layer;
5. insulation: it provides thermal insulation and may lower the heating and cooling costs;
6. waterproofing: it prevents water contact with roof structure;
7. roof structure.
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Figure 15: Green roof (Collett, 2013, p. 117)
Slika 15: Zelena streha (Collett, 2013, str. 117)

Depending on the substrate depth, green roofs can be divided into two main categories (Table 3):
 Extensive roofs: they have low substrate depths (20–150 mm); due to their lightweight
compared to intensive roofs, they are more suitable for retrofitting of existing buildings;
they are also planted with slow growing, drought tolerant low maintenance plants (herbs,
grasses, mosses); they tend not to be accessible.
 Intensive roofs (roof gardens): they have deeper substrates (>150 mm) and therefore
higher loading on the building structure; they can support more complex landscaped
environments which tend to require more intensive maintenance; they are usually
accessible (CIRIA, 2015).
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Table 3: Comparison of extensive and intensive green roof systems (CIRIA, 2015, p. 236)
Preglednica 3: Primerjava med ekstenzivnimi in intenzivnimi zelenimi strehami (CIRIA, 2015, str. 236)

Table 4 shows that extensive green roofs with a substrate depth of around 100 mm can provide
interception of 10 to 20 mm. This depends on rain event intensity, duration and return period. A
significant factor is also a time of the year and climate. Due to evapotranspiration, reducing and
preventing runoff can be much more significant in the summer than in the winter.
Table 4: Summary of available evidence of performance of extensive green roofs (CIRIA, 2015, p. 239)
Preglednica 4: Povzetek študij o učinkovitosti ekstenzivnih zelenih streh (CIRIA, 2015, str. 239)

Rainwater harvesting
Rainwater harvesting (RWH) is the collection and storage of rainwater from roofs for later use.
In the case of residential houses, the most basic application is to collect rainwater in water butts
and later use it for watering plants. For more advanced usage of rainwater in the households, e.g.
flushing toilets or feeding washing machines, storage or header tanks need to be used. The RWH
systems can be divided into three types depending on the distribution of water: gravity-based,
pumped and composite systems.
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Figure 16 shows a conceptual view on gravity-based and pumped RHW system. Gravity-based
systems are designed in a way that the rainwater is collected by gravity and stored at elevation so
that it can be supplied by gravity. Unfortunately, there are also a few constraints to this system:
problems connected to insufficient operating pressure; limited building structural capacity to store
the water at an elevated location; water stagnation and odors resulting from overheated water,
especially when it is stored directly underneath the roof.
Pump-based systems store water in an underground tank and pump it to a header tank or directly
to the units for supply purposes when needed. This system offers a solution to all concerns typical
for gravity-based systems.
Advantages of both systems are combined in composite systems. The runoff collected by the
gravity is stored in a large header tank, while excess runoff is stored in the underground tank. If
the header tank becomes empty, water can be pumped to it from the underground tank (CIRIA,
2015).

Figure 16: A conceptual gravity-fed (left) and pumped (right) RWH system (CIRIA, 2015, p. 210)
Slika 16: Konceptualni prikaz gravitacijskega sistema (levo) in sistema s črpanjem (desno) (CIRIA, 2015,
str. 210)

Table 5 lists the rest of available SUDS components and provides their brief description. As
mentioned earlier, these components were not included in our model.
Table 5: The SUDS components with description (CIRIA, 2015)
Preglednica 5: SUDS elementi z opisom (CIRIA, 2015)
SUDS component
Description
Proprietary treatment These are manufactured structures designed to treat water through the
removal of contaminants (e.g. filtration systems, oil separators).
systems
A runoff from impermeable areas is allowed to flow across vegetated and
Filter strips
gently sloping areas to promote sedimentation of suspended solids and
infiltration of stormwater.
A vegetated and gently sloped channel is used for conveying and treating
Swales
runoff.
Bioretention
systems A shallow landscaped depression captures runoff where it temporarily
ponds on the surface and is then biologically treated and evapotranspired by
(rain gardens)
trees and plants or infiltrated.
Trees provide canopy interception thus reducing runoff and promote
Trees
infiltration and evapotranspiration.
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Pervious pavements

Attenuation
tanks

storage

(Vegetated)
basins

Detention

Ponds and wetlands

3.3.3
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Pervious paving promotes runoff reduction by allowing it to soak through
structural paving. This can be achieved either with gaps between solid
blocks or porous paving.
These are large, belowground voided spaces, used to temporarily storage
runoff before controlled release, infiltration or use (e.g. concrete tanks,
oversized pipes).
These landscaped depressions, which provide runoff attenuation, are dry
except during and immediately after rain events. If vegetated, the first flush
of stormwater is pre-treated.
Vegetated depressions with a permanent standing water provide both
attenuation of runoff and a spectrum of ecosystem services.

Comparison of the SUDS types

Table 6 presents a comparison of different SUDS components. It divides them by their primary
focus: runoff reduction, peak-flow reduction and improved water quality. Furthermore, their
hydrological functions (stormwater quality and quantity functions) and additional benefits are
determined.
As it can be seen, most of the components are multifunctional, but they tend to primary address
either water quantity or quality. In order to effectively influence both hydrologic functions, a
combination of two components, where each addresses different function, can yield best results.
For instance, connecting filter strip (improves water quality) to infiltration structure (offers
retention and infiltration) (Collett, 2013).
Table 6: The SUDS elements with their functions and benefits (Collett, 2013)
Preglednica 6: SUDS elementi ter njihove funkcije in koristi (Collett, 2013)
 Primary Function
 Secondary Function
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In our case, where we want to reduce or even prevent the CSO events, the components with their
primary focus on runoff reduction are the most suitable for this task. Essentially, those
components that have retention or/and infiltration as their primary hydrologic function.
3.4

Summary

Although design methods for urban drainage systems can differ between standards, they all have
in common the need for good input data which serve as a basis for describing existing conditions.
This includes data related to the next fields: sewer system (network, flow measurements),
precipitation, soil conditions and land use coverage.
When we are using the SUDS to reduce the CSOs or to increase flood protection, the question of
sewer system water balance emerges. The concept of water balance is well known in the field of
water supply systems, where it serves as a tool to determine water losses (leaks) in the system.
In a few words, by calculating the difference between the amount of water that enters the system
and the amount used by clients, we can determine losses in the system. This water balance is
enabled by constant measurements conducted with water meters at all input and output points in
the system. If we translate this to the sewer system, there are three sources for the input: sanitary
flow (derives from water consumed by households, services and industry), stormwater flow
(precipitation) and water that infiltrates into the system due to infiltration or leaks in the water
supply system. Assuming a direct correlation between water consumed and sanitary flow, data on
sanitary flow can be easily obtained from the water supply system operator. This direct correlation
is not completely correct due to cases when water is used but does not enter the sewer system as
it does with garden watering. Stormwater flow can be assessed through precipitation data and
resulting surface runoff from impervious and pervious areas within sub-catchment. To evaluate
this data, it would be crucial to conduct flow measurements within the sewer system.
As for the output, it can happen at the WWTP, the CSO objects or with losses (leaks in the sewer
system, backflows (water overflows manholes)). Flows arriving at the WWTPs are constantly
measured, as they are crucial for their efficient functioning. On the other hand, overflows at the
CSO object are usually not measured (that is also the situation in our study case area).
Measurements at all CSO objects within the sewer system would offer a vital data on how much
water (mainly storm) leaves the system. Based on this measured data, we could then assess the
quantity of water that leaks out from the sewer system.
All of these measurements should lead us to a better understanding of our system with the final
goal of eventually »closing« its water balance. With doing so, we could then in the next step
define where the biggest problems in our system are and decide which measures we should
undertake to efficiently address them.
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METHODOLOGY

In accordance with presented objectives (Chapter 2), following methodology was developed. It
includes collection of data (existing and measured), developing and calibrating a hydrologichydraulic model, SUDS design, developing and simulating scenarios of SUDS implementation
and multi-criteria analysis of scenarios.
Based on SUDS design procedures by CIRIA and DWA-A 138E and data needed for setting up
hydrologic-hydraulic model, we first collected existing data for our case study area (Chapter 1.2):
 rain data: that will be used as an input data for rain event simulations and for the observed
overflow events;
 sewer network data: that will serve as a basis for building sewer system network;
 land use coverage map and
 soil map: these last two maps will serve as a basis for determining infiltration and surface
runoff with the use of the SCS curve number infiltration.
4.1

Rain data

In our model we used rain data with 10-minute interval for the station Girona – parc Migdia
(station number: 0370) obtained from AEMET (Agencia Estatal de Meteorología) for the period
from February to June 2016, i.e. the period when the measurements at the CSO object took place.
Statistical data on rain events present the relation between rain intensity, event duration and its
frequency (return period) (Table 7, Table 8, Figure 17). These data were used to:
1. determine return periods of the rain events in the observed period (February–June 2016) and
2. use them as input data for the model and to determine at which durations and return periods
the sewer system capacities are reached (surcharged pipes and manholes).
Table 7: Rain intensity in relation with event duration and its frequency, station: Girona – parc Migdia
(AEMET, 2003)
Preglednica 7: Intenziteta padavin glede na čas trajanja dogodka in povratno dobo, postaja: Girona – parc
Migdia (AEMET, 2003)
Return period [years]
Intensity [mm/h]
2
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
5
102
132
154
184
208
231
259
296
10
74
97
115
137
156
175
196
224
15
61
85
102
126
145
166
187
218
Duration
[minutes]
20
53
75
92
114
132
152
171
200
30
45
64
78
98
114
130
149
174
60
31
46
56
73
85
99
113
134
2
20
29
37
48
56
65
75
89
3
15
23
28
36
42
49
56
67
6
10
15
19
24
29
33
38
46
12
6
10
13
16
20
23
27
32
Duration
5
7
9
12
14
17
19
23
18
[hours]
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
19
24
3
4
6
7
9
10
11
14
36
2
4
4
6
7
8
9
11
48
4
7
9
11
13
15
18
21
72
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Intensity duration frequency curves

Intensity [mm/h]

350
300

Return period - 2 years

250

Return period - 5 years

200

Return period - 10 years

150

Return period - 25 years

100

Return period - 50 years

50

Return period - 100 years

0

Return period - 200 years
5

10

15

20

30

60

2

3

6

12

Return period - 500 years

Interval [minutes/hours]
Figure 17: Rain intensity duration frequency curves for period of 12 hours (AEMET, 2003)
Slika 17: Intenzitetne krivulje padavin za čas trajanja 12 ur (AEMET, 2003)
Table 8: Rain volume in relation with event duration and its frequency
Preglednica 8: Volumen padavin glede na čas trajanja dogodka in njegovo povratno dobo
Return period [years]
Rain volume [mm]
2
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
5
9
11
13
15
17
19
22
25
10
12
16
19
23
26
29
33
37
15
15
21
26
32
36
42
47
55
Duration
[minutes]
20
18
25
31
38
44
51
57
67
30
23
32
39
49
57
65
75
87
60
31
46
56
73
85
99
113
134
2
39
59
74
95
112
130
150
177
3
46
68
85
108
127
148
169
200
6
58
89
112
145
172
200
230
273
12
74
118
150
197
235
275
318
380
Duration
86
131
167
218
257
302
347
412
18
[hours]
96
147
186
241
286
335
386
459
24
104
159
200
259
308
358
412
490
36
111
169
214
278
329
384
443
525
48
121
183
231
298
353
412
475
561
72

4.2

Sewer system data

Data on main collectors situated within our study case area: Migdia, Montilivi and Onyar Esquerra
were provided by the operating company TRARGISA (Tractament de Residus i d’Aigües
Residuals del Sistema de Girona). This included detailed maps of collectors, drawings of typical
cross-sections in the system, drawings of bigger objects (e.g. the CSO objects) and spreadsheets
with detailed data (e.g. diameter, length, altitude, material, connecting manholes).
Data about the side branches connecting to the main collectors in shapefile format was provided
by the company Aigües de Girona, Salt i Sarrià de Ter, S.A. The data was imported in the ASSA
for modeling.
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Land use coverage

Land use map was obtained from MCSC (Land Cover Map of Catalonia) which is a highresolution thematic cartography of the main types of land cover carried out by Centre de Reberca
Ecologica i Aplicacions Forestals (CREAF). It is a part of the internet available Cartography of
the Generalitat de Catalunya.
It served as a basis for determining land use types within our study case area, thus assisting us in
determining the volume and velocity of precipitation surface runoff.

Figure 18: Land use map (CREAF, 2009)
Slika 18: Karta rabe tal (CREAF, 2009)
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4.4
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Soil type

Soil type defines the infiltration
rates needed for the urban
hydrology model. It is taken into
account through the SCS infiltration
curves (Annex A) which describes
characteristics of surface runoff and
infiltration for a given area
(subbasin).
According to the hydrogeological
map of Girona (map scale 1: 20,000)
by the department of Geology at the
UdG the case study area is
composed of lithological groups,
marked with 3E, 4D and 4E with
information on permeability and its
intrinsic permeability as presented
in Table 9.

Figure 19: Section of hydrogeological map of Girona (ICGC, 2015)
Slika 19: Izsek iz hidrogeološke karte Girone (ICGC, 2015)

Based on Table 9, sands, silts and clays are the most commonly present lithological groups with
moderate to average permeability.
Table 9: Explanation of lithological groups marks for Figure 19
Preglednica 9: Razlaga oznak litoloških skupin za Slika 19
Lithological group
3E
4D
4E
Silts and clays
Gravel with sandstone matrix at
Sand, clay
Short description:
with sand and
the base, changing to silty clay
and gravel
isolated pebbles
towards the surface
Permeability group:
Mo - moderate
M - average
M - average
Intrinsic permeability k
10-2 < k < 100
1 < k < 50
1 < k < 50
[m/day]:

The model, however, uses more detailed data as defined by the USDA (Table 10) and therefore
additional measurements were needed and performed (see the next chapter). Note also that in
urban areas most of the top soil is artificial (e.g. ‘imported’ during construction), so soil types
data do not represent a reliable source.
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Table 10: Typical infiltration rates (Autodesk, 2015, p. 293)
Preglednica 10: Orientacijske vrednosti hitrosti infiltracije (Autodesk, 2015, str. 293)

4.5

Measurements

The infiltration and flow rates measurements were performed in addition to the obtained data
described in previous subchapters.
4.5.1

Infiltration measurements

Three locations within the case study were selected to perform infiltration tests (Figure 20, yellow
dots).

Figure 20: Infiltration test locations
Slika 20: Mesta izvajanja meritev infiltracije

Ring infiltrometers (Figure 21), with two rings, were used to conduct infiltration tests. The test
consists of pouring water to initial level in both rings, then recording the water level drop within
the inner ring and measuring the time it takes for water to drop to a lower level. The process is
repeated until the soil is saturated, i.e. the infiltration rate is the same for two consecutive tests.
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Knowing the diameter of the inner ring and the time it took for a certain level drop, we can then
determine infiltration rate for that time step.
At the beginning of the test, when the soil is dry, the water infiltrates rapidly. This is called the
initial infiltration rate. As more water replaces the air in the pores, the water from the soil surface
infiltrates more slowly and eventually reaches steady state. This is called the basic infiltration
rate.
The purpose of the second ring is to ensure that water from the inner ring is not percolating in the
horizontal direction, but only or mainly in the vertical direction. For a representative test, we need
to maintain water levels within both rings on the same or at least on a similar level. With this we
also want to prevent the unwanted horizontal flow.

Figure 21: Double ring infiltrometer
Slika 21: Krožni infiltrometer z dvema obročema

4.5.2

The CSO measurements – flowmeter

The purpose of the overflow measurements was to place the model results in the »right« range
(order of magnitude) rather than conducting a systematic calibration of the model. Thus one
flowmeter was installed at the overflow channel that leads from the CSO object (Plaça dels Països
Catalans) into the recipient (Riu Onyar) as an indicator of water volumes at the sewer system
(Figure 22).
The Sigma 950 flowmeter by HACH was used. According to the producer, this instrument is
normally used with a level sensor to measure flow when there is a primary measuring device (e.g.
flume, weir or pipe) that has a known level-to-flow relationship. The level sensor measures the
level of liquid in a channel that adds to the flow (referred to as the »head«). The instrument then
calculates the flow rate based on the head-to-flow relationship of the primary device. Since we
were not conducting measurements in a primary measuring device, we used a »bubbler« sensor
which measures depth and velocity simultaneously. Both quantities are measured with the method
of the Doppler effect. Based on the average velocity of the flow stream and the current depth, the
instrument calculates the flow based on the continuity equation:
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Q=Sv
Q: flow
V: velocity
S: wetted area.

Figure 22: Longitudinal cross-section and ground plan of the CSO object with marked locations of
flowmeter units
Slika 22: Vzdolžni prerez in tloris razbremenilnika z označenimi lokacijami posameznih delov merilnika
pretoka

There are a few uncertainties related to the flow measurements in the overflow channel:
1. The appearance of critical flow with Froude number around two, which is related to the
channel width, causing low water levels and relatively steep chamber slope of 2.9 %,
hence high speeds are developed.
2. We are conducting measurements only in one point of a wide profile (4 meters).
3. Non-horizontal profile. Figure 23 shows that in the left part of the overflow channel the
flow is already occurring, but there is no flow on the right side.
4. Occasional measurements of negative velocity, meaning that backflow is appearing in
the overflow channel. This raises questions whether results of positive measurements are
completely correct.
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Figure 23: Non-horizontal profile in which flow measurements are conducted
Slika 23: Nevodoravni profil, kjer se izvajajo meritve

Considering all these uncertainties that affected the results, the measurements will be used as an
orientation rather than accurate values for model calibration.
4.5.3

Overflow measurements – temperature sensors

For validation of measurements obtained with a flowmeter, four temperature sensors were
additionally installed in the overflow channel. This is a low-cost method for detection of the CSO,
which has been verified and implemented by Montserrat Royuela (2015) on a study case for the
CSS of La Garriga, Spain, and is patented in Spain. It assumes that clear temperature differences
exist between the sewer gas phase and the overflowing stormwater. With the installation of
temperature sensors at the CSO object, the temperature changes occurring during a rainfall
episode can be detected and associated with a CSO event.
Temperature sensors HOBO® Pendant Temperature/Light Data Logger UA-002-64 were
installed. With dimensions of 58 x 33 x 23 mm and weighing only 18 grams, these sensors are
quite small (Figure 24) and easy to install. With 10-bit resolution this model is capable of 28,000
(64K model) combined temperature and light readings or internal logger events (Onset, 2009).

Figure 24: Temperature sensor: HOBO Pendant Temperature Light Data Logger UA-002-64 (Onset)
Slika 24: Temperaturni senzor: HOBO Pendant Temperature Light Data Logger UA-002-64 (Onset)
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Temperature sensors were strategically placed in four locations to give us as much useful
information as possible on how the CSO object works and when the CSO occurs (Figure 25).
Sensors 1 and 2 were installed in the overflow channel, sensor 1 on the right edge and sensor 2
on the left edge, to help us determine how the flow is distributed. Sensor 3 was installed right
underneath the weir crest to detect when the overflow starts. Sensor 4 was installed right above
the level of the usual sanitary flow and bellow the weir crest to detect when water level starts
rising.

Figure 25: Longitudinal cross-section and ground plan of the CSO object with marked locations of
temperature sensors
Slika 25: Vzdolžni prerez in tloris razbremenilnika z označenimi lokacijami temperaturnih senzorjev

Figure 26: Sensor number 4 (left), sensor number 3 (right)
Slika 26: Senzor št. 4 (levo), senzor št. 3 (desno)
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4.6

Modelling

4.6.1

Model setup

An advanced, powerful and comprehensive modeling package Autodesk® Storm and Sanitary
Analysis 2016 was used for analyzing and designing urban drainage system and combine sewers
system. The software can simultaneously model complex hydrology, hydraulics and water
quality. One of the typical applications of this software is also designing control strategies for
minimizing combined sewer overflows (CSO).
Figure 27 presents the procedure of model building and specification of calculation methods,
equations, parameters, etc. Following sub-chapters explain used methods and their influence on
the model.
1st STEP: Defining PROJECT OPTIONS:
1.1 Units & element specifications:
- Unit system: Metric Units
- Flow units: CMS
- Elevation type: Elevation
1.2 Hydrology runoff specifications:
- Hydrology method: EPA SWMM
- EPA SWMM infiltration method: SCS Curve Number
1.3 Hydraulic routing specifications:
- Link routing method: Hydrodynamic
- Force main equation: Hazen-Williams
- Minimum conduit slope: 0%
1.4 Computational & reporting methods:
- Storage node exfiltration method: Constant rate, free surface area

2nd STEP: Defining HYDROLOGY:
2.1 Import land use map as background
2.2 Based on land use define subbasins (physical and flow properties; CN)
2.3 Define rain events

3rd STEP: Defining HYDRAULICS:
3.1 GIS import of manholes and pipes (.shp)
3.2 Edit the properties of the elements that make up the system

4th STEP: Defining ANALYSIS OPTIONS
4.1 Time steps, dates
4.2 Analysis computations: hydrology runoff, hydraulic flow routing
4.3 Hydrodynamic analysis parameters:
- Inertial terms: Keep
- Supercritical flow occurs when: Water surface slope & Froude number
4.4 Storm selection

Figure 27: Procedure of model building
Slika 27: Postopek vzpostavitve modela
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Hydrology method
In this segment, we determine which hydrology method program we will use to model the
subbasin runoff. The EPA SWMM was used for our case study because:
 it has to be used if we want to connect one sub catchment to another;
 it supports continuous simulations and
 it was developed for large, complex urban drainage areas.
Figure 28 illustrates the approach of the EPA SWMM method for surface runoff. Subbasins are
handled as nonlinear reservoirs. Where the inflow comes from precipitation and any designated
upstream subbasin. Outflow can include surface runoff, infiltration and evaporation. Surface
runoff occurs when the depth of water in the reservoir exceeds maximum depression depth (dp).
The depth of water in the Subbasin (d) is continuously updated with time by solving a water
balance equation. The outflow is provided by Manning’s equation:
Q = A R2/3 √S.

Q: flow rate
N: Manning roughness coefficient
A: cross-sectional area
R: hydraulic radius (A/P; P wetted perimeter)
S: energy slope. (Autodesk, 2015)

Figure 28: Conceptual view of the EPA SWMM surface runoff hydrology (Autodesk, 2015, p. 373)
Slika 28: Konceptualni prikaz delovanja metode po EPA SWMM (Autodesk, 2015, str. 373)

Infiltration calculations only apply to the pervious portion of the defined subbasin, whereas the
impervious portion is assumed to translate entirely into a runoff, less any initial abstraction due
to its specified depression depth.
The EPA SWMM uses kinematic wave formulation for computing time of concentration, which
is dependent upon the subbasin length and rainfall intensity, using excess rainfall (Autodesk,
2015):
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Tc =

/

L
· m−

.

Tc: time of concentration, seconds
L: subbasin length
i: rainfall excess (rainfall minus losses)
a, m: kinematic wave parameters.
Infiltration method
Infiltration of rainfall can be described with one of the three infiltration methods:
 SCS Curve Number,
 Horton and
 Green-Ampt.
The SCS Curve Number method was used since it was the only method for which sufficient data
was available. The other two methods require additional data on soil characteristics. This method
assumes that the total infiltration capacity of a soil can be found from the soil's tabulated Curve
Number (CN). During a rain event this capacity is depleted as a function of cumulative rainfall
and remaining capacity. Drainage area’s hydrologic soil group, land use and hydrologic condition
determine the curve number. A high CN value causes nearly all of the precipitation to translate
into runoff (as high as 98 for paved roadways, roofs and other impervious surfaces), on the other
hand a low CN value (as low as 30 for some conditions) causes most of the precipitation to be
captured as infiltration and not translate into runoff (Autodesk, 2015).
The key characteristics of the Curve Number infiltration method include:
Advantages:
 The Curve Number infiltration method continues to be the most satisfactory when used
for the type of hydrologic problem that it was developed to solve—evaluating effects of
land use changes and conservation practices on direct runoff;
 The Curve Number infiltration method is well established and widely accepted for use in
the USA and abroad;
 Can be used for forested areas.
Limitations:
 The Curve Number infiltration method is less accurate when runoff is less than 0.5 inches;
 When the weighted curve number is less than 40, another infiltration method needs to be
used to determine runoff;
 Infiltration rate will approach zero during a storm of long duration rather than constant
rate as expected;
 Rainfall intensity is not considered—same infiltration loss for 1 inch of rainfall in 1 hour
or 1 day;
 Runoff from snowmelt or rain on frozen ground cannot be estimated using the Curve
Number infiltration method (Autodesk, 2015).
Precipitation loss is calculated based on the defined curve number and initial abstraction value
(NRCS, 1986):
Q=

−I
−I +

.
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Q: runoff [mm]
P: rainfall [mm]
S: potential maximum retention after runoff begins [mm]
Ia: initial abstraction [mm].
Initial abstraction (Ia) represents all losses before runoff begins. It includes water retained in
surface depressions, water intercepted by vegetation, evaporation and infiltration (NRCS, 1986):
Ia = 0.2 · S.
S is related to the soil and cover conditions of the subbasin through the CN (NRCS, 1986):
S=

N

– 10.

S: potential maximum retention after runoff begins
CN: curve number
Ia: initial abstraction.
Runoff amount can be expressed as a combination of S and P if we remove initial abstraction as
an independent parameter (NRCS, 1986):
Q=

− .
+ .8

.

Link routing method
We can choose from three Link routing methods:
 Hydrodynamic Routing,
 Kinematic Wave Routing (default),
 Steady Flow Routing.
All of them use Manning equation to relate flow rate to flow depth and bed (or friction) slope.
The one exception is for Circular Force Main pipes under pressurized flow, where either the
Hazen-Williams or Darcy-Weisbach equation is used instead.
We decided to use Hydrodynamic routing method, as is the most sophisticated routing method
and solves the complete one-dimensional Saint Venant flow equations to produce the most
theoretically accurate results. These equations consist of the continuity and momentum equations
for conduits and a volume continuity equation at nodes.
»Hydrodynamic routing method represents pressurized flow if a closed conduit becomes full,
such that flows can exceed the full-flow Manning equation value. Flooding occurs when the water
depth at a node exceeds the maximum available depth, and the excess flow is either lost from the
system or can pond atop the node and re-enter the drainage system.« (Autodesk, 2015, p. 186)
1D Saint Venant equations:
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Continuity equation:
∂
∂x

+

∂A
∂t

= 0.

x: position of the section measured from the upstream end
t: time.


Momentum equation:
∂v
∂t

∂v

∂

+ v ∂x + g∂x = g (I0 – I).

g: acceleration due to gravity
h: depth of flow at the section
I: energy slope (Sleigh and Goodwill, 2000).

Force main equation
This section allows us to select which equation will be employed to compute friction losses during
pressurized flow where Hazen-Williams (default) and Darcy-Weisbach equations are available.
(Autodesk, 2015) Hazen-Williams equation was selected:
Q = k C A R2/3 √S.

Q: flow rate
k: conversion factor for unit system (k = 0.849 for SI units, k = 1.318 for US units)
C: Hazen-Willimas C-factor, which varies inversely with surface roughness
A: cross-sectional area
R: hydraulic radius
S: slope of the energy line (head loss per length of the pipe) (Autodesk, 2015)
Storage node exfiltration method
Here we define the exfiltration (infiltration) method to account for the loss of water from a storage
node (infiltration basin, detention pond) because of absorption into surrounding soil. We have
chosen a method: Constant rate, wetted area.
»Constant rate: method removes water from the storage node using a user specified exfiltration
rate, to compute a flow rate for each time step during the routing simulation. The computed flow
rate is dependent upon the storage node’s water surface elevation at each time step.
Wetted area: the exfiltration rate is computed using the total area of all wetted surfaces, regardless
if the sidewalls slope outward, inward, or are vertical.« (Autodesk, 2015, p. 188).
Hydrodynamic Analysis Parameters: Inertial terms
We can choose from three different approaches on how the inertial terms in the St. Venant
momentum equation will be handled for different flow conditions. We can either Keep, Dampen
or Ignore them. We decided to Keep inertial terms, which means that they are at their full value
under all conditions.
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Hydrodynamic Analysis Parameters: Supercritical flow occurs when
Here we can select the basis used to determine when supercritical flow occurs in a conduit. The
following options are available:
 Water-surface slope & Froude number (default);
 Water-surface slope is greater than the conduit slope;
 Froude number at either end of the conduit is greater than 1.0.
We decided to leave this parameter set to default version which checks for either condition.
Although program enables to simulate pollution of stormwater caused by pollutant wash-off from
urban surfaces for many parameters (TSS, BOD5, TN, TP, Cu, Pb, Petroleum, Oil and Grease)
(Autodesk, 2015), we have decide not to simulate water quality due to lack of any measurements
that could put this simulations into perspective.
4.6.2

Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analysis of the model was performed by changing the parameters’ values by –
20%, –10%, +10% and +20% and observing the change in the simulation results. For precipitation
data, we used data from rain event on 17th March 2016.
For every land use type, one subbasin was designed. Except with land use type: UD (urban
district), where we designed two subbasins, one with the similar area than other subbasins and a
second one that is three times larger to see if results change in relation to that. Selected subbasins
are presented in the next figure.

Figure 29: Sensitivity analysis – test subbasins
Slika 29: Analiza občutljivosti – testna podpovodja

Subbasin parameters that are not completely predetermined by geometry and land use (e.g. area,
average slope, weighted curve number, impervious area) were analyzed. This is mainly
Manning’s roughness (n) for the impervious and pervious area. Aside from these parameters there
are also a few physical parameters which are harder to determine (e.g. depression depth for the
impervious and pervious area, no depression for the impervious area and equivalent width). We
decided to also include them in the analysis. Figure 30 shows subbasin parameters that need to be
defined; parameters in red boxes were analyzed. Parameters are described in Table 11.
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Figure 30: Analyzed subbasin parameters
Slika 30: Analizirani parametri podpovodji
Table 11: Description of parameters analyzed within sensitivity analysis
Preglednica 11: Opis parametrov, ki so bili analizirani z občutljivostjo analizo
Subbasin parameter
Description
Equivalent
width [m]

Impervious
area

No depression
[%]
Manning’s
roughness
Depression
depth [mm]

Pervious
area

Depression
depth [mm]
Manning’s
roughness

Conveyance link parameter
Manning’s roughness

Specifies equivalent (or sometimes called characteristic) width of the
assumed rectangular subbasin in order to internally compute the overland
flow path and the corresponding time of concentration.
Specifies the percentage of the impervious area that has no depression
storage.
Specifies the Manning's roughness coefficient for overland flow over the
impervious portion of the subbasin.
Surface storage is represented by a surface depression depth, such as
localized depressions and other areas that will trap stormwater runoff,
which must be satisfied before runoff from impervious surfaces can
begin.
Surface storage is represented by a surface depression depth, such as
localized depressions and other areas that will trap stormwater runoff,
which must be satisfied before runoff from impervious surfaces can
begin.
Specifies the Manning's roughness coefficient for overland flow over the
pervious portion of the subbasin (i.e. grassy or open soil, etc.)
Description

Specifies the Manning’s roughness coefficient for the channel, pipe or
culvert link being defined.

When analyzing conveyance links, Manning’s roughness (n) coefficient was changed in all 22
pipes. Result changes were observed in the last pipe before the outfall. In Annex B / Priloga B,
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the proposed Manning’s roughness coefficients for pipes by Autodesk are listed. According to
this list, n for concrete sewer with manholes and inlets should vary between 0.013 and 0.017.
Therefore, n was set at 0,015 for a base value. While conducting sensitivity analysis, it was
changed to 0.013 (–13.3%) and 0.017 (+13.3%). Figure 31 shows conveyance links parameters
that need to be defined; parameters in red boxes were analyzed.

Figure 31: Analyzed conveyance links parameters
Slika 31: Analizirani parametri cevi

4.6.3

Model calibration and validation

Based on the obtained data (e.g. land use, infiltration rates) and suggested parameter values by
Autodesk, presented in tables as Annexes A, B, C and D, we present the land use types and their
characteristics in Table 12 as parameters for model calibration. In addition Manning’s roughness
for pipes was used for calibration, i.e. fitting the simulated data to the measured data at the CSO.
Table 12: Land use types and their initial characteristics
Preglednica 12: Kategorije rabe prostora in njihove začetne značilnosti
Urban
Residential
Roads
Parks
Woods
Land use type
district
district
Abbreviation
UD
RD
R
P
W
Colour
Purple
Light pink
Pink
Green Dark green
SCS curve number
89
77
98
39
36
(soil type A)
IMPERVIOUS AREA
Area [%]
85%
65%
95%
10%
5%
Manning's roughness:
0.15
0.15
0.015
0.015
0.015
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No depression [%]:
Depression depth [mm]:
PERVIOUS AREA
Depression depth [mm]:
Manning's roughness:

50
2.5

50
2.5

80
1.5

80
2.5

80
2.5

5
0.4

5
0.4

5
0.4

5
0.4

7.5
0.8

With these initial land use parameters set in our model (Table 12) we run a simulation for rain
event from 23.4.2016 with total precipitation of 10.8 mm. With respect to the sensitivity analysis,
the parameters were then adjusted so that the simulated results have a better match with the
measured overflow. While doing so the recommended range of parameter values, as presented in
Annexes A, B, C and D, was taken into account. For parameters where no explicit values are
predetermined (e.g. impervious area), we stayed within estimated values.
To validate model we simulated the model on the data from 9.5.2016 with total precipitation of
12.4 mm and from 21.4.2016 with total precipitation of 26.4 mm.
4.6.4
4.6.4.1

The SUDS design
Infiltration basins

CIRIA procedure (SUDS Manual 2015) was used for design, which was crosschecked by using
the procedure proposed in the DWA-A 138E standard on one test location.
Procedure for the design of infiltration basins by CIRIA SUDS Manual 2015
Infiltration basins are considered as plane infiltration systems, as they are relatively thin and cover
a wide area. The side area is negligible compared to the base area. For a given rainfall event
discharging to an infiltration system of a particular size, the hydraulic equations can be solved to
give the maximum depth of water, hmax (CIRIA, 2015).
Step by step procedure for the design of plane infiltration systems:
1. Obtain the infiltration coefficient, q [m/h], by dividing the infiltration rate found from
field test by the appropriate factor of safety, F;
2. Find the porosity of granular fill material, n;
3. (i) Decide on the area to be drained, AD [m2], and the infiltration surface area, Ab [m2];
(ii) Calculate the drainage ratio, R, where R = AD/Ab
4. (i) Select a storm duration, D [h];
(ii) Determine the corresponding rainfall intensity, i [m/h];
5. (i) Check whether q exceeds i. If so, the rate of infiltration exceeds the potential rate of
runoff, in which case hmax = 0;
(ii) Otherwise, calculate the value of hmax =

−

[m];

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for a range of rainfall durations constructing a spreadsheet or table
of results;
7. Select the largest value of hmax.
One of the largest uncertainties in the design of infiltration systems is the infiltration coefficient,
as this may reduce over time, particularly if effective pre-treatment is not included within the
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design and/or the system maintenance is poor. To account for this, a factor of safety is introduced
into the design procedure that reduces the observed value of the infiltration coefficient. The factor
used depends upon the consequence of failure and engineering judgment is therefore required as
to the factor to be used (CIRIA, 2015).
Table 13: Suggested factor of safety, F, for use in hydraulic design of infiltration systems (CIRIA, 2015)
Preglednica 13: Predlagani varnostni faktorji, F, za dimenzioniranje sistemov za infiltracijo (CIRIA,
2015)
Size of area to
Consequences of failure
be drained
No damage or
Minor damage or external
Damage to building or
inconvenience
areas or inconvenience (e.g.
structures or major
surface water on car parking)
inconvenience (e.g.
flooding of roads)
< 100 m2
1.5
2
10
100–1000 m2
1.5
3
10
2
> 1000 m
1.5
5
10

The infiltration component should discharge from full to half-full within a reasonable time so that
the risk of it not being able to manage subsequent rainfall events is minimized. Where components
are designed to manage 1:10-year or 1:30-year event, it is usual to specify that half emptying
occurs within 24 hours (CIRIA, 2015).
Time for half-emptying a plane infiltration system: t =

x

[h].

Procedure for the design of infiltration basins by Standard DWA-A 138E
Percolation Basins – Simple Method
The required storage volume is determined taking into account a surcharge factor:
V = (Aimp 10−3 rD(n)−QP) D 60 fS.
V:
Aimp:
rD(n):
D:
QP:
fs:

storage volume [m³]
impermeable surface [ha]
relevant rainfall intensity [l/(s · ha)]
duration of the dimensioning rainfall [min]
percolation rate = AP· kf,imp [m³/]
surcharge factor in accordance with DWA-A 117E.

As the percolation rate QP cannot be specified due to the initially unknown dimensions of the
basin, an estimation is required regarding the size which is to be verified following the
determination of the geometric conditions.
The relationship QP = Aimp · qP is drawn upon for QP, whereby for the specific percolation rate qP
the following order can be assumed:
for kf = 1 · 10-4 m/s ⇒ qP = 10 l/(s · ha) and
for kf = 1 · 10-5 m/s ⇒ qP = 2 l/(s · ha).
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4.6.4.2

Infiltration trenches

CIRIA procedure (SUDS Manual 2015) was used for design, which was crosschecked by using
the procedure proposed in the DWA-A 138E standard on one test location.
Procedure for the design of infiltration trenches by CIRIA SUDS Manual 2015
Three-dimensional infiltration systems are those that have a cuboid or trench shape and the
surface area of the sides is large compared to that of the base. For a given rainfall event
discharging to an infiltration system of a particular size, the hydraulic equations can be solved to
give the maximum depth of water, hmax (CIRIA, 2015).
Step by step procedure for the design of 3D infiltration systems:
1. Obtain the infiltration coefficient, q [m/h], by dividing the infiltration rate found from
field test by the appropriate factor of safety, F;
2. Find the porosity of granular fill material, n;
3. (i) Decide on the area to be drained, Ad [m2];
(ii) Choose the type and shape of infiltration system, i.e. cylindrical soakaways,
infiltration trench;
4. (i) Select the proposed dimensions for the infiltration system, i.e. the radius of a
cylindrical soakaway, the width, and length of the rectangular plan system;
(ii) Calculate the base area, Ab [m2], and the perimeter, P [m], of the soakaway base from
the proposed dimensions;
(iii) Determine the value of b from b =

A

;

5. (i) Select a storm duration, D [h];
(ii) Determine the corresponding rainfall intensity, i [m/h];
6. Determine the value of a from a =

A

–i

Ad

;

7. Calculate hmax = a [e(-bD) – 1];
8. Repeat steps 5 to 7 for a range of rainfall durations
9. (i) Find the largest value of hmax;
(ii) If hmax is unacceptably high, return to step 4 and increase the dimensions;
(iii) If hmax is still unacceptably high, either:
(a) return to step 3(i) and reduce the area drained to an individual system
or
(b) return to step 3(ii) and choose a different type of system.
Time for half-emptying a 3D infiltration system:
t=

A

loge

A
P
m x A
+
P

x+

[h].
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Procedure for the design of infiltration trenches by Standard DWA-A 138E
As with the dimensioning of swales with the calculation of an infiltration trench and pipeinfiltration trench percolation, it is also assumed in simplification that the hydraulic gradient Ihy =
1 and the percolation surface AP are constant. Homogenous subsoil conditions (1 layer) are also
assumed.
The percolation surface AP of the infiltration trench results from the length lIT of the infiltration
trench multiplied by the percolation effective width bIT,P. Other than the bottom width of the
infiltration trench bIT this also includes the percolation effective width bIT,P from a lateral
percolation. The expansion of the percolation effective base on both sides is applied with each
hIT/4. With this in mind, it is assumed that during a storage event, with which the complete filling
of the infiltration trench is achieved in the short-term, the mean water level is hIT/2 (Figure 32)
(DWA, 2005).

Figure 32: Effective percolation width of the infiltration trench (DWA, 2005, p. 49)
Slika 32: Efektivna širina infiltracijskega jarka (DWA, 2005, str. 49)

Under this assumption the percolation effective width of an infiltration trench is:
bIT,P = bIT + 2 hIT/4 = bIT + hIT/2.
bIT,P:
bIT:
hIT:

percolation effective width of the infiltration trench [m]
width of the infiltration trench [m]
height of the infiltration trench [m]

Thus, there is a percolation surface of:
AP = bIT,P lIT = (bIT + hIT/2) ⋅ lIT

and the percolation rate of:

QP = (bIT + hIT/2) lIT kf/2.
lIT: length of the infiltration trench [m]
kf: coefficient of hydraulic conductivity of the saturated zone [m/s]
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Necessary storage volume of an infiltration trench:
VIT = [Aimp 10-7 rD(n) – (bIT + hIT/2) lIT kf/2 ] D 60 fs.
fs:

surcharge factor in accordance with DWA-A 117E

In general, the following can be applied to the storage volume of the infiltration trench VIT:
VIT = bIT hIT lIT s.
s: storage coefficient with infiltration trench percolation s corresponds with the pore
component of the filler material, porosity
If previous equations are combined, then solution for lIT is:
lIT =

A

·
D·

·
·f

·

−

+

⋅

t+

·

kf

.

In accordance with Table 1, the drainage of precipitation runoffs directly into infiltration trenches
is only allowed for green roofs, meadows, arable land, roof surfaces without the use of uncoated
metal and terrace surfaces in residential and comparable commercial areas. For roof surfaces with
normal shares of uncoated metals (copper, zinc, lead) percolation through infiltration trenches is
permitted after removal of substances using pre-treatment measures. From all other surfaces,
precipitation runoffs should be percolated through plant covered soils. We can achieve this with
a swale-infiltration trench, which consists of planted swale on top and infiltration trench
underneath (Figure 33). In this way, sedimentation of suspended solids and biological treatment
of pollutants is achieved preventing clogging of infiltration trench and pollution of groundwater
(DWA, 2005).

Figure 33: Cross section of a swale-infiltration trench element (DWA, 2005, p. 26)
Slika 33: Prečni prerez površinskega kanala in infiltracijskega jarka (DWA, 2005, str. 26)

Another way of percolating water is with its direct distribution through percolation pipe. The
inflow of percolation water takes place underground into a perforated pipe, which is bedded in
gravel or other material that is covered with filling soil in the pipe trench (Figure 34). A
combination of aboveground infiltration through filter soil and underground feeding pipe is
possible. With pipe-infiltration trenches, the upstream settling elements (e.g. shaft) are
recommended in order to prevent clogging with suspended solids carried with precipitation
runoff.
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Figure 34: Pipe-infiltration trench element (DWA, 2005, p. 26)
Slika 34: Infiltracijski jarek s cevnim dovodom (DWA, 2005, str. 26)

In accordance with the above stated recommendations, we can say that different combinations of
infiltration trenches would be needed within our study case area depending on local specifics.
In order to simplify our future work, we have decided to dimension infiltration trenches in
elementary (basic) version without swales or pipe-infiltration. Since we are interested in
dimensioning of proposed infiltration trenches and in their ability to reduce the amount of surface
water that enters sewer system, we think this simplification will not have a crucial influence on
the results.
4.6.4.3

Green roofs

To simplify the introduction of green roofs into the model, we decided to set their storage depth
to 5 mm. Since storage depth for pervious areas for land use types urban and residential district
was the same (5 mm), we only decreased coverage with an impervious area for 20% and converted
it into the pervious area. By observing ortophoto maps we assessed that this change represents
approximately 50% of all roofs within a subbasin. For green roofs, we assume that depression
depth and Manning’s roughness for surface overflow are the same as for the pervious area, but
with no infiltration. To account for that, we did not change the SCS curve number (i.e. the same
value as for the commercial area with 80% coverage of impervious area). Technically speaking
this is not completely accurate, since we can still expect some infiltration to take place within the
pervious area, which was established as green roofs. Since we decided to design green roofs with
only 5 mm of storage capacity and by knowing that usually this capacity amounts to 10 mm or
more, we can on a conceptual level understand this infiltration losses as the rest of green roofs
storage capacity.
Green roofs were mainly implemented in two types of areas:
1. where previously no other scenario (infiltration basins or trenches) could be implemented
due to the lack of open public space, which is typical for subbasins with land use: »Urban
district«, and
2. where previous scenarios were not completely successful and this resulted in partial
overflowing for certain elements.
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4.6.5
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Rain events

Nine different rain events with three different return periods (2, 5 and 10 years) and three different
durations (15 min, 1 hour and 6 hours) were simulated (Table 7 and Table 14).
Table 14: Rain intensity for rain events which were selected for simulation
Preglednica 14: Intenziteta padavin za padavinske dogodke, ki so bili izbrani za simulacijo
Return period [y]
Intensity [mm/h]
2
5
10
Duration

4.6.6

15 min

61

85

102

1h

31

46

56

6h

10

15

19

Scenarios

Five scenarios were developed. The SC0 presents current state (“do nothing”) and will serve as a
baseline scenario. Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 present individual SUDS measures. Additionally, we have
introduced two scenarios that are a combination of individual SUDS measures, thus accounting
for their synergetic effect. Scenarios:
 SC0: current situation;
 SC1: infiltration basins;
 SC2: infiltration trenches;
 SC3: green roofs;
 SC4: combination of infiltration basins and trenches (SC, SC2);
 SC5: combination of infiltration basins, infiltration trenches and green roofs (SC1, SC2,
SC3).
4.7

Multi-criteria analysis

For conducting multi-criteria analysis, we assessed investment and maintenance costs for
proposed scenarios. At this point, we have not monetarized project benefits.
Scenarios were assessed from the monetary and non-monetary aspect. While the monetary aspect
is relatively straight forward, i.e. assessing investment and operational costs, the non-monetary
aspects are more difficult to assess. Moreover, the major quality of the SUDS are the numerous
non-monetary benefits on top of their basic (urban drainage) function. It depends on the type of
scenario that would be implemented wether a certain benefit is achieved and to what extent.
Following plausible benefits can be achieved with the proposed SUDS scenarios:
 overflow reduction at the CSO object reducing or preventing pollution of the river Onyar;
 overflow reduction at the CSO object protecting the flood prone areas by the river Onyar;
 reduced water treatment needs at the WWTP;
 reduced or prevented surcharge and backflows in the CSS;
 aquifer recharge;
 multi-functional use of space;
 amenity (climate resilience, improved air quality, reduced noise levels, aesthetically
pleasing and natural environment);
 improved biodiversity.
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Investment and maintenance unit cost for simulated SUDS scenarios were adopted from S, 2012,
and are more specifically presented in Annexes E and F. To take into account inflation in years
from report publication until 2017 and to be on the safe side with our estimation, higher unit cost
instead of medium or low were used.
To consider general price differences between countries (the UK and Spain), we have used price
level indices for civil engineering work by Eurostat-OECD for 2015.
Price levels as presented in Annex G are the ratios of the PPPs to exchange rates. They provide a
measure of the differences in price levels between countries by indicating for a given product
group the number of units of common currency needed to buy the same volume of the product
group or aggregate in each country. In their simplest form, the PPPs are nothing more than price
relatives that show the ratio of the prices in national currencies for the same good or service in
different countries.
Price level index for »Civil engineering works« was 123 for the UK and 79 for Spain. Hence, we
reduced costs that were established for the UK market by 35% to get a realistic cost in Euros for
the Spanish market.
Based on previously conducted analyses within this thesis, the following criteria were considered:
 average overflow reduction per 1,000 units of implemented measure [%],
● overflow reduction per €10,000 invested [%],
● investment cost per unit [€],
● annual maintenance cost per unit [€],
● implementability (public ownership is favored over private),
● amenity (multi-functional use of space, climate resilience, improved air quality, reduced
noise levels, aesthetically pleasing and natural environment),
● biodiversity.
Scenarios were graded for every criterion with grades from 1 to 5. Grades were developed
according to Table 6: The SUDS elements with their functions and benefits (Collett, 2013) and
the following chapters within CIRIA SuDS Manual (CIRIA, 2015): Chapter 35: Costs and
benefits, Chapter 12: Green roofs and Chapter 13: Infiltration systems.
Grade 1: low overflow reduction, high investment or maintenance costs, low implementability
(private ownership), little or no influence on amenity or biodiversity.
Grade 2: describes states between grade 1 and 3.
Grade 3: medium overflow reduction, medium investment or maintenance costs, medium
implementability (mixed ownership), moderate influence on amenity or biodiversity.
Grade 4: describes states between grade 3 and 5.
Grade 5: high overflow reduction, low investment or maintenance costs, high implementability
(public ownership), positive influence on amenity or biodiversity.
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5

RESULTS

5.1
5.1.1

Measurements
Infiltration

Figure 35, Figure 36 and Figure 37 show the results of the infiltration measurements for all three
locations. The basic infiltration rate was calculated as a mean value of last 4 or 5 measurements,
this is when the infiltration rate became stable. It achieved values of 1.11 mm/min or 66 mm/h,
7.72 mm/min or 463 mm/h and 2.11 mm/min or 127 mm/h for locations 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

Infiltration rate (mm/min)

Infiltration test 1st location: Montilivi park
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0

Infiltration rate
(mm/min)

5.0
0.0

0

10

20
30
40
Elapsed time (min)

50

60

Figure 35: Change of infiltration rate for 1st location
Slika 35: Spremembe v hitrosti infiltracije na lokaciji 1

Infiltration test 2nd location: Montilivi forest
Infiltration rate (mm/min)

30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0

Infiltration rate
(mm/min)

10.0
5.0
0.0
0

10
20
30
Elapsed time (min)

40

Figure 36: Change of infiltration rate for 2nd location
Slika 36: Spremembe v hitrosti infiltracije na lokaciji 2
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Infiltration test 3rd location: Migdia park
Infiltration rate (mm/min)

7.0

6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0

Infiltration rate
(mm/min)

2.0
1.0
0.0
0

10

20
30
40
Elapsed time (min)

50

60

Figure 37: Change of infiltration rate for 3rd location
Slika 37: Spremembe v hitrosti infiltracije na lokaciji 3

Based on these results and Table 15, the hydrologic soil groups were determined as summarized
in Table 13. All soils at our test sites can be placed in the Hydrologic soil group A and they vary
by the soil type between loamy sand and sand.
Table 15: Summary of infiltration measurements
Preglednica 15: Povzetek rezultatov meritev infiltracije
Infiltration
Infiltration
Infiltration
Hydrologic
rate
rate [mm/h] coefficient
soil group
[mm/min]
[m/s]
(Table 8)
1st location:

1.11

66

1.85*10-5

A

2nd location:

7.72

463

1.28*10-4

A

3rd location:

2.11

127

3.52*10-5

A

Soil type
(Table 8)
Loamy
sand
Sand
Loamy
sand –
sand

Typical characteristics of soil group A are:
 low runoff potential,
 high infiltration rates even when thoroughly wetted and
 consisting mainly of deep and well to excessively drained sands and gravels.
Infiltration is one of the main SUDS mechanisms. Therefore, these results are encouraging for
implementing such SUDS. In consequence, detention capacities can be smaller, compared with
those designed for hydrologic soil groups with lower infiltration rates.
5.1.2

Overflow measurements

Temperature sensors were operative and measuring temperature changes in two-time series:
14.3.2016–22.3.2016 and 6.4.2016–29.4.2016.
Flowmeter was operative and measuring overflow at the CSO in three-time series: 25.2.2016–
22.3.2016, 29.3.2016–30.4.2016 and 1.5.2016–17.6.2016.
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There are only three rain events for which we have both flowmeter and temperature sensors
measurements. They are presented with graphs and tables in the next three subchapters. We can
observe that flowmeter and temperature sensors measurements coincide. Therefore, we can
conclude that flowmeter measurements of the overflow are correct, regarding the time when they
occur.
Event 1: 17.3.2016
Figure 38 clearly shows how sensor 4, which was situated on the upstream side of the weir, first
detected a change in temperature. This occurred approximately 15 minutes before other sensors
detected this change. Unfortunately, sensor 4 was not operating when the other two events
occurred.

Figure 38: Measured flow and temperature changes at the CSO for the rain event on 17.3.2016
Slika 38: Meritve pretoka in sprememb temperature na razbremenilniku za padavinski dogodek 17. 3.
2016
Table 16: Measured flow and temperature changes at the CSO for the rain event on 17.3.2016
Preglednica 16: Meritve pretoka in sprememb temperature na razbremenilniku za padavinski dogodek
17. 3. 2016
Precipitation
data
Time

Flowmeter

Temperature sensors

Precipitation Level Level Vel. Overflow Overflow
[mm]
(cm) (m) (m/s) [m3/s] [m3/min]

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4
Temp
Temp
Temp
Temp
[C]
[C]
[C]
[C]

07:10

0.60

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.68

8.38

8.38

07:11

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.68

8.38

8.48

07:12
07:13

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.68

8.38

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.68

8.38

8.98
10.16

07:14

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.68

8.38

11.53

07:15

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.68

8.38

12.59

07:16

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.68

8.38

13.46

07:17

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.68

8.38

14.04

07:18

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.68

8.38

14.42

07:19

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.78

8.48

14.71

07:20

0.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.78

8.38

14.90
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07:21

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.78

8.48

15.00

07:22

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.78

7.78

8.48

15.09

07:23

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

7.88

7.78

8.38

15.19

07:24

0.00

0.00

0.00 -0.04

0.000

0.000

7.78

7.78

8.38

15.19

07:25

0.00

0.00

0.00 -0.19

0.000

0.000

7.78

7.78

8.38

15.28

07:26

0.00

0.45

0.00

0.10

0.002

0.106

7.78

7.78

8.48

15.28

07:27
07:28

0.00
0.00

0.55
1.09

0.01
0.01

0.15
0.28

0.003
0.012

0.209
0.737

7.88
7.98

7.98
8.48

8.78
11.14

15.28
15.28

07:29

0.00

0.98

0.01

0.38

0.015

0.908

8.28

9.18

12.88

15.28

07:30

0.40

1.63

0.02

0.36

0.024

1.432

8.88

9.97

13.75

15.19

Event 2: 21.4.2016
Figure 39 shows the coincidence of the flowmeter and the temperature sensors measurements for
the rain event that occurred on 21.4.2016.

Figure 39: Measured flow and temperature changes at the CSO for the rain event on 21.4.2016
Slika 39: Meritve pretoka in sprememb temperature na razbremenilniku za padavinski dogodek
21. 4. 2016

Table 17 shows that flowmeter detected overflowing at 03:28 and temperature sensors detected
temperature change at the same time or only with one minute difference.
Table 17: Measured flow and temperature changes at the CSO for the rain event on 21.4.2016
Preglednica 17: Meritve pretoka in sprememb temperature na razbremenilniku za padavinski dogodek
21. 4. 2016
Precipitation
data
Time

Flowmeter

Precipitation Level Level
[mm]
(cm)
(m)

Vel.
(m/s)

Temperature sensors

Overflow Overflow Sensor 1
[m3/s] [m3/min] Temp [C]

Sensor 2
Temp [C]

Sensor 3
Temp [C]

03:20

0.4

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

12.98

14.42

12.59

03:21

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

12.98

14.42

12.59

03:22

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

12.98

14.42

12.59

03:23

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

12.98

14.33

12.59
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03:24

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

12.98

14.33

12.59

03:25

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

12.98

14.33

12.59

03:26

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

12.98

14.42

12.88

03:27

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.12

0.000

0.000

12.98

14.71

14.33

03:28

0.0

0.34

0.00

0.12

0.002

0.099

13.08

15.38

15.76

03:29

0.0

0.77

0.01

0.31

0.010

0.586

13.08

15.95

16.52

03:30

0.6

1.30

0.01

0.40

0.021

1.272

13.37

16.33

17.00

03:31

0.0

1.73

0.02

0.45

0.032

1.910

13.65

16.62

17.28

03:32

0.0

1.73

0.02

0.46

0.033

1.970

14.04

16.81

17.38

03:33

0.0

2.48

0.02

0.49

0.050

2.998

14.33

16.90

17.48

03:34

0.0

2.48

0.02

0.50

0.051

3.039

14.52

17.00

17.48

03:35

0.0

2.91

0.03

0.59

0.071

4.243

14.80

17.00

17.48

03:36

0.0

3.56

0.04

0.63

0.092

5.513

15.00

17.09

17.48

03:37

0.0

3.34

0.03

0.66

0.090

5.393

15.19

17.09

17.38

03:38

0.0

3.45

0.03

0.69

0.097

5.845

15.47

17.09

17.38

03:39

0.0

3.45

0.03

0.60

0.085

5.089

15.66

17.09

17.28

03:40

0.8

3.45

0.03

0.71

0.100

6.028

15.86

17.09

17.19

Event 3: 23.4.2016
Figure 40 shows how measurements of flowmeter and temperature sensors, which were obtained
for the rain event that occurred on 23.4.2016, coincide.

Figure 40: Measured flow and temperature changes at the CSO for the rain event on 23.4.2016
Slika 40: Meritve pretoka in sprememb temperature na razbremenilniku za padavinski dogodek
23. 4. 2016

Table 18 presents the flowmeter and the temperature sensors data. The flowmeter detected
overflowing at 15:54 and at the same time also the temperature sensors detected a temperature
change.
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Table 18: Measured flow and temperature changes at the CSO for the rain event on 23.4.2016
Preglednica 18: Meritve pretoka in sprememb temperature na razbremenilniku za padavinski dogodek
23. 4. 2016
Precipitation
data
Time

Flowmeter

Precipitation Level Level
[mm]
(cm) (m)

Vel.
(m/s)

Temperature sensors

Overflow Overflow Sensor 1
[m3/s] [m3/min] Temp [C]

Sensor 2
Temp [C]

Sensor 3
Temp [C]

15:50
15:51
15:52
15:53
15:54
15:55
15:56
15:57

2.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.56
3.66
3.45
2.91

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.57
0.63
0.68
0.72
0.69

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.092
0.101
0.102
0.082

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
5.511
6.069
6.118
4.949

13.08
13.08
12.98
12.88
12.98
13.46
13.75
14.23

14.3
14.3
14.2
14.6
14.9
15.2
16.3
16.8

12.98
12.98
12.98
16.05
17.38
17.95
18.14
18.24

15:58
15:59
16:00

0.0
0.0
2.0

9.67
11.53
3.03

0.10
0.12
0.03

0.86
0.94
1.09

0.339
0.442
0.136

20.358
26.524
8.137

15.66
16.81
17.38

17.3
17.6
17.9

18.24
18.24
18.24

5.2

Sensitivity analysis

In Table 19 we present the influence of the model parameters on the time of concentration (TOC)
and total runoff. Parameters: equivalent length, n impervious and n pervious only have an
influence on the time of concentration (TOC). Equivalent length has an influence on it regardless
of the land use type; whereas the influence of n impervious and pervious on the TOC depends on
the land use type (coverage of impervious or pervious area within the subbasin has to be large
enough to influence the TOC).
Parameters that have the influence on the total runoff are no depression within the impervious
area, depression depth for the impervious and pervious area. Their influence depends on the land
use type or more specifically on the coverage of impervious and pervious area within the subbasin.
Among them, the parameter no depression has the biggest influence. It determines the portion of
the impervious area where no depression storage occurs, meaning that all precipitation over this
area is instantly included in the process of surface runoff.
Table 19: Results of sensitivity analysis for test subbasins
Preglednica 19: Rezultati analize občutljivosti za testna podpovodja
Sensitivity analysis – test subbasins
Parameter change
Parameter
Equivalent
[m]

width

n - IMPERVIOUS

n - PERVIOUS
No depression [%]

Impact
on

Land use type

-20%

-10%

TOC

All

14%

6.5%

TOC

TOC

UD (imperv. area =
85%)
R (imperv. area =
100%)
RD, P, W (perv.
area > 35%)
P, W

Initial
value

+10%

+20%

-6%

-10.4%

6%

11.6%

0.15
-13%

-6%
0.01

-13%

-6%

0.4

6%

11.6%

-2.5%

-1.3%

80

1.3%

2.5%
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Total
runoff
[mm]
Depression depth IMPERVIOUS
[mm]

Depression depth PERVIOUS [mm]

Total
runoff
[mm]

Total
runoff
[mm]

UD, RD

-2.2%

-1.1%

85

1.1%

2.2%

R

-1.7%

-0.8%

90

0.8%

1.7%

P, W

0.60%

RD

0.38%

UD

0.25%

R

0.18%

1.5

-0.18%

UD

0.90%

-0.90%

RD
R
W
P

0.43%

4
4

2.5
/

/
0%

2
2

0
4
7.5

-0.60%
/

-0.38%
-0.25%

0%
/
0%

Table 20 presents the influence of conveyance links Manning’s roughness coefficient on observed
variables. It has an influence on max velocity that flow attains inside the conveyance link and
causes a change of approx. 8%.
Table 20: Results of Manning’s roughness coefficient change for conveyance link
Preglednica 20: Rezultati sprememb Manningovega koeficienta hrapavosti v ceveh
Manning’s roughness coefficient
Observed variables:

0.013

-13.3 %

0.015

0.017

+13.3 %

Peak flow during analysis [m /s]

0.048

0.0%

0.048

0.048

0.0%

Max velocity attained [m/s]

0.74

8.8%

0.68

0.63

-7.35%

Max/design flow ratio

0.01

0.0%

0.01

0.01

0.00%

Total time surcharged [min]

0.00

0.0%

0.00

0.00

0.00%

3

5.3

Model calibration and validation

Calibration
Simulated overflow with initial values of the land use parameters is graphically presented in
Figure 41 (red curve). This initial simulation shows that the simulated overflow coincides well
with the measured data and thus no calibration regarding the timing of the event is needed. On
the contrary, the simulated volume of the overflow exhibited a big mismatch with the measured
volume. Thus, calibration was needed to reduce the simulated overflow volume and the peak
overflow. The total simulated overflow volume exceeded the measured overflow by five times
and the peak flow for two times. According to sensitivity analysis, the following parameters have
the biggest impact on the overflow volume: depression depth of pervious and impervious area,
no depression, and impervious area coverage.
Depression storage depth parameter can have substantial influence only on the rain events with
small precipitation, whereas for big rain events it is not as effective. The land use parameters were
already set to the highest values recommend by ASSA manual (Annex C) and thus depression
depth was not increased.
In the process of calibration, the next land use parameters were changed:
 reduction of the Impervious area [%] for the UD and the RD by 5 %,
 reduction of the SCS CN for 3 points for urban (UD) and residential district (RD),
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reduction of no depression [%] from 50% to 15% for urban (UD) and residential district
(RD),
reduction of no depression [%] from 80% to 30% for roads (R),
reduction of no depression [%] from 80% to 15% for parks (P) and woods (W).

Coverage with the impervious area should be a fixed parameter. We assessed it by observing the
land use maps. However, this parameter has a strong effect on surface runoff and overflow peak
and volume. That is why it was reduced by 5% for urban and residential districts. Consequently,
the SCS curve number had to be changed for this two land use types. In accordance with the SCS
curve number table (Annex A), new values of curve numbers for urban and residential districts
were determined, assuming they change linearly in relationship to the impervious area.
In Table 21 the calibrated land use types are presented and parameter changes are marked with
bolded values.
Table 21: Calibrated land use type parameters
Preglednica 21: Kalibrirani parametri za tipe rabe prostora
Urban
Residential
Roads Parks
Woods
Land use type
district
district
Abbreviation
UD
RD
R
P
W
Colour
Purple
Light Pink
Pink
Green Dark green
SCS curve number
98
39
36
86
74
(soil type A)
IMPERVIOUS AREA
Area [%]
95%
10%
5%
80%
60%
Manning's roughness:
0.15
0.15
0.015 0.015
0.015
No depression [%]:
15
15
30
15
15
Depression depth [mm]:
2.5
2.5
1.5
2.5
2.5
PERVIOUS AREA
Depression depth [mm]:
5
5
5
5
7.5
Manning's roughness:
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.8

Simulated overflow with calibrated land use parameters is presented in Figure 41 (green curve).
After the model calibration, simulated peak overflow was significantly reduced from approx. 2.1
m3/s to 1.3 m3/s compared to the measured peak overflow of 1.05 m3/s. Additionally, simulated
overflow volume was reduced from 8,925 m3 to 5,010 m3, which is still 2.75 times higher than
the measured overflow of 1,820 m3. Due to the lack of measurements in the catchment, further
calibration made little or no sense.
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Precipitation local
time[mm]

2.0

Flowmeter [m3/s]
1.5
Flow - initial
parameter values
[m3/s]
Flow - calibrated
parameter values
[m3/s]

1.0
0.5
0.0
15:00
15:12
15:24
15:36
15:48
16:00
16:12
16:24
16:36
16:48
17:00
17:12
17:24
17:36
17:48
18:00
18:12
18:24
18:36
18:48
19:00
19:12
19:24
19:36
19:48
20:00
20:12
20:24
20:36
20:48
21:00

Overflow [m3/s], precipitation
[mm]

Overflow at the CSO and precipitation
2.5

Time - 23.4.2016
Figure 41: Overflow at the CSO: measured and simulated (initial and calibrated model) with
precipitation: 23.4.2016
Slika 41: Prelivanje na razbremenilniku: merjeno in simulirano (osnovni in kalibrirani model) s
padavinami: 23. 4. 2016

3.00

Overflow at the CSO object and precipitation
Precipitation
[mm]

2.50
Flowmeter
[m3/s]

2.00
1.50

Flow - initial
parameter
values [m3/s]

1.00

Flow calibrated
parameter
values [m3/s]

0.50
0.00
01:00
01:28
01:56
02:24
02:52
03:20
03:48
04:16
04:44
05:12
05:40
06:08
06:36
07:04
07:32
08:00
08:28
08:56
09:24
09:52
10:20
10:48
11:16
11:44
12:12
12:40
13:08
13:36
14:04
14:32
15:00
15:28
15:56

Overflow [m3/s], precipitation
[mm]

Validation
Results of model validation on the rain event that occurred on 21.4.2016 is graphically presented
in Figure 42. The model with initial land use parameters exceeded the flowmeter measurements
(7,640 m3) by 270% (28,300 m3), while the calibrated model reduced the simulated overflow
volume by third (19,740 m3) which still exceeds the flowmeter measurements by 158%.

Time 21. 4. 2016

Figure 42: Overflow at the CSO: measured and simulated (initial and calibrated model) with
precipitation: 21.4.2016

Slika 42: Prelivanje na razbremenilniku: merjeno in simulirano (osnovni in kalibrirani model) s
padavinami: 21. 4. 2016

The results of the model validation on the rain event that occurred on 9.5.2016 are graphically
shown in Figure 43. The model with initial land use parameters exceeded the flowmeter
measurements (2,000 m3) by 175% (5,533 m3). The calibrated model reduced the simulated
overflow volume by half to 2,780 m3 which still exceeds the flowmeter measurements by 35%.
These results are even better than the ones we observed when calibrating the model (Figure 43).
This is probably due to lower rain intensity of analyzed rain event.
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Precipitation [mm]

1.40
1.20

Flowmeter [m3/s]

1.00
0.80

Flow - initial
parameter values
[m3/s]
Flow - calibrated
parameter values
[m3/s]

0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
11:00
11:29
11:58
12:27
12:56
13:25
13:54
14:23
14:52
15:21
15:50
16:19
16:48
17:17
17:46
18:15
18:44
19:13
19:42
20:11
20:40
21:09
21:38
22:07
22:36
23:05
23:34
00:03
00:32

Overflow [m3/s], precipitation
[mm]

Overflow at the CSO object and precipitation
1.60

Time
Figure 43: Overflow at the CSO: measured and simulated (initial and calibrated model) with
precipitation: 9.5.2016
Slika 43: Prelivanje na razbremenilniku: merjeno in simulirano (osnovni in kalibrirani model) s
padavinami: 9. 5. 2016

5.4
5.4.1

Scenarios
Scenario 0: »Current state«

This scenario represents current state and serves as a baseline scenario for comparison with other
scenarios. It includes 198 subbasins with a total area of 2.7 km2. The land use of the subbasins is
presented in Table 22.
Table 22: Representation of land use types among subbasins
Preglednica 22: Zastopanost tipov rabe tal med podpovodji
Number of
Area [ha]
Area [%]
subbasins
P
37
34.02
12.6
R
14
12.23
4.5
Land use
RD
92
117.71
43.4
type
UD
47
92.37
34.1
W
8
14.66
5.4
Total:
198
270.99

Subbasins with the land use type Residential district (RD) cover 43% of the total area, followed
by Urban district (UD) that covers 34% of the total area. Woods (W) cover 5% of the total area.
Only woods for which we concluded that their surface runoff is collected by sewer system were
included in our analysis (e.g. sloping forested area at the base of which runs a road). Roads (R)
cover a surprisingly small area; this is because only areas where roads are very wide and long
were assigned with a separate subbasin with this land use type. Otherwise, roads are included
within other land use types as impermeable areas.
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Figure 44: Subbasins by land use type
Slika 44: Podpovodja glede na tip rabe tal

5.4.2

Scenario 1: »Infiltration basins«

This scenario includes implementation of infiltration basins which can be designed by several
methods, two of which (CIRIA and DWA-A 138E) were first crosschecked on a test location in
order to select one for further SUDS design within this thesis. Figure 45 shows a proposed
infiltration basin location (Stor-02), within subbasins Sub-101, and proposed subbasins that could
be drained.
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Figure 45: Test location of infiltration basin dimensioning procedure evaluation
Slika 45: Lokacija testnega območja za ovrednotenje postopkov dimenzioniranja infiltracijskih kotlin

Calculations by both procedures can be seen in Annex H. Procedure by CIRIA results in
infiltration basin storage volume of 1,828 m3, whereas DWA-A 138E results in storage volume
of 1,955 m3. One of the reasons for difference in result is that DWA-A 138E uses a safety factor
which increases storage volume by 10%. These results indicate the appropriateness of both
procedures.
In continuation, the procedure by CIRIA was used to design the rest of the SUDS elements. Table
23 presents the design of the infiltration basins. For every infiltration basin its infiltration area,
associated drained subbasins and their drained area was determined, next: hmax, max. storage
volume and time for half-emptying were calculated. The following was taken into account: the
infiltration rate of 130 mm/h, a factor of safety of 2 and porosity of granular fill material, uniform
gravel, 0.4.
Table 23: Designed infiltration basins – CIRIA procedure
Preglednica 23: Dimenzionirane infiltracijske kotanje – postopek CIRIA
Infiltration Infiltration
Drained
Max storage
Halfhmax [m]
basin
area [m2]
area [m2]
volume [m3] emptying [h]
Stor-01
3,500
66,432
4.43
6,208
14
Stor-02
1,000
19,453
4.57
1,828
14
Stor-03
1,500
21,412
3.09
1,856
10
Stor-04
3,000
49,984
3.77
4,528
12
Stor-05
1,000
22,881
5.55
2,218
17
Stor-06
1,500
23,444
3.48
2,088
11
Stor-07
4,500
72,820
3.64
6,546
11
Stor-08
4,500
73,294
3.67
6,600
11
Stor-09
3,000
100,556
8.58
10,293
26
Stor-10
3,000
48,968
3.68
4,412
11
Stor-11
1,500
37,017
6.06
3,635
19
Stor-12
2,500
29,938
2.44
2,438
8
Stor-13
7,000
127,735
4.23
11,832
13

In Figure 46, designed infiltration basins together with their assigned subbasins are presented.
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Figure 46: Infiltration basins and their associated subbasins
Slika 46: Infiltracijske kotanje in njihova prispevna podpovodja

The determined dimensions of the infiltration basins served as a guide when designing them in
ASSA. The depth of the infiltration basins ranges from 2–3 meters (the difference between invert
and max. elevation) depending on the volume needed. Water overflows at weir crest elevation
which is set 0.5 m bellow the basin top (max. elevation). These depths are lower than in Table 23
since we cannot simulate granular fill material and can only define voids volume (effective
storage capacity) (Table 24).
The last three columns in Table 24 present results of ASSA simulation after implementing this
scenario to the model for rain event with duration of 6 h and return period of 10 years. There are
three infiltration basins where outflow occurs, storage nodes 9, 10 and 11. In these locations, we
were limited with available space and therefore could not increase the infiltration basins area. The
simulations of the rest of the rain events are presented in Table 28.
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Table 24: Infiltration basins and results of simulation for 6 h – 10-year rain event in ASSA
Preglednica 24: Infiltracijske kotanje in rezultati simulacije za padavinski dogodek 6 ur – 10 let v ASSA
Simulation results ASSA: 6
Infiltration basins dimensions ASSA
h – 10-year rain event
Infiltration Invert Max
Weir - Surface Volume Inf. rate Max
Outflow
Max
basin
el.
el.
crest el.
area
[m3]
[mm/h] depth
[m3]
inflow
[m]
[m]
[m]
[m2]
[m]
[m3/s]
Stor-01
Stor-02
Stor-03
Stor-04
Stor-05

97
93

100

99.5

3,600

9,000

65

2.44

0

0.58

95.5

95

950

1,900

65

1.89

0

0.12

78
82

80.5
84.5

80
84

1,300
3,100

2,600
6,200

65
65

1.88
1.95

0
0

0.17
0.42

77

80

79.5

1,100

2,750

65

2.43

0

0.17

Stor-06

96

98.5

98

1,500

3,000

65

1.94

0

0.21

Stor-07

99

101.5

101

4,400

8,800

65

1.88

0

0.57

Stor-08

76

79

78.5

4,250

10,625

65

2.45

0

0.66

Stor-09

85

88

87.5

3,000

7,500

65

2.80

1,610

0.63

Stor-10

74

77

76.5

3,000

7,500

65

2.82

2,263

0.6

Stor-11

77

80

79.5

1,500

3,750

65

2.64

316

0.25

Stor-12

82
100

84
103

83.5
102.5
Total:

2,250
6,600
36,550

3,375
16,500
83,500

65
65

1.45
2.46

0
0

0.23
1.07

Stor-13

el. (elevation)
inf. (infiltration)
5.4.3

Scenario 2: »Infiltration trenches«

Similarly to infiltration basins, the design of infiltration trenches can be done by several methods
and the CIRIA and DWA-A 138E were crosschecked on a test location (Subbasin-198) (Figure
47).
According to the recommendations of the Standard DWA-A 138E, polluted stormwater needs to
be treated before entering the infiltration trench. In our case the rainwater from surrounding streets
would have to be percolated through a swale, while the rainwater from the roofs of the
surrounding buildings, assuming it is not polluted with metals, could be fed directly underground
with perforated pipe.
As in the case of infiltration basins, both procedures result in similar values for storage volume
of approximately 1,000 m3. The procedure by the Standard DWA-A 138E results in higher storage
volume (1,220 m3) than procedure by CIRIA (894 m3) since it uses safety factor which increases
result for 20%. Calculations by both procedures can be seen in Annex I.
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Figure 47: Street view of test location for infiltration trench dimensioning procedure evaluation (Google
maps: Girona, 2016)
Slika 47: Ulični pogled na lokacijo testnega območja za ovrednotenje postopkov dimenzioniranja
infiltracijskih jarkov (Google maps: Girona, 2016)

In continuation, the procedure by CIRIA was used to design the rest of the SUDS elements. Table
25 shows the design of planned infiltration trenches. For every infiltration trench, available area
(length, width and perimeter), associated subbasins and their (drained) area were first determined.
From this, trenches hmax, depression storage depth, max storage volume and time for halfemptying were calculated. For all of the calculations the following data was used: infiltration rate
of 130 mm/h, a factor of safety of 2 and porosity of granular fill material, uniform gravel, 0.4.
Table 25: Designed infiltration trenches – CIRIA procedure
Preglednica 25: Dimenzionirani infiltracijski jarki – postopek CIRIA
Storage
node

Infiltration
area [m2]

Dimensions
[m x m]

Drained
subbasins

Drained
area [m2]

Ad /Ab

Hmax
[m]

Depression
storage
depth [m]
0.76

Max
storage
volume
[m3]
930

T
for
halfemptying
[h]
2.4

1

Stor-14

1,230

615 x 2

16,990

13.8

1.89

2

Stor-15

1,500

375 x 4

45,381

30.3

3

Stor-16

1,600

800 x 2

36,626

4

Stor-17

1,600

800 x 2

123, 185,
198
84, 87,
199
176, 177,
200
179, 180,
201

6.04

2.42

3,623

5.8

22.9

3.54

1.42

2,266

3.0

41,788

26.1

4.13

1.65

2,642

3.2

In Figure 48, designed infiltration trenches together with their assigned subbasins are presented.
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Figure 48: Infiltration trenches and their associated subbasins
Slika 48: Infiltracijski jarki in njihova prispevna podpovodja

The dimensions of infiltration trenches, determined in the previous step, served as a guide when
designing them in ASSA.
The depth of infiltration trenches ranges from 2–3.5 meters (the difference between invert and
max. elevation) depending on volume needed. Water overflows at weir crest elevation, which is
set 0.5 m bellow basin top (max. elevation).
The last three columns of Table 26 present the results of ASSA simulation for the rain event with
duration of 6 h and return period of 10 years. The trench height was determined in a way that no
overflow occurs for this rain event. The simulations of the rest of the rain events is presented in
Table 28.
Table 26: Infiltration trenches and results of simulation for 6 h – 10-year rain event in ASSA
Preglednica 26: Infiltracijski jarki in rezultati simulacije za padavinski dogodek 6 ur – 10 let v ASSA
Simulation results ASSA:
Infiltration trenches dimensions ASSA
6 h – 10-year rain event
Storage Invert
Max
Weir
- Surface Storage Infiltration Max. Related Max.
node
elevation elevation crest
area
volume rate
depth weir
total
2
3
[m]
[m]
invert
[m ]
[m ]
[mm/h]
[m]
outflow inflow
elevation
[m3]
[m3/s]
[m]
Stor-14
85
87
86.5
1,230
1,845
65
1.43
0
0.14
Stor-15

71

75

74.5

1,500

5,250

65

3.35

0

0.29

Stor-16
Stor-17

76

79

78.6

1,600

4,160

65

2.51

0

0.24

81

84.5

84

1,600

4,800

65

2.93

0

0.28

Total:

5,930

16,055
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5.4.4

Scenario 3: »Green roofs«

Altogether we introduced green roofs in 23 subbasins with land use type »Urban district« and in
3 subbasins with land use »Residential district«. These subbasins are marked in the next figure
with yellow cross-hatching.

Figure 49: Subbasins where green roofs were simulated
Slika 49: Podpovodja, kjer so bile simulirane zelene strehe

Table 27 presents the subbasins where green roofs are implemented with the information of their
total area, green roofs area and total storage volume.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Table 27: Subbasins where green roofs were applied
Preglednica 27: Podpovodja, na katerih smo uvedli zelene strehe
Subbasin Total area [m2] Green roofs (20% of
Total storage volume
2
total area) [m ]
(5 mm depth) [m3]
1
10,111
2,022
10.1
2
10,024
2,005
10.0
3
14,435
2,887
14.4
8
8,707
1,741
8.7
57
8,629
1,726
8.6
66
44,139
8,828
44.1
68
38,392
7,678
38.4
70
33,544
6,709
33.5
78
14,092
2,818
14.1
79
19,397
3,879
19.4
80
25,354
5,071
25.4
81
57,241
11,448
57.2
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

83
84
85
91
93
94
100
169
170
172
174
175
178
181

30,238
45,547
13,697
15,959
6,498
3,635
9,032
5,664
39,840
33,157
27,709
20,890
25,099
15,872
Total:

5.4.5

6,048
9,109
2,739
3,192
1,300
727
1,806
1,133
7,968
6,631
5,542
4,178
5,020
3,174
115,380
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30.2
45.5
13.7
16.0
6.5
3.6
9.0
5.7
39.8
33.2
27.7
20.9
25.1
15.9
577

Scenario 4: »Combination of scenarios 1 and 2«

To account for the synergetic effects of combining different SUDS measures the SC4 was created
as a combination of SC1 and SC2.
In this scenario, 13 infiltration basins and 4 infiltration trenches are applied to drain 106 subbasins.

Figure 50: Combination of infiltration basins and trenches with associated subbasins
Slika 50: Kombinacija infiltracijskih kotanj in jarkov s prispevnimi podpovodji
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5.4.6

Scenario 5: »Combination of scenarios 1, 2 and 3«

This scenario is a combination of scenarios SC1, SC2 and SC3. As in the previous scenario,
particular focus was given to the observation of the synergetic effects of joint implementation of
the SUDS measures.
In this scenario, 13 infiltration basins, 4 infiltration trenches and 26 green roof areas are applied
to drain 123 subbasins.

Figure 51: Combination of infiltration basins and trenches, green roofs and associated subbasins
Slika 51: Kombinacija infiltracijskih kotanj in jarkov ter zelenih streh z njihovimi prispevnimi
podpovodji
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Summary of simulation results

Table 28 summarises all simulation results. In the column SC0 the volumes of overflow for
simulated rain events for the baseline scenario are shown. Reductions of overflow achieved with
other scenarios are calculated based on the SC0 volumes. Average reductions for every scenario
is presented.
Table 28: Overflow reduction for all scenarios and simulated rain events
Preglednica 28: Zmanjšanje prelivanja za vse scenarije in simulirane padavinske dogodke
Scenario
Rain event
SC4:
SC5:
Return
SC0 [m3]
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC1+SC2 SC1+SC2+SC3
Duration
period
[years]
15 MIN

1H

6H

2

13,300

58%

15%

8%

69%

73%

5

16,966

47%

9%

6%

60%

64%

10

18,740

37%

7%

6%

52%

57%

2

28,961

49%

7%

5%

61%

65%

5

35,446

31%

5%

3%

44%

46%

10

37,847

24%

3%

3%

36%

36%

2

73,098

60%

14%

5%

71%

71%

5

125,071

55%

11%

3%

65%

65%

10

151,729

47%

4%

2%

58%

58%

Average:

45%

8%

5%

57%

59%

Figures Figure 52–60 graphically present the influence of the scenarios for every simulated rain
event separately.
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Figure 52: Precipitation and simulated overflow at the CSO, 15MIN-2Y.
Slika 52: Padavine in simulirano prelivanje na razbremenilniku, 15MIN-2L.
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Figure 53: Precipitation and simulated overflow at the CSO, 15MIN-5Y.
Slika 53: Padavine in simulirano prelivanje na razbremenilniku, 15MIN-5L.

Time
Figure 54: Precipitation and simulated overflow at the CSO, 15MIN-10Y.
Slika 54: Padavine in simulirano prelivanje na razbremenilniku, 15MIN-10L.
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Figure 55: Precipitation and simulated overflow at the CSO, 1H-2Y.
Slika 55: Padavine in simulirano prelivanje na razbremenilniku, 1URA-2L.
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Figure 56: Precipitation and simulated overflow at the CSO, 1H-5Y.
Slika 56: Padavine in simulirano prelivanje na razbremenilniku, 1URA-5L.

Time

Figure 57: Precipitation and simulated overflow at the CSO, 1H-10Y.
Slika 57: Padavine in simulirano prelivanje na razbremenilniku, 1URA-10L.
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Figure 58: Precipitation and simulated overflow at the CSO, 6H-2Y.
Slika 58: Padavine in simulirano prelivanje na razbremenilniku, 6UR-2L.
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Figure 59: Precipitation and simulated overflow at the CSO, 6H-5Y.
Slika 59: Padavine in simulirano prelivanje na razbremenilniku, 6UR-5L.

Time

Figure 60: Precipitation and simulated overflow at the CSO, 6H-10Y.
Slika 60: Padavine in simulirano prelivanje na razbremenilniku, 6UR-10L.
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Multi-criteria analysis

The first step in conducting multi-criteria analysis was an estimation of unit and maintenance
costs. According to the previously discussed method in Chapter 4, Methodology, these were
adjusted from the UK to Spanish prices. These costs only include direct cost from building the
SUDS. Whereas costs like project documentation, buying land, retrofitting parts of existing
combined sewer system into separated sewer system, etc. are not included. Investment and annual
maintenance cost for different scenarios are presented in Table 29.
Table 29: Investment and annual maintenance costs for suggested scenarios
Preglednica 29: Investicijski in letni stroški vzdrževanja za predlagane scenarije
Unit
costs
[£]
SC1: INFILTRATION
BASINS
SC2: INFILTRATION
TRENCHES

Adjusted Annual unit Adjusted unit
unit costs maintenance maintenance
[€]
costs [£]
costs [€]

Units

Investment
costs [€]

Annual
maintenance
costs [€]

20

13

0,4

0,26

83,500 m3

1,085,500

21,710

80

52

1,3

0,85

16,055 m3

834,860

13,566

55

36

0,2

0,13

115,380 m2

4,124,835

14,999

SC4: SC1+SC2

1,920,360

35,276

SC5: SC1+SC2+SC3

6,045,195

50,276

SC3: GREEN ROOFS

Table 30 presents two additional columns. The column » Average overflow reduction per 1,000
units of implemented measure« shows the percentage of overflow reduction per 1,000 units of
installed SUDS measure. For infiltration basins and trenches this means for 1,000 m3 of storage
volume and for green roofs for 1,000 m2 of green roofs implemented. The column »Average
overflow reduction per €10,000 invested« shows the percentage of overflow reduction achieved
with an investment of €10,000.

Area [m2]

Units [m3 or m2]

Average overflow
reduction [%]

Investment costs
[€]

Investment costs
per unit [€]

Average overflow
reduction per 1,000
units of
implemented
measure [%]

Average overflow
reduction per
€10,000 invested
[%]

Table 30: Evaluation of scenario effectiveness in relation to investment costs and number of units
Preglednica 30: Ovrednotenje učinkovitosti posameznega scenarija v odnosu do investicijskih stroškov in
števila enot

36,550

83,500

45

1,085,500

13

0.54

0.42

5,930

16,055

8

834,860

52

0.52

0.10

11,5380

115,380

5

4,124,835

36

0.04

0.01

SC4: SC1+SC2

42,480

99,555

57

1,920,360

19

0.58

0.30

SC5: SC1+SC2+SC3

157,860

214,935

59

6,045,195

28

0.28

0.10

SC1: INFILTRATION
BASINS
SC2: INFILTRATION
TRENCHES
SC3: GREEN ROOFS

Based on previously defined grades in Chapter 4, Methodology, scenarios were evaluated
according to their performance in relation to seven criteria presented in Table 31.
Please note that all criteria in this analysis were considered equally important, which is not
necessarily the case. Different stakeholders would prioritize differently. If for instance overflow
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reduction plays a vital role in decision-making, then green roofs would get a lower average grade
than infiltration trenches.

Investment costs per unit [€]

Annual maintenance cost
per unit [€]

Implementability

Amenity

Biodiversity

5

5

5

4

5

4

3

4,4

5

2

1

1

5

2

3

2,7

1
5
3

1
4
2

3
4
3

5
3
4

2
5
4

5
3
4

4
3
3

3,0
3,9
3,3

Average grade

Overflow reduction per
€10,000 invested [%]

SC1: INFILTRATION
BASINS
SC2: INFILTRATION
TRENCHES
SC3: GREEN ROOFS
SC4: SC1+SC2
SC5: SC1+SC2+SC3

Average overflow reduction
per 1,000 units of
implemented measure [%]

Table 31: Multi-criteria analysis
Preglednica 31: Večkriterijska analiza

Comments on presented results of conducted analysis are given in the next chapter, Chapter 6.
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DISCUSSION

This thesis proposes some SUDS measures for mitigating the impact of the CSOs to water bodies.
In line with several studies (Autixier et al., 2014; Ellis and Viavattene, 2014; Štajdohar, 2016)
this research demonstrates that the SUDS have bigger influence on the CSO reduction with shorter
return periods (e.g. lower intensities). In this sense, they are more effective with frequent events
which from pollution aspect may be even more problematic. Namely, events with longer return
periods bring also higher dilution. Any further comparison of results with already conducted
studies would be hard to undergo in an objective manner, due to different methodologies that have
been used and local specifics of every case study area.
The case study and the SUDS implementation
The observed CSO at the Placa del Paisos Catalans in Girona overflows the water from the sewage
to prevent damage of the Girona WWTP. The installed flowmeter at the observed CSO detected
18 spills in a 4 months period (25.2.2016– 17.6.2016), much more than expected (Adjuntament
de Girona, 2015). This means that even small rain events with low intensities result in overflows
which are insufficiently diluted and require attention.
The municipality has already accepted two conventional engineering solutions to prevent these
owerflows to the river Onyar, i.e. channeling of the stream Gornau directly into the river Onyar
through a separate channel, preventing it from mixing with sewer waters and building a
stormwater tank to catch the first flush. This thesis demonstrates that SUDS should be considered
as a complementary measure due to its effectiveness and multifunctionality, but also because they
can reduce the need for conventional and costly measures and address the root cause of the
problem dealing with the urban catchment in a comprehensive manner.
Although the SUDS are not a new concept and have been used from the 80s, especially in the UK,
the legislative framework is not following to the momentum of wider implementation and
popularity of the SUDS. They could be stated as a complementary solution which can
significantly reduce the size of traditional concrete-built engineering objects, like the CSO
objects. The SUDS have proven to be a legitimate engineering solution in many cases (Collett,
2013). Additionally, relevant guidelines (CIRIA) and standards (DWA) already exist and can
facilitate their adoption in national technical guidelines or standards. With respect to the UWWTD
(EEC Council, 1991), which states that the Member States shall decide on measures to limit
pollution from stormwater overflows, current conventional measures should be updated with
more sustainable approaches such as the SUDS.
This thesis demonstrates the appropriateness of different SUDS measures according to their
functions. The SUDS are divided into two groups, depending on their hydrological function
(whether they address stormwater quality or quantity). If a certain type of the SUDS is suitable to
use in a particular case, it depends also on the space available and its characteristics. In our case
study, many green open spaces were available. Additionally, infiltration capacity of the present
soil enabled significant retention. Accordingly, we proposed the implementation of infiltration
basins and trenches, which promote retention and infiltration, as a solution to reduce stormwater
runoff. For locations where open spaces were not available (e.g. urban districts), we proposed the
use of green roofs which promote retention and evapotranspiration. For study case areas with
different characteristics, like higher coverage with the impervious area or lower infiltration
capacity of the soil, a different selection of the SUDS types could be more suitable. Since high
groundwater is present in Girona, especially in the flat part along the rivers, additional studies
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would have to be conducted in order to assess the influence of increased volume of infiltrated
runoff on it due to the use of the SUDS.
The measurements
All analysis and evaluations in this thesis are based on the modelling of urban catchment where
the SUDS implementation was included in form of scenarios simulation. In order to set up a
reliable model, good data is needed. As has been already explained in Chapter 4.5.2, the biggest
uncertainties in our study were related to the measurements of the overflow at the CSO. This was
primarily due to the flowmeter location in a wide non-horizontal channel which causes small flow
depths and unsteady flow conditions. It also raised questions if the selected location suitably
presents the whole cross section. To mitigate the uncertainty of the flowmeter data, temperature
sensors were used, which indicate the time when the overflow occurs. We were able to conclude
that this was a good decision as the measurements from both devices coincided. Hence, these
measurements were only used as an orientation rather than accurate values for model calibration.
This study confirmes the complexity of conducting measurements in sewer systems: usually, there
are no measurement points and it is, therefore, hard to install measuring devices in appropriate
places. When planning new sections or renovating existing sections of sewer systems it is vital to
include measuring points for future observations.
Calibration of model parameters and model performance
When setting up the model, initial land use type parameters were determined according to the
proposed values by ASSA Manual. These parameters were adjusted in the process of model
calibration on a rain event that occurred on 23.4.2016. With the comparison of measured and
simulated overflow, it was concluded that calibration was needed in regards to the volume of
overflow and not its time component. Prior to model calibration and validation, a sensitivity
analysis was conducted. It showed that among analyzed parameters, parameter no depression [%]
and parameter depression depth for impervious and pervious area [mm] had an influence on the
total runoff [mm]. The rest of the analyzed parameters only had influence on the time of
concentration (TOC). During model calibration, parameter no depression was reduced for all land
use types, coverage with impervious area by 5% was reduced for Urban and Residential districts,
and consequently their SCS curve number was reduced by 3 points. When trying to bring the
simulated overflows even closer towards the measured ones, the land use type parameters were
assigned with illogical values. For example, reducing impervious area coverage within urban and
residential districts by half (UD: 40%, RD: 30%).
Model calibration reduced the gap between measured and simulated overflow (which remained
significant) from 35% to 275% of the measured overflow, depending on the observed rain event.
Model validation showed that the magnitude of this gap depends on the rain intensity of the
observed rain event. Lower rain intensity results in smaller differences between measured and
model overflow and vice-versa.
If we assume that measured overflow is correct despite all uncertainties, we could say that our
model is simulating overflow that exceeds it up to three times. With this assumption, we can be
more critical towards simulation results of the SUDS that were conducted afterward and logically
assume that certain measures simulated in the model would be even more effective on site. In
other words, smaller interventions would be needed to achieve the same overflow reduction
compared to the ones we were simulating with this model.
The performed calibration did not achieve a good fit between the measured and simulated data.
To improve this, additional flow measurements with sensors strategically placed within the sewer
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system and surface runoff measurements would be needed. Nevertheless, the model is delivering
results which fit better the measured overflow.
SUDS design methods
In the process of designing the infiltration basins and trenches, design procedures by CIRIA and
Standard DWA 138E were crosschecked on a test location. Calculations by both procedures
resulted in similar dimensions of the SUDS components. Generally, the procedure by DWA
resulted in 10–20% bigger design due to recommended safety factors. For the design of the SUDS
components in ASSA, the dimensions calculated by CIRIA procedure were used for initial
(orientational) values of implemented components. They were additionally adjusted within ASSA
in order to achieve the desired performance (e.g. detain receiving waters within infiltration basin).
Regarding underground infiltration systems like soakaways and infiltration trenches, a special
caution is needed when designing them. Clogging of the system may occur if inefficient pretreatment is implemented. Due to the nature of these systems, the only solution to this problem is
partial or complete replacement with new fill material. Therefore, special attention should be
given to the maintenance procedures of SUDS in the entire life cycle.
Scenarios simulation and evaluation
Five scenarios (SC) were formed, first three include single measures as follows: infiltration basins
(SC1), infiltration trenches (SC2) and green roofs (SC3). Additionally, two scenarios were formed
which include a combination of single measures: a combination of infiltration basins and trenches
(SC4) and a combination of all single measures (SC5).
Scenarios were developed sequentially, meaning that infiltration basins were chosen as a primary
component to reduce stormwater runoff through detention and infiltration. This was possible due
to many open green spaces within the case study area where they could be implemented. Hence,
we were able to propose 13 locations for their implementation (Chapter 5.4.2, Figure 46). Four
infiltration trenches were planned in areas where limited surfaces were available, and therefore
the implementation of infiltrations basins was not possible. Lastly, green roofs were implemented
in densely urbanized areas (e.g. Urban district) where no open spaces were available.
Resulting from their wide implementation, infiltration basins offer a high average overflow
reduction of 45%. On the other hand, infiltration trenches on average reduce the overflow for 8%
due to their limited implementation. Implementation of green roofs was proposed for 11.5 ha
where the whole catchment area amounts to 270.1 ha. Due to their low storage depth of 5 mm,
which was set to this value for their easier implementation in the model, they show a relatively
low average overflow reduction of 5%. We should be aware, that with a different green roof
design significant improvements in the retention capacity could be obtained.
The scenario that combined infiltration basins and trenches (SC4) showed synergetic effects
between both measures, resulting in average overflow reduction of 57% which is 4% more than
the sum of both these single measures. On the other hand, a scenario that combined all singled
measures (SC5) with additional average reduction of 1% did not yield any significant reduction
of overflow.
The proposed scenarios were the least effective for events with duration of 1-hour and return
period of 10 years (intensity 56 mm/h). Although events with duration of 15 minutes have higher
intensities, the shorter duration reduces the total volume and leads to lower overflow. In this way,
overflow reduction is more similar between 15-min and 6-hour events then with 1 h events
(Chapter 5.5, Table 28). During 6-hour events, which have the lowest intensity, the surface runoff
is significantly reduced through infiltration which results in a smaller overflow.
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To have a common measure of effectiveness of the SUDS measures implemented in the presented
scenarios, we introduced the »Average overflow reduction per 1,000 units of implemented
measure«. This measure accounts for different amount of the SUDS implementation in each
scenario. The most effective are infiltration basins reducing 0.54% of the overflow, closely
followed by infiltration trenches (–0.52%). Green roofs are the least effective (–0.04%). As a
combination of scenarios, infiltration basins and trenches are very effective (–0.58%) and thus
this confirms their synergetic effect. As green roofs are very ineffective, SC5 (–0.28%) is half as
effective as SC4.
To compare the effectiveness of scenarios in monetary terms, another criterion was introduced:
»Average overflow reduction per €10,000 invested«. It shows that infiltration basins are by far
the most effective measure (–0.42%). Since investment costs for infiltration trenches are four
times higher than for infiltration basins, they are equivalently as ineffective (–0.10%). Green roofs
result in a low average overflow reduction and with a relatively high investment cost. They are
the least favorable scenario (–0.01%).
SC4 that combines infiltration basins and trenches shows no synergetic effects; this is due to high
investment cost for infiltration trenches. Although SC5 is the most favorable regarding the
overflow reduction (59%), it is very ineffective in economic terms since the investment costs sum
to approx. €6,000,000.
In conclusion, infiltration basins are the most effective as a single measure by all of the observed
parameters. As a combination of scenarios, infiltration basins and trenches are very effective and
are showing synergetic effects with overflow reduction.
According to the multi-criteria analysis (Chapter 5.6, Table 31), infiltration basins (SC1) have the
highest average grade (4.4) among single measure scenarios. They are followed by scenario SC4
(grade 3.9) which combines infiltration basins and trenches. Green roofs received an average
grade of 3.0 and infiltration trenches of 2.7. Note that criteria were not evaluated by their
significance and were considered as equal.
Although green roofs (SC3) received the lowest grade for both overflow reduction criteria, they
were evaluated with high grades for amenity and biodiversity and therefore achieved higher
average grade than infiltration trenches, which received the lowest grades for investment and
maintenance costs.
In this thesis, we have considered two solutions based on public investments: infiltration basins
and trenches and one based on private or public investments: green roofs. One of the approaches
that could yield significate runoff reductions is also rainwater harvesting. This approach promotes
rainwater retention and its alternative use (e.g. watering gardens, washing machines). With
reduced need for water from the water supply system, it also reduces the amount of the water that
needs to be extrapolated from aquifers. In its basic form it is a low-cost solution with many
benefits for the environment. Since almost 45% of the whole study case area was determined as
a residential district with 40% of the area which is pervious, there exists a big potential for
implementing this solution. It can be promoted by municipal government with subsidies for
investments.
We should be aware that these results are applicable for the pilot case study and might not be
completely replicable under different circumstances. In addition, significant improvements are
expected when SUDS measures are designed and implemented along with the development of
new settlement area.
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CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this thesis is to develop and demonstrate the tools and procedures that facilitate
the implementation of the SUDS as a complementary solution to existing conventional urban
drainage and to evaluate their effectiveness. The demonstration was performed as a measure to
reduce the CSO from urban catchment in Girona, Spain.
The SUDS design and use is not included in the national or local legislation as a reference
literature, leaving engineers in an undefined filled on how to design these systems, although there
are several existing methodologies for design. This thesis compared two design methodologies,
i.e. the one proposed by CIRIA and the one proposed by DWA. Both methods provided similar
results and confirmed their appropriateness for the SUDS design.
The methodology that this thesis provides is based on modelling of urban catchments, i.e. data
collection, model set-up, the SUDS design and integration in the model and simulation of
scenarios to evaluate the SUDS effectiveness compared to a baseline scenario. Good
measurements of the sewer system are the basis of a good model as they serve for model
calibration which is a crucial step towards a well-tuned model. To fill the gap between existing
and needed data, infiltration in several points in the catchment and overflow measurements at the
CSO object were conducted, accompanied with temperature sensors to confirm the overflow
timing. Although the temperature sensors appeared as a good confirmation for the flowmeter
measurements, as the overflow occurrence was detected at the same time, there are still many
uncertainties related to the flowmeter measurements with respect to overflow volume estimation.
Hence, these measurements were only used as an orientation rather than accurate values for model
calibration. Consequently, model simulations have a lower reliability due to lack of accurate
measurements. However, qualitatively the simulated curves followed the rain events and the
overflow timing accurately which enabled sufficient estimations of the SUDS effectiveness
regarding runoff retention. Thus, model serves the purpose of first evaluation in making decisions
about implementing these measures.
Five scenarios including the SUDS components were developed and simulated by the model. Rain
events with durations of 15 min, 1 hour and 6 hours and return period of 2, 5 and 10 years were
simulated. With an average overflow reduction of 0.54% at the CSO object per 1,000 units of
implemented measure in the catchment, infiltration basins were the most effective measure,
followed by infiltration trenches with overflow reduction of 0.52% and green roofs with 0,04%.
Infiltration basins were also the most cost efficient measure with an average overflow reduction
of 0.42% per €10,000 invested, compared with infiltration trenches with 0.10% and green roofs
with 0.01% according to the same criterion.
Multi-criteria analysis was implemented (grading from 1 to 5 for each criteria) to account for nonmonetary benefits, i.e. implementability, amenity and biodiversity. Infiltration basins remain the
most desirable measure (grade: 4.4), followed by scenario which is a combination of infiltration
basins and trenches (grade: 3.9). Other scenarios were evaluated with similar grades, all around
3.0.
According to this study, infiltration basins are the most feasible measure with an average overflow
reduction of 45%, investment costs of €1,085,500 and annual maintenance costs of €21,710.
In this thesis, mainly the hydraulic aspects of urban drainage systems were addressed which goes
hand in hand with quality aspects (treatment of stormwater runoff, discharge of the CSO into the
recipient, the problem of efficient dilution). These were not addressed due to the extensiveness of
the topic, but in a comprehensive approach they would be taken into consideration.
In conclusion, the SUDS are an eligible solution that can reduce stormwater runoff and
consequently the CSOs. In existing developments, they should be considered as a complementary
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solution to conventional engineering solutions like stormwater tanks. However, in the case of new
developments, the SUDS could be a worthy substitute of conventional urban drainage approaches
and should be used as a primary approach for stormwater management.
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SUMMARY

Urbanization leads to disrupted natural hydrological circle resulting in lower infiltration and
evapotranspiration and higher surface runoff of precipitation. This is caused by changed land use,
where previously pervious surfaces are replaced by impervious surfaces. Combined sewer
systems (CSS) are designed to convey sanitary flow and a limited amount of stormwater in a same
system (sewerage pipes) to the WWTP. During rain events, combined sewer overflows (CSO) are
employed to discharge the excess water into the recipient to avoid damages of the WWTP due to
overload.
The aim of this thesis was to develop a model to assess the implementation of the SUDS as an
alternative and as a complementary solution to conventional approaches, i.e. concrete tank to
retain the overflows and rechanneling. The case study was a CSO object located at Plaça dels
Països Catalans in Girona, Spain. In addition to rainwater infiltration and retention, the SUDS
promote amenity, biodiversity, water quality, etc.
The methodology included collection of data (existing and measured), developing and calibrating
a hydrology-hydraulic model, the SUDS design and implementation in the model, developing and
simulating scenarios of the SUDS implementation and multi-criteria analysis of scenarios.
Data collection included: rain data, which was used as an input data for rain event simulations
and for observed overflow events; sewer network data, which served as a basis for building sewer
system network; land use coverage map and soil map, which served as a basis for determining
infiltration and surface runoff with the use of the SCS curve number infiltration. In addition to
the described obtained data, infiltration and flow rates measurements were also performed.
Infiltration measurements were conducted with double ring infiltrometer at three locations within
the catchment area. Results showed that all soils at our test sites can be placed in hydrologic soil
group A and that by soil type they vary from loamy sand to sand. Typical characteristics of this
soil group are low runoff potential and high infiltration rates. This group is also favorable for
implementation of the SUDS where infiltration is one of the main drainage mechanisms.
The overflow at the CSO object was measured with a flowmeter in three time periods: 25.2.2016–
22.3.2016, 29.3.2016–30.4.2016 and 1.5.2016–17.6.2016. Temperature sensors were used for
validation of these measurements. The sensors measured the temperature changes in two-time
series: 14.3.2016–22.3.2016 and 6.4.2016–29.4.2016. The flowmeter and the temperature sensors
measurements coincided, therefore we can conclude that regarding the time of their occurrence
the flowmeter measurements of the overflow were correct.
An advanced, powerful and comprehensive modeling package Autodesk® Storm and Sanitary
Analysis 2016 was used for analyzing and designing urban drainage system and combined sewer
system. One of the typical applications of this software is also designing control strategies for
minimizing combined sewer overflows (CSO).
Based on the obtained data (e.g. land use, infiltration rates) and suggested parameter values by
ASSA Manual (Autodesk, 2015), the land use types and their characteristics were formed
followed by a four-step model setup (Figure 27). With the first step, project options were defined
together with hydrology runoff and hydraulic routing specifications. Then subbasins with their
characteristics and rain events were defined. In the third step the sewer system was defined (e.g.
pipes, manholes, etc.) and finally the analysis options were set.
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The sensitivity analysis of the model was performed by changing the parameters’ values by –
20%, –10%, +10% and +20% and observing the change in the simulation results. Parameters with
significant influence on the total runoff are no depression within the impervious area, depression
depth for the impervious and pervious area. Their influence depended on the land use type or
more specifically on the coverage of impervious and pervious area within a subbasin.
In the process of model calibration, the initially set land use type parameters were adjusted so that
the best fit between the simulated and measured overflow data was achieved on the rain event
from 23.4.2016 with total precipitation of 10.8 mm. With respect to the sensitivity analysis the
next parameters: no depression, SCS curve number and impervious area were reduced so that the
simulated results had a better match with the measured overflow. While doing so, the
recommended range of parameter values, as presented in Annexes A, B, C and D, were taken into
account. Model calibration reduced the gap between measured and simulated overflow which
remained significant, ranging between 35% and 275% of the measured overflow, depending on
the observed rain event. The model was validated by simulating the overflow caused by the rain
events on the 9.5.2016 with total precipitation of 12.4 mm and on the 21.4.2016 with total
precipitation of 26.4 mm. Model validation showed that the magnitude of the gap between
measured and simulated data depends on the rain intensity of the observed rain event. Lower rain
intensity resulted in smaller differences between measured and simulated overflow and viceversa.
Five scenarios of the SUDS implementation were developed as follows: Scenario 0 presents
current state (»do nothing«) and served as a baseline scenario. Scenarios SC1 – infiltration basins,
SC2 – infiltration trenches and SC3 – green roofs present individual SUDS measures.
Additionally, two scenarios that are a combination of individual SUDS measures, thus accounting
for their synergetic effect, were introduced. Scenario 4 is a combination of infiltration basins and
trenches, while scenario 5 is a combination of all previously implemented SUDS measures.
For the design of infiltration basins and infiltration trenches the procedures by CIRIA and
Standard DWA-A 138E were crosschecked on a test location. Both procedures resulted in similar
results confirming their appropriateness. For further work, the procedure by CIRIA was used.
To simplify the introduction of green roofs into the model, their storage depth was set to 5 mm.
In this way, storage depth for pervious areas for land use types urban and residential district was
the same (5 mm), consequently only decreasing of coverage with an impervious area for 20% and
its conversion into the pervious area was needed. Green roofs were mainly implemented where
previously no other scenario (infiltration basins or trenches) could be implemented due to lack of
open public space and where previous scenarios were not completely successful in retaining
surface runoff.
Nine different rain events with three different return periods (2, 5 and 10 years) and three different
durations (15 min, 1 hour and 6 hours) were simulated for each scenario. Scenarios were
developed sequentially, meaning that infiltration basins were chosen as a primary component to
reduce stormwater runoff through retention and infiltration. This was enabled by many existing
open green spaces within the case study area where they could be implemented. Hence, 13
locations were proposed for their implementation. Four infiltration trenches were proposed in
areas where limited surfaces were available, and therefore the implementation of infiltrations
basis was not possible. Lastly, green roofs were implemented in densely urbanized areas (e.g.
»Urban district«) where no open spaces were available.
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Resulting from their wide implementation, the infiltration basins offered the highest average
overflow reduction of 45% among single-technology measures. On the other hand, infiltration
trenches reduced the average overflow for 8% due to their limited implementation.
Implementation of green roofs was proposed for 11.5 ha, while the whole catchment area amounts
to 270.1 ha. Due to their low storage depth of 5 mm, they showed a relatively low average
overflow reduction of 5%.
The scenario that combined infiltration basins and trenches (SC4) showed synergetic effects
between both measures resulting in average overflow reduction of 57%, which is 4% more than
the sum of both these single measures. On the other hand, a scenario that combined all single
measures (SC5) with additional average reduction of 1% did not yield any significant reduction
of the overflow.
Due to differences between scenarios, regarding the magnitude of their implementation, a
criterion was established to impartially assess their effectiveness: »Average overflow reduction
per 1,000 units of implemented measure«. The most effective are infiltration basins (–0.54%) and
are closely followed by infiltration trenches (–0.52%). Green roofs are the least effective (–
0.04%). As a combination of scenarios, infiltration basins and trenches are very effective (–
0.58%) and thus this confirms their synergetic effect. As green roofs are very ineffective, SC5 (–
0.28%) is half as effective as SC4.
To compare the effectiveness of scenarios in monetary terms another criterion was established:
»Average overflow reduction per €10,000 invested«. It showed that infiltration basins are by far
the most effective measure (–0.42%). Since investment costs for infiltration trenches are four
times higher than for infiltration basins, they are equivalently as ineffective (–0.10%). Green roofs
result in a low average overflow reduction and with a relatively high investment cost they are the
least favorable scenario (–0.01%).
SC4 that combines infiltration basins and trenches showed no synergetic effects; this is due to
high investment cost for infiltration trenches. Although SC5 is the most favorable in regards to
overflow reduction (59%), it is very ineffective in economic terms, since investment costs sum to
approx. €6,000,000.
With multi-criteria analysis the scenarios were evaluated with additional criteria, including annual
maintenance costs, their implementability in regards to ownership, amenity and biodiversity.
According to multi-criteria analysis, infiltration basins (SC1) have the highest average grade (4.4)
among single measure scenarios. They are followed by scenario SC4 (grade 3.9) which combines
infiltration basins and trenches. Green roofs received an average grade of 3.0 and infiltration
trenches a grade of 2.7. Note that criterions were not evaluated by their significance and were
considered equal.
As the purpose of this thesis was to evaluate different SUDS scenarios with a desire to reduce
overflow at the CSO object, we concluded that among the analyzed SUDS measures infiltration
basins are the most appropriate measure.
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9
9.1

POVZETEK
Uvod

Urbanizacija povzroči spremembe v naravnem hidrološkem krogu, ki se kažejo v manjši
infiltraciji in evapotranspiraciji ter povečanem površinskem odtoku. K temu botruje spremenjena
raba tal, saj so predhodno prepustne površine nadomeščene z neprepustnimi. Mešani
kanalizacijski sistemi so dimenzionirani tako, da prevajajo sanitarno vodo in v omejenih količinah
tudi padavinsko vodo do čistilne naprave. Med padavinskimi dogodki, ko je njihova prevodna
sposobnost presežena, razbremenilniki odvajajo presežne količine vode v odvodnik.
Tradicionalna in centralizirana rešitev za preprečevanje direktnega razbremenjevanja v odvodnik
so podzemni zadrževalniki, ki so načrtovani tako, da zajamejo t. i. prvi oz. najbolj onesnaženi val
iz mešanega kanalizacijskega sistema. Ko je dosežena dovolj velika stopnja redčenja vode, pa se
jo odvaja v odvodnik. Alternativo temu pristopu predstavljajo decentralizirani sistemi
razpršenega zadrževanja in ponikanja padavinskih voda. Njihova osnovna filozofija je
posnemanje naravnih hidroloških procesov, katerih cilj je preprečiti mešanje čiste padavinske
vode s sanitarno vodo.
Tovrstni trajnostni sistemi za odvajanje padavinskih voda z urbanih površin (eng. Sustainable
Urban Drainage Systems), v nadaljevanju SUDS, ne predstavljajo novega koncepta, saj so bili
predstavljeni že nekaj desetletij nazaj. Razen v nekaj pionirskih državah, kot sta Združeno
kraljestvo in Nizozemska, dodatne koristi, ki jih nudi tovrstna »zelena« infrastruktura, še niso bile
ustrezno predstavljenje nacionalnim in lokalnim oblastem, upravljalcem sistemov in javnosti. Za
razliko od tradicionalnega pristopa, ki temelji na odvajanju in zadrževanju vode znotraj
kanalizacijskega sistema, za tovrstne sisteme še niso uveljavljene smernice in programska orodja,
namenjena odločevalskemu procesu. Posledično so dodatne koristi SUDS-ov lahko spregledane,
saj so procesi ocenjevanja rešitvenih različic nejasni, poleg tega dolgoročno delovanje teh
sistemov predstavlja za deležnike negotovost oz. tveganje. Čeprav nekatera modelska orodja že
vključujejo module za modeliranje SUDS-ov z vidika hidravlike in kvalitete vode, je področje
dodatnih koristi, kot so dodana vrednost, biotska raznovrstnost ter dolgoročni vidiki stroškov in
koristi, v ta orodja nezadostno vključeno (Chow et al., 2014).
Avtorji, ki so v preteklosti izvajali študije, povezane s SUDS-i, so poročali, da lahko njihova
uporaba znatno zmanjša površinski odtok iz urbanih povodji (Autixier et al., 2014; Cipolla,
Maglionico, Stojkov, 2016; Ellis and Viavattene, 2014; Fornes, 2015; Štajdohar, 2016). Na
rezultate vplivata predvsem obseg njihove implementacije in značilnosti analiziranih padavinskih
dogodkov.
Študijsko območje
Mesto Girona leži na severovzhodu avtonomne pokrajine Katalonija, Španija. V hidrološkem
smislu leži na sotočju reke Ter in njenih pritokov: Onyar, Galligants in Güell. Za leto 2013 je bila
na inštitutu »Institut Català de Recerca de l'Aigua« (ICRA) izdelana vodna bilanca
kanalizacijskega sistema v Gironi. Iz nje izhaja, da je v povprečju 23 % (v razponu od 9 % do 66
%) meteornih voda očiščenih na centralni čistilni napravi, preostalih 77 % (v razponu od 34 % do
91 %) pa se kot mešana komunalna voda na razbremenilnikih prelije v odvodnike.
V okviru naloge smo analizirali zaključeno območje znotraj Girone, kjer se meteorne vode
odvajajo prek mešanega kanalizacijskega sistema, ki ga na tem območju tvorita dva glavna
kolektorja: Montilivi in Migdia, ki se tik pred razbremenilnikom združita. Ker je prevodnost
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kanalizacijskega sistema od tu naprej
proti čistilni napravi znatno omejena,
proti njej vodita le dve cevi premera 31,5
cm in 40 cm, kar omogoča predvsem
odvajanje sušnega odtoka, se presežek
voda prek razbremenilnika direktno
odvaja v reko Onyar (Slika 61). Pri tem je
potrebno izpostaviti, da posledično ni
zagotovljeno zadostno razredčenje, kar
ima negativne posledice na kvaliteto
odvodnika reke Onyar.
Negativnih vplivov razbremenilnika na
reko se zavedajo tudi lokalne oblasti, ki
so v svojem poročilu že predlagale
nekatere tehnične rešitve, s katerim bi
omejili razbremenjevanje (Ajuntament de
Girona, 2015). V skladu z njim bi ob
razbremenilniku zgradili podzemni
zadrževalnik ter hkrati vzpostavili nov
kanal, s katerim bi hudournik, ki priteče
Slika 61: Obravnavano območje
iz okoliških hribov, ločeno odvajali
neposredno v reko in tako preprečili, da bi se znatne količine meteorne vode znašle v mešanem
kanalizacijskem sistemu. Slika 62 prikazuje aktiven dogodek prelivanja na razbremenilniku ob
trgu Plaça dels Països Catalans.

Slika 62: Prelivanje mešane kanalizacije prek razbremenilnika – 7. 2. 2016

Cilji
Cilj te naloge je vzpostavitev modela, s katerim bodo ocenjeni ukrepi razpršenega zadrževanja in
ponikanja meteornih voda (ang. SUDS). Ti ukrepi so alternativna oz. dopolnjujoča rešitev
tradicionalnim rešitvam (podzemni zadrževalniki in kanaliziranje), ki naj bi preprečile prelivanje
iz mešanega kanalizacijskega sistema v reko Onyar prek razbremenilnika, ki se nahaja ob trgu
Plaça dels Països Catalans v Gironi, Španija. Predlagani scenariji, ki bodo vključevali različne
komponente SUDS-ov, bodo z večkriterijsko analizo ocenjeni tudi na podlagi dodatnih koristi in
ne le njihovega neposrednega vpliva na zmanjšanje prelivanja na razbremenilniku.
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Ukrepi razpršenega zadrževanja in ponikanja meteorne vode (SUDS)

Zakonodaja
Dva najpomembnejša pravna dokumenta Evropskega parlamenta in Sveta sta t. i. Vodna direktiva
(European Commission, 2000) in Direktiva o čiščenju komunalne odpadne vode (EEC Council,
1991). Prva ureja področje upravljanja s kanalizacijskimi sistemi in njihovega vpliva na
odvodnike posredno z zahtevo po »dobrem« ekološkem in kemijskem statusu za vse površinske
in podzemne vode. Medtem ko druga to področje neposredno ureja. Med drugim nalaga državam
članicam, da izvedejo ukrepe, ki bodo omejili onesnaževanje odvodnikov prek razbremenilnikov
v izjemnih razmerah, kot je močan dež. Hkrati je v direktivi pripoznano, da ni mogoče zagotoviti
sistemov zadrževanja, ki bi preprečili razbremenjevanje tudi v ekstremnih padavinah, zato nalaga
državam članicam, da določijo pri kakšnem razmerju redčenja ali kolikokrat na leto je
razbremenjevanje v odvodnik še dovoljeno.
Pri pregledu španske nacionalne zakonodaje smo ugotovili, da je bil na podlagi Vodne direktive,
sprejete leta 2000, leta 2012 posodobljen zakon RD 1290/2012 (Boletín Oficial del Estado 2012),
ki je prenesel določbe Direktive o čiščenju komunalne odpadne vode v nacionalno zakonodajo.
Ta je zagotovil pravno podlago in rešitve za omejitev onesnaževanja odvodnikov z
nadzorovanjem površinskega odtoka z urbanih območij.
V slovenskem primeru Zakon o vodah (Uradni list RS, št. 67/2002: 3237) kot krovni zakon na
tem področju v 92. členu govori o varstvu pred škodljivim delovanjem padavinskih voda, ki naj
bi obsegalo zlasti ukrepe zmanjševanja odtoka padavinskih voda z urbanih površin in ukrepe
omejevanja izlitja komunalnih in padavinskih voda. Skrb za tovrstno varstvo je v ureditvenih
območjih naselij preneseno na lokalno skupnost, podrobnejše ukrepe pa bi moral predpisati
pristojni minister.
Uredba o odvajanju in čiščenju komunalne odpadne vode (Uradni list RS, št. 98/2015) predstavlja
prenos Direktive o čiščenju komunalne odpadne vode v slovensko nacionalno zakonodajo. Ta
nalaga investitorju, lastniku oz. upravljalcu kanalizacijskega sistema, da mora pri načrtovanju,
gradnji, rekonstrukciji, obratovanju ali vzdrževanju javnega kanalizacijskega omrežja zagotoviti
izvedbo tehničnih ukrepov za zadrževanje čistilnega vala v objektih ali napravah za zadrževanje
in mehansko čiščenje ter njegovo kasnejše čiščenje po končanem nalivu. Prav tako mora biti pri
načrtovanju, gradnji, rekonstrukciji ali vzdrževanju objektov v aglomeraciji zagotovljeno, da se
predvidijo in izvajajo ukrepi za zmanjševanje količin padavinske odpadne vode, ki se odvaja v
javno kanalizacijo.
Standardi in smernice združenja DWA
Nemško združenje za vodo, odpadno vodo in odpadke (ang. German Association for Water,
Wastewater and Waste (DWA), nem. Deutsche Vereinigung für Wasserwirtschaft, Abwasser und
Abfall (v preteklosti ATV-DVWK)) je izdajatelj mnogih standardov in smernic za upravljanje z
vodami. Kar nekaj njihovih standardov je povezanih s tematiko tega dela. Tematiko
razbremenilnikov obravnava standard ATV-A 128E: »Standards for the Dimensioning and
Design of Stormwater Overflows in Combined Wastewater Sewers«. Med najpomembnejšimi
priporočili je minimalna stopnja redčenja (7), ki bi morala biti zagotovljena pred
razbremenjevanjem v odvodnik.
Z vidika načrtovanja ukrepov je s SUDS-i povezan standard DWA-A 138E: »Planning,
Construction and Operation of Facilities for the Percolation of Precipitation Water«, ki podaja
natančna priporočila za načrtovanje ukrepov, povezanih z infiltracijo, kot so ponikovalnice,
infiltracijski jarki in infiltracijske kotanje.
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SUDS
Priročnik The SuDS Manual, ki ga je pripravilo združenje CIRIA (eng. Construction industry
research and information association), celovito predstavi koncipiranje, načrtovanje, gradnjo in
vzdrževanje vseh ukrepov, ki jih poznamo pod tem imenom.
SUDS-i lahko blažijo probleme in hkrati ustvarijo večfunkcionalno infrastrukturo. Ti sistemi za
urbano odvodnjavanje tipično uporabljajo pristope, kot so infiltracija, zbiranje deževnice za
ponovno uporabo, površinsko zadrževanje vode in na splošno zadrževanje padavin na lokaciji,
kjer padejo, in tako zmanjšujejo količino površinskega odtoka s povodja. SUDS-i zagotavljajo
štiri glavne kategorije koristi:
1) količina vode: SUDS-i zmanjšujejo količino površinskega odtoka s povodja in tako
zmanjšajo pritisk na kanalizacijski sistem ter posledično zmanjšajo potrebo po njegovem
razbremenjevanju; izboljšujejo poplavno varnost; bogatijo podtalnico in izboljšujejo
vlažnost zemljine;
2) kakovost vode: SUDS-i ščitijo površinske in podzemne vode pred škodljivimi vplivi
onesnaženega odtoka iz urbanega povodja;
3) dodana vrednost: SUDS-i ustvarjajo atraktivna območja, kjer ljudje želijo živeti in delati;
ustvarjajo urbana območja, ki so bolj odporna na klimatske spremembe; blažijo učinek
toplotnih otokov;
4) biotska raznovrstnost: SUDS-i podpirajo naravne habitate in njihovo povezavo s
povezanimi ekosistemi.
V nalogi smo z namenom zmanjšanja površinskega odtoka znotraj obravnavanega območja
simulirali vpliv naslednjih ukrepov:
 infiltracijski jarki: to so linijski jarki, zapolnjeni z gramozom oz. podobnim materialom,
ki omogoča medzrnsko shranjevanje vode in njeno kasnejše pronicanje v okoliško
zemljino;
 infiltracijske kotanje: to so plitve depresije z ravnim dnom, ki zmanjšajo površinski odtok
z zadrževanjem, infiltracijo in evapotranspiracijo padavinske vode;
 zelene strehe: to so večplastne strehe, ki omogočajo rast vegetacije; delujejo kot
večfunkcijski sitem, ki zagotavlja shranjevanje in zmanjševanje odtoka padavin ter hkrati
izboljšuje delovanje stavbe, saj opravlja funkcijo dodatnega izolatorja.
9.3

Metodologija

Metodologija zajema zbiranje obstoječih podatkov in meritve novih, vzpostavitev in kalibracijo
hidrološko-hidravličnega modela, načrtovanje SUDS-ov, vzpostavitev in simulacije SUDS-ov v
modelu ter večkriterijsko analizo scenarijev.
Obstoječi podatki
V našem modelu smo uporabili podatke o padavinah z 10-minutnim intervalom iz merilnega
mesta: Girona – parc Migdia, ki smo jih pridobili od Španske meteorološke agencije (šp. Agencia
Estatal de Meteorología – AEMET) za obdobje od februarja do junija 2016, torej za obdobje, v
katerem so se izvajale meritve prelivanja na razbremenilniku. Poleg njih smo pridobili tudi
podatke o intenzitetnih krivuljah, na podlagi katerih smo definirali simulirane padavinske
dogodke s trajanjem 15 minut, 1 uro, 6 ur ter povratnimi dobami 2 leti, 5 in 10 let.
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Podatke o kanalizacijskem sistemu smo pridobili od upravljavca. V primeru kolektorjev in
razbremenilnika ter njihovih prečnih prerezov je bilo to podjetje TRARGISA (šp. Tractament de
Residus i d’Aigües Residuals del Sistema de Girona). Za stranske cevi, ki se priključujejo na
kolektorje, pa smo se obrnili na upravljavca Aigües de Girona, Salt i Sarrià de Ter, S.A.
Karto rabe tal smo pridobili od MCSC (ang. Land Cover Map of Catalonia). Gre za visoko
resolucijski prikaz rabe tal, ki ga zagotavlja center Centre de Reberca Ecologica i Aplicacions
Forestals (CREAF, 2009).
Vrsta zemljine definira stopnjo infiltracije, zato je za čim bolj realno oceno naravnega stanja treba
pridobiti dovolj dobre podatke. Na podlagi hidrogeološke karte za Girono smo lahko ugotovili,
da so zemljine na obravnavanem območju pretežno sestavljene iz gramoza, peskov, peščenjaka
in glin ter so umeščene med zmerno do povprečno prepustne zemljine. Ker ta opis ni zelo natančen
in ker vemo, da je v urbanih okoljih na površju pogost pojav umetnih oz. pripeljanih zemljin, smo
se odločili, da z lastnimi meritvami izmerimo stopnje infiltracije.
Meritve infiltracije
Meritve infiltracije smo izvedli z infiltrometrom z dvema obročema na treh lokacijah znotraj
obravnavanega območja. Vsaka lokacija je bila znotraj druge litološke skupine glede na
hidrogeološko karto Girone.
Meritve pretoka na razbremenilniku
Namen meritev pretoka na razbremenilniku je bila umestitev rezultatov modela v pravilen razpon
in ne sistematična kalibracija modela. Zanjo bi namreč potrebovali več merilnih mest po celotnem
kanalizacijskem sistemu. Za izvajanje meritev je bil uporabljen merilnik pretoka Sigma 950,
HACH, ki je meril razbremenjevanje v odvodnem kanalu razbremenilnika pred iztokom v reko
(Slika 63). Merilnik hkrati meri globino in hitrost vodnega toka na podlagi Dopplerjevega efekta.
S samimi meritvami je bilo povezanih kar nekaj negotovosti: izvajanje meritev v območju
kritičnega toka, meritev se izvaja samo v eni točki širokega (4 m) in ne horizontalnega profila,
izmerjene so bile negativne vrednosti toka, kar pomeni, da se v tem območju občasno pojavlja
tudi povratni tok. Ker razbremenilnik ni bil projektiran na način, da bi omogočal izvajanje meritev
pretokov tako ugotavljamo, da je bil poizkus izvajanja meritev neregularen. Vsled tega smo se
zatekli k pomožnim metodam – identifikaciji aktivacije razbremenilnika z uporabo temperaturnih
senzorjev.
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Slika 63: Vzdolžni prerez in tloris razbremenilnika z označenimi lokacijami posameznih delov merilnika
pretoka

Temperaturni senzorji
Na podlagi vseh negotovosti, povezanih z meritvami pretoka, so bili na razbremenilniku dodatno nameščeni
še temperaturni senzorji tipa HOBO® Pendant Temperature/Light Data Logger UA-002-64. Z njimi

lahko na podlagi zaznane spremembe v temperaturi določimo, kdaj se je začelo prelivanje oz.
kdaj je bil določen senzor prelit z vodo. Nameščeni so bili štirje senzorji, dva na kanalu
razbremenilnika, senzor št. 3 na prelivnem polju razbremenilnika in senzor št. 4. v območju pod
krono razbremenilnika, ki je prvi zaznal naraščanje nivoja vode nad nivo sušnega odtoka (Slika
64).

Slika 64: Senzor št. 4 (levo) in senzor št. 3 (desno)

Postavitev modela
Za načrtovanje in analizo SUDS-ov ter mešanega kanalizacijskega sistema smo uporabili
modelsko orodje Autodesk Storm and Sanitary Analysis 2016. Programska oprema lahko hkrati
modelira kompleksno hidrologijo, hidravliko in kvaliteto vode, pri čemer je ena izmed njegovih
tipičnih uporabnosti tudi načrtovanje strategij za zmanjšanje prelivanja mešane kanalizacije na
razbremenilnikih.
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V 1. koraku smo definirali projektne
pogoje modela: merske enote in
specifikacije elementov; določili smo
metodo za izračun površinskega
odtoka in infiltracije; določili smo
metode za hidravlični izračun ter
značilnosti infiltracije v zadrževalnih
elementih.
V 2. koraku smo definirali
hidrologijo obravnavanega povodja.
Kot
osnovo
za
določevanje
podpovodji smo uporabili karto rabe
tal. Podpovodja so bila določena kot
enovita področja z enotno rabo tal,
katerih površinski odtok se steka v
isto glavno cev. V tem koraku smo
definirali tudi padavinske dogodke.
V 3. koraku smo z uvozom jaškov in
cevi definirali kanalizacijski sistem.
Po uvozu je sledilo odpravljanje
napak v sistemu, kot so manjkajoče
višine jaškov in cevi ipd.
V zadnjem koraku smo definirali
možnosti analize, kot so časovni
koraki, sklope za analizo in
parametre hidrodinamične analize.
Izbrali
smo
tudi
analizirani
padavinski dogodek.

1. KORAK: Definiranje PROJEKTNIH POGOJEV:
1.1 Enote in specifikacija elementov:
- Merski sistem: metrični
- Enota za pretok: m3/s
- Višinski tip: nadmorska višina
1.2 Specifikacija hidrološkega odtoka:
- Hidrološka metoda: EPA SWMM
- Infiltracijska metoda EPA SWMM: SCS krivulje
1.3 Specifikacija hidravličnega izračuna:
- Metoda za izračun toka po ceveh: hidrodinamična
- Enačba za cev pod tlakom: Hazen-Williams
- Minimalni naklon cevi: 0 %
1.4 Računske in poročevalske metode:
- Značilnosti infiltracije v zadrževalnih elementih:
konstantna stopnja, prosta površina

2. KORAK: Definiranje HIDROLOGIJE:
2.1 Uvoz karte rabe tal
2.2 Definiranje podpovodji na podlagi rabe tal (fizične
lastnosti, lastnosti odtoka, št. krivulje po metodi SCS)
2.3 Definiraj padavinske dogodke

3. KORAK: Definiranje HIDRAVLIKE:
3.1 GIS uvoz jaškov in cevi (.shp)
3.2 Urejanje lastnosti elementov, ki sestavljajo sistem

4. KORAK: Definiranje MOŽNOSTI ANALIZE
4.1 Časovni koraki, datumi
4.2 Izračuni analize: površinski odtok, hidravlični tok
4.3 Parametri hidrodinamične analize:
- Robni pogoji: ohraniti
- Do kritičnega toka pride: ko naklon vodne gladine in
Frudovo število
4.4 Izbira padavinskega dogodka

Slika 65: Postopek vzpostavitve modela
Analiza občutljivosti
Analizo občutljivosti smo izvedli s spreminjanjem parametrov modela za –20 %, –10 %, +10 %
in +20 % ter z opazovanjem sprememb, ki jih je to povzročilo na rezultatih simulacij. Analizo
smo izvedli na testnem območju, znotraj katerega smo za vsako rabo prostora definirali eno
podpovodje in analizirali vpliv sprememb parametrov podpovodji na odtok. Pri analiziranju cevi
smo ugotavljali vpliv spremembe Manningovega koeficienta hrapavosti na odtok.
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Kalibracija in validacija modela
Na podlagi pridobljenih podatkov in predlaganih vrednosti parametrov za kanalizacijski sistem in
podpovodja, ki jih predlaga orodje Autodesk in so predstavljeni v Prilogah A, B, C in D, smo
oblikovali začetne značilnosti petih tipov rabe tal (urbano območje, stanovanjsko območje, ceste,
parki, gozdovi). Poleg teh smo v procesu kalibracije obravnavali tudi Manningov koeficient
hrapavosti za cevi.
S temi začetnimi značilnostmi rabe tal smo simulirali padavinski dogodek z dne 23. 4. 2016 (10,8
mm) in primerjali rezultate z merjenim pretokom na razbremenilniku. V skladu z ugotovitvami
občutljivostne analize smo nato značilnosti rabe tal prilagodili na način, da bi se simulirani pretok
razbremenjevanja čim bolj približal merjenemu. Pri tem smo upoštevali razpon predlaganih
parametrov, ki jih predlaga orodje Autodesk in so predstavljeni v Prilogah A, B, C in D.
Model smo validirali na padavinskih dogodkih z dne 9. 5. 2016 (12,4 mm) in 21. 4. 2016 (26,4
mm).
Načrtovanje SUDS-ov
Postopka za načrtovanje infiltracijskih jarkov in infiltracijskih kotanj po priročniku CIRIA in
standardu DWA-A 138E sta bila na testnem območju za vsak ukrep navzkrižno preverjena.
Zelene strehe smo v model implementirali na poenostavljen način. Predpostavili smo njihovo
kapaciteto zadrževanja na 5-milimetrih globine, ki ustreza tudi kapaciteti zadrževanja za
prepustne površine znotraj podpovodji. Nato smo delež prepustnih površin znotraj podpovodja
povečali za 20 %, pri čemer ocenjujemo, da to predstavlja približno 50 % vseh streh znotraj
podpovodja. Za zelene strehe torej predpostavljamo, da imajo enako sposobnost zadrževanja ter
enake značilnosti površinskega odtoka kot prepustne površine, vendar ne tudi enake sposobnosti
infiltracije. Zato krivulje SCS, ki definira karakteristike infiltracije nismo spreminjali. To
tehnično gledano ni popolnoma korektno, saj bo v modelu na območju, ki predstavlja zelene
strehe, vseeno prišlo do infiltracije. Vendar lahko infiltracijske izgube, ki se tu pojavljajo,
obravnavamo kot razliko med določeno sposobnostjo zadrževanja streh pri 5 mm in njihovo
običajno sposobnostjo zadrževanje, ki znaša 10 mm ali več.
Zelene strehe so bile implementirane predvsem pri tistih podpovodjih, kjer predvsem zaradi
omejitev s prostorom pred tem ni bil predlagan noben drug ukrep.
Scenariji
V okviru naloge smo obdelali pet scenarijev glede na razpoložljivi prostor za njihovo izvedbo.
Glede na padajočo stopnjo njihove prioritetne izvedbe so zajemali: infiltracijske kotanje,
infiltracijske jarke, zelene strehe in njihove kombinacije:
 SC0: trenutno stanje (služi za primerjavo učinkovitosti ostalih scenarijev);
 SC1: infiltracijske kotanje;
 SC2: infiltracijski jarki;
 SC3: zelene strehe;
 SC4: kombinacija infiltracijskih kotanj in jarkov (SC, SC2);
 SC5: kombinacija infiltracijskih kotanj in jarkov ter zelenih streh (SC1, SC2, SC3).
Večkriterijska analiza
Za potrebe večkriterijske analize smo ocenili investicijske stroške in stroške letnega vzdrževanja
za predlagane scenarije. Na podlagi preteklih analiz, izvedenih znotraj tega, so bili scenariji
ocenjeni z naslednjimi kriteriji:
 povprečno zmanjšanje prelivanja na 1.000 enot [%],
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povprečno zmanjšanje prelivanja na investiranih 10,000 € [%],
investicijski stroški na enoto [€],
letni stroški vzdrževanja enote [€],
izvedljivost (javno lastništvo zemljišč je bolj zaželeno kot zasebno),
dodana vrednost (večfunkcijska raba prostora, odpornost na klimatske spremembe,
izboljšanja kakovost zraka, zmanjšane hrupa, estetsko ugodno okolje),
biotska raznovrstnost.
Rezultati

Meritve
Meritve infiltracije so na vseh treh lokacijah pokazale, da so tam dobro prepustne zemljine, ki
smo jih lahko umestili v hidrološko skupino zemljin A. Njeni karakteristiki sta nizek odtočni
potencial ter visoka stopnja infiltracije kljub dobri navlaženosti zemljine.
Temperaturni senzorji so delovali v dveh časovnih serijah: 14. 3. 2016–22. 3. 2016 in 6. 4. 2016–
29. 4. 2016. Merilnik pretoka na razbremenilniku je deloval v treh časovnih serijah: 25. 2. 2016–
22. 3. 2016, 29. 3. 2016–30. 4. 2016 in 1. 5. 2016–17. 6. 2016. Meritve se prekrijejo samo za tri
padavinske dogodke. S primerjavo smo ugotovili, da temperaturni senzorji in merilnik pretoka
sočasno zaznajo prelivanje na razbremenilniku, kar potrjuje pravilnost meritev merilnika pretoka
s časovnega vidika.
Analiza občutljivosti
Z analizo občutljivosti smo ugotavljali vpliv posameznega parametra na rezultate simulacije.
Parametri: širina podpovodja in Manningova koeficienta hrapavosti za prepustne in neprepustne
površine imajo vpliv na čas koncentracije. Širina podpovodja ima enak vpliv neglede na tip rabe
tal, medtem ko za vpliv koeficienta hrapavosti velja, da mora biti zastopanost prepustnih oz.
neprepustnih površin znotraj podpovodja dovolj velika, da ima vpliv na čas koncentracije.
Na površinski odtok vplivata dva parametra: globina depresij znotraj prepustnih in neprepustnih
površin ter parameter, ki definira v kolikšnem deležu se depresije znotraj neprepustne površine
ne pojavljajo (v nadaljevanju »no depression«). Njun vpliv je odvisen od tipa rabe tal oz. njihove
razširjenosti znotraj podpovodja, pri tem pa ima koeficient »no depression« največji vpliv.
Pri analizi Manningovega koeficienta hrapavosti v ceveh smo ugotovili, da ta pri spremembi za
13 %, povzroči 8-odstotno spremembo pri maksimalni hitrosti znotraj cevi.
Kalibracija in validacija modela
Primerjava simuliranega in merjenega prelivanja na razbremenilniku za padavinski dogodek z
dne 23. 4. 2016 je pokazala dobro časovno ujemanje obeh serij, zato kalibracije s ciljem večjega
časovnega ujemanja nismo izvajali. Nasprotno pa je bila potrebna kalibracija modela v odnosu
do količine in konice pretoka.
V skladu z analizo občutljivosti in priporočenimi vrednostmi parametrov (Autodesk) smo v
procesu kalibracije spremenili naslednje parametre:
 zmanjšanje neprepustnih površin za urbana in stanovanjska območja za 5 % ter posledično
zmanjšanje njihove krivulje SCS za 3 točke,
 zmanjšanje parametra »no depression« za urbana in stanovanjska območja s 50 % na 15 %,
 zmanjšanje parametra »no depression« za ceste z 80 % na 30 %,
 zmanjšanje parametra »no depression« za parke in gozdove z 80 % na 15 %.
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S spremembo parametrov smo dosegli zmanjšanje konice pretoka z začetnih 2,1 m3/s na 1,3 m3/s,
pri čemer je merjena konica pretoka znašala 1,05 m3/s. Celotna količina prelivanja pa se je z 8.925
m3 zmanjšala na 5.010 m3, kar je še vedno 2,75-krat več, kot je merjeni volumen pretoka pri 1.820
m3.
Validacija modela na padavinski dogodek z dne 21. 4. 2016 je pokazala, da model presega
volumen merjenega pretoka (7.640 m3) za 158 % (19.740 m3). Kljub velikemu odstopanju bi bilo
to brez kalibracije večje za 270 % (28.300 m3).
Validacija modela na padavinski dogodek z dne 9. 5. 2016 je pokazala, da model presega volumen
merjenega pretoka (2.000 m3) za 35 % (2.780 m3). Kljub velikemu odstopanju bi bilo to brez
kalibracije večje za 175 % (5.533 m3).
Kalibracijo lahko na podlagi navedenih vrednosti ocenjujemo kot neustrezno, ali kot poizkus
kalibracije, kar utemeljujemo z zahtevnimi oziroma neregularnimi pogoji na merilnem mestu za
meritve pretokov na razbremenilniku. Ocenjujemo, da model vendarle odraža stanje, ki omogoča
izvedbo samega namena naloge – primerjalno analizo izvedbe različnih ukrepov SUDS.
Scenariji
 SC0: »trenutno stanje«
Ta scenarij predstavlja trenutno stanje na povodju in služi kot primerjava za učinkovitost ostalih
scenarijev. Zajema 198 podpovodji s skupno površino 2,7 km2. Podpovodja si po deležu
zastopanosti po površini sledijo tako: stanovanjska (43;4 %), urbana (34,1 %), parki (12,6 %),
gozdovi (5,4 %) in ceste (4,5 %).
 SC1: »infiltracijske kotanje«
Primerjava postopka za načrtovanje infiltracijskih kotanj na testnem območju po postopku CIRIA
in standardu DWA-A 138E je pokazala, da oba vodita do primerljivih rezultatov. V nadaljevanju
smo za načrtovanje infiltracijskih kotanj uporabili postopek CIRIA, kasneje pa so nam izračunane
dimenzije služile kot orientacijske vrednosti pri njihovi implementaciji v modelu. Globino
infiltracijskih kotanj smo izračunali na podlagi površine prispevnih območij in proste površine za
izvedbo. V izračunih smo uporabili stopnjo infiltracije 130 mm/h, faktor varnosti 2 in poroznost
uporabljenega materiala (gramoz) 0,4. Predvideli smo 13 infiltracijskih kotanj, katerih globina se
giblje med 2–3 metri, njihova skupna površina znaša 36.550 m2, skupni volumen pa 83.500 m3.
 SC2: »infiltracijski jarki«
Primerjava postopka za načrtovanje infiltracijskih jarkov na testnem območju po postopku CIRIA
in standardu DWA-A 138E je pokazala, da oba vodita do primerljivih rezultatov. V nadaljevanju
smo za načrtovanje infiltracijskih jarkov uporabili postopek CIRIA, kasneje pa so nam izračunane
dimenzije služile kot orientacijske vrednosti pri njihovi implementaciji v modelu. Globino
infiltracijskih jarkov smo izračunali na podlagi površine prispevnih območij in proste površine za
izvedbo. V izračunih smo uporabili stopnjo infiltracije 130 mm/h, faktor varnosti 2 in poroznost
uporabljenega materiala (gramoz) 0,4. Predvideli smo 4 infiltracijske jarke, katerih globina se
giblje med 3–4 metri, njihova skupna površina znaša 5.940 m2, skupni volumen pa 16.055 m3.
 SC3: »zelene strehe«
Zelene strehe smo predvideli za 23 urbanih podpovodji in 3 stanovanjska podpovodja. Njihova
skupna površina znaša 115.380 m2, skupni volumen pa 577 m3. Ukrep uvedbe zelenih streh je
močno odvisen od samega načina izvedbe obstoječih streh, zato smo za ta ukrep, glede na stanje
v Gironi, predvideli precej omejene učinke.
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 SC4: »kombinacija infiltracijskih kotanj in jarkov (SC, SC2)«
Ta scenarij ugotavlja obstoj sinergijskega učinka med infiltracijskimi kotanjami in jarki. Skupno
106 podpovodji je odvajalo površinski odtok v 13 infiltracijskih kotanj in 4 infiltracijske jarke.
 SC5: »kombinacija infiltracijskih kotanj in jarkov ter zelenih streh (SC1, SC2, SC3)«
Tako kot prejšnji scenarij je bil tudi ta namenjen ugotavljanju sinergijskih učinkov med
posameznimi ukrepi. V skupno 123 podpovodjih je bil implementiran eden zmed ukrepov.
Povzetek rezultatov
Preglednica 32 povzema rezultate simulacij za vse scenarije in padavinske dogodke. V stolpcu
SC0 so predstavljene količine simuliranega pretoka za izhodiščni scenarij. Zmanjšanje prelivanje
za ostale scenarije je izračunan glede na te vrednosti. Na dnu tabele je prikazano povprečno
zmanjšanje prelivanja za vsak scenarij.
Preglednica 32: Zmanjšanje prelivanja za vse scenarije in simulirane padavinske dogodke
Scenarij
Padavinski dogodek
SC4:
SC5:
Povratna
SC0 [m3]
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC1+SC2 SC1+SC2+SC3
Trajanje
doba
[leta]
15 MIN

1 URA

6 UR

2

13.300

58 %

15 %

8%

69 %

73 %

5

16:966

47 %

9%

6%

60 %

64 %

10

18.740

37 %

7%

6%

52 %

57 %

2

28.961

49 %

7%

5%

61 %

65 %

5

35.446

31 %

5%

3%

44 %

46 %

10

37.847

24 %

3%

3%

36 %

36 %

2

73.098

60 %

14 %

5%

71 %

71 %

5

125.071

55 %

11 %

3%

65 %

65 %

10

151.729

47 %

4%

2%

58 %

58 %

Povprečje:

45 %

8%

5%

57 %

59 %

Večkriterijska analiza
Prvi korak pri izvedbi večkriterijske analize je predstavljala ocena investicijskih stroškov in
stroškov vzdrževanja. Pri tem smo uporabili cene, značilne za Združeno kraljestvo, in jih
prilagodili za Španske razmere z indeksom ravni cen za gradnjo in njene komponente (Priloga
G). Te cene vključujejo zgolj neposredne stroške pri gradnji in ne vključujejo stroškov, povezanih
s projektno dokumentacijo, odkupa zemljišč, posodobitev na obstoječem kanalizacijskem sistemu
(Preglednica 33).
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Preglednica 33: Investicijski in letni stroški vzdrževanja za predlagane scenarije
Prilagojeni
Prilagojeni Letni stroški
Stroški
stroški
stroški na vzdrževanja
enote [£]
vzdrževanja
enoto [€] enote [£]
enote [€]
SC1: INFILTRACIJSKE
KOTANJE
SC2: INFILTRACIJSKI
JARKI

Enote

Letni stroški
Investicijski
vzdrževanja
stroški [€]
[€]

20

13

0,4

0,26

83.500 m3

1.085.500

21.710

80

52

1,3

0,85

16.055 m3

834.860

13.566

55

36

0,2

0,13

115.380 m2

4.124.835

14.999

SC4: SC1+SC2

1.920.360

35.276

SC5: SC1+SC2+SC3

6.045.195

50.276

SC3: ZELENE STREHE

Zaradi različnega obsega implementacije posameznega scenarija je bila njihova učinkovitost
zmanjševanja prelivanja ocenjena s kriterijem: »Povprečno zmanjšanje prelivanja na 1.000 enot
implementiranega ukrepa [%]«. Prav tako nas je zanimalo, kako učinkoviti so posamezni ukrepi
v odnosu do investiranih sredstev, zato smo uvedli kriterij: »Povprečno zmanjšanje prelivanja na
investiranih 10.000 € [%]« (Preglednica 34).

Št. enot [m3 oz. m2]

Povprečno zmanjšanje
prelivanja [%]

Investicijski stroški [€]

Investicijski stroški na enoto [€]

Povprečno zmanjšanje
prelivanja na 1.000 enot
implementiranega ukrepa [%]

Povprečno zmanjšanje
prelivanja na investiranih
10.000 € [%]

SC1: INFILTRACIJSKE
KOTANJE
SC2: INFILTRACIJSKI
JARKI
SC3: ZELENE STREHE
SC4: SC1+SC2
SC5: SC1+SC2+SC3

Površina [m2]

Preglednica 34: Ovrednotenje učinkovitosti posameznega scenarija v odnosu do investicijskih stroškov in
števila enot

36.550

83.500

45

1.085.500

13

0,54

0,42

5.930

16.055

8

834.860

52

0,52

0,10

11.5380
42.480
157.860

115.380
99.555
214.935

5
57
59

4.124.835
1.920.360
6.045.195

36
19
28

0,04
0,58
0,28

0,01
0,30
0,10

Na podlagi sedmih kriterijev so bili scenariji ocenjeni glede na njihovo uspešnost in dodatne
koristi (Preglednica 35). Opozoriti moramo, da so bili vsi kriteriji v tej analizi obravnavani kot
enakovredni, kar pa običajno ne drži oz. bi jim različni deležniki pripisali različen pomen. Če bi
na primer želeli ovrednotiti scenarije samo v odnosu do zmanjšanja prelivanja na
razbremenilniku, bi infiltracijski jarki prejeli višjo oceno kot zelene strehe.
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Povprečno zmanjšanje
prelivanja na investiranih
10.000 € [%]

Investicijski stroški na enoto
[€]

Letni stroški vzdrževanja
enote [€]

Izvedljivost

Dodana vrednost

Biotska raznovrstnost

Povprečna ocena

SC1: INFILTRACIJSKE
KOTANJE
SC2: INFILTRACIJSKI
JARKI
SC3: ZELENE STREHE
SC4: SC1+SC2
SC5: SC1+SC2+SC3

Povprečno zmanjšanje
prelivanja na 1.000 enot
implementiranega ukrepa
[%]

Preglednica 35: Večkriterijska analiza

5

5

5

4

5

4

3

4,4

5

2

1

1

5

2

3

2,7

1
5
3

1
4
2

3
4
3

5
3
4

2
5
4

5
3
4

4
3
3

3,0
3,9
3,3

Večkriterijska analiza je bila v nalogi uporabljena kot potreben postopek, s katerim lahko
ovrednotimo učinke različnih ukrepov. V primeru dejanske analize bi bilo potrebno sami metodi
večkriterijske analize posvetiti večjo pozornost.
9.5

Zaključki

Cilj te naloge je prikaz in uporaba orodji ter postopkov, s katerimi lahko SUDS-e uporabimo kot
dopolnjujoči ukrep ob tradicionalnemu pristopu odvajanja meteornih voda v naseljih, ter ocena
učinkovitosti SUDS-ev. Prikaz ukrepov je bil izveden za urbano povodje dela mesta Girona,
Španija, z namenom zmanjšanja prelivanja mešanih kanalizacijskih voda prek razbremenilnika.
Načrtovanje in uporaba SUDS-ov ni predvidena v nacionalni ali lokalni zakonodaji kot referenčna
literatura. Posledično je to področje dokaj neurejeno, čeprav obstaja kar nekaj metodologij za
njihovo načrtovanje. Ta naloga obravnavana dve metodologiji za načrtovanje SUDS-ov, priročnik
CIRIA in standard DWA-A 138E. Obe metodi sta ponudili podobne rezultate in potrdili njuno
primernost za načrtovanje SUDS-ov.
Metodologija, ki jo vzpostavi ta naloga, temelji na modeliranju urbanega povodja in vključuje:
zbiranje podatkov, vzpostavitev modela, načrtovanje SUDS-ov ter njihovo implementacijo v
model, simuliranje scenarijev, ki vključujejo različne ukrepe SUDS-ov in ovrednotenje njihove
učinkovitosti v razmerju do izhodiščnega scenarija. Dobre meritve kanalizacijskega sistema so
osnova dobrega modela, saj nam služijo za njegovo kalibracijo, ki je ključen korak do
relevantnega modela, ki bo nudil zanesljive rezultate. Da bi zapolnili vrzel med obstoječimi in
potrebnimi podatki, smo izvedli meritve infiltracije na večjih lokacijah znotraj povodja in tudi
meritve prelivanja mešanih komunalnih voda na razbremenilniku, čemur smo dodali meritve
temperaturnih senzorjev, z namenom potrditev časovne pravilnosti meritev. Čeprav smo s
temperaturnimi senzorji lahko potrdili pravilno delovanje merilnika pretoka, saj so čas
razbremenjevanja zaznali sočasno, je z meritvami količin pretoka še vedno povezanih kar nekaj
negotovosti. Posledično so bile te meritve uporabljene zgolj kot orientacijske vrednosti in ne kot
natančne vrednosti, ki bi jih uporabili za kalibracijo modela. Ker nimamo natančnih meritev,
imajo simulacije modela nižjo stopnjo zaupanja Kljub temu so simulirani pretoki na
razbremenilniku pravilno kvalitativno sledili padavinskim dogodkom in času razbremenjevanja,
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kar je omogočilo ustrezno oceno uspešnosti SUDS-ev pri zadrževanju površinskega odtoka. Na
ta način je model služil namenu preliminarne ocene ustreznosti SUDS-ev.
Pet scenarijev, ki so vključevali različne ukrepe SUDS-ev, smo razvili in simulirali v modelu.
Padavinski dogodki s časom trajanja 15 min, 1 ura in 6 ur ter povratnimi dobami 2 leti, 5 in 10 let
so bili simulirani. S povprečnim zmanjšanjem prelivanja na razbremenilniku za 0,54 % na 1.000
enot implementiranega ukrepa so infiltracijske kotline najbolj efektiven ukrep, sledijo jim
infiltracijski jarki pri 0,52 % in zelene strehe pri 0,04 %. Infiltracijske kotanje so bile tudi najbolj
učinkovit ukrep s povprečnim zmanjšanjem prelivanja na razbremenilniku za 0,42 % na 10.000 €
investiranih sredstev, v primerjavi z infiltracijskimi jarki pri 0,10 % in zelenimi strehami pri
0,01 %.
Z večkriterijsko analizo smo vsak scenarij ocenili tudi v nemonetarnem smislu, kar je vključevalo
naslednje kriterije: dodana vrednost, izvedljivost in biotska raznovrstnost. Tudi v skladu z
večkriterijsko analizo so infiltracijske kotanje najbolj ugoden scenarij (ocena: 4,4), sledi jim
scenarij, ki je kombinacija infiltracijskih kotanj in jarkov (ocena: 3,9). Ostali scenariji so prejeli
podobne ocene, ki se gibljejo okoli ocene 3,0. Po naši študiji so infiltracijske kotanje najbolj
izvedljiv ukrep, s povprečnim znižanjem prelivanja na razbremenilniku za 45 %, investicijskimi
stroški 1.085.500 € in letnimi stroški vzdrževanja 21.710 €.
V tej nalogi smo naslovili predvsem hidravlični vidik urbane odhodnje, ki gre z roko v roki z
vidiki kvalitete vode (čiščenje površinskega odtoka, prelivanja mešane komunalne vode v
odvodnik, ustrezno redčenje). Teh vidikov nismo posebej naslavljali zaradi obsežnosti področja,
vendar bi bilo to ključno za celovit pristop.
Ugotovili smo, da so SUDS-i primerna rešitev, ki lahko pomaga preprečiti in zmanjšati površinski
odtok in posledično prelivanja iz mešanega kanalizacijskega sistema prek razbremenilnika v
odvodnik. V obstoječih naseljih bi morali biti vključeni kot dopolnjujoči sistemi tradicionalnih
inženirskih rešitev, kot so podzemni zadrževalniki. V primeru novih naselji pa bi morali biti
SUDS-i uporabljeni kot smotrna alternativa tradicionalnim pristopom upravljanja s padavinskimi
vodami.
Naloga prikazuje sistemsko ustrezen pristop k analizi obstoječega stanja, z vidika analize
scenarijev možnih ukrepov trajnostnih sistemov za odvajanje padavinskih voda z urbanih površin.
Kot je bilo v nalogi prikazano, so bili pristopi in ukrepi s katerimi se trajnostna urbana odvodnja
izvaja opredeljeni že pred več desetletji, želimo da do njihove sistemske uveljavitve ne bo preteklo
še nekaj novih desetletij.
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ANNEX A: SCS curve number for infiltration (Autodesk, 2015)
PRILOGA A: Številka SCS infiltracijske krivulje (Autodesk, 2015)
Description

Condition

A B C D Condensed Description

1

FULLY DEVELOPED URBAN AREAS Vegetation

2

Open space (lawns, parks, etc.)

3

grass cover < 50%

Poor

68 79 86 89 < 50% grass cover

4

grass cover 50% to 75%

Fair

49 69 79 84 50 - 75% grass cover

5

grass cover > 75%

Good

39 61 74 80 > 75% grass cover

6

Impervious Areas

7

Paved parking lots, roofs, driveways

8

Streets and roads

9

Paved: curbs and storm sewers

98 98 98 98 Paved roads with curbs & sewers

10

Paved: open ditches (with right-of-way) 50% imp

83 89 92 93 Paved roads with open ditches

11

Gravel (with right-of-way)

76 85 89 91 Gravel roads

12

Dirt (with right-of-way)

72 82 87 89 Dirt roads

98 98 98 98 Paved parking & roofs

13 Urban Districts

impervious

14 Commercial & business

85% imp

89 92 94 95 Urban commercial

15 Industrial

72% imp

81 88 91 93 Urban industrial

16 Residential Districts
17 (by average lot size)

impervious

18 1/8 acre (town houses)

65% impervious

77 85 90 92 1/8 acre lots

19 1/4 acre

38% impervious

61 75 83 87 1/4 acre lots

20 1/3 acre

30% impervious

57 72 81 86 1/3 acre lots

21 1/2 acre

25% impervious

54 70 80 85 1/2 acre lots

22 1 acre

20% impervious

51 68 79 84 1 acre lots

23 2 acre

12% impervious

46 65 77 82 2 acre lots

24 Western Desert Urban Areas
25 Natural desert (pervious areas only)

63 77 85 88 Natural western desert

26 Artificial desert landscaping

96 96 96 96 Artificial desert landscape

27 DEVELOPING URBAN AREA

(No Vegetation)

28 Newly graded area (pervious only)
CULTIVATED
AGRICULTURAL
29 LAND

77 86 91 94 Newly graded area

30 Fallow
31 Bare soil

77 86 91 94 Fallow, bare soil

32 Crop residue (CR)

Poor

76 85 90 93 Fallow, crop residue

33 Crop residue (CR)

Good

74 83 88 90 Fallow, crop residue

35 Straight row (SR)

Poor

72 81 88 91 Row crops, straight row

36 Straight row (SR)

Good

67 78 85 89 Row crops, straight row

37 SR + Crop residue

Poor

71 80 87 90 Row crops, SR + CR

38 SR + Crop residue

Good

64 75 82 85 Row crops, SR + CR

39 Contoured (C)

Poor

70 79 84 88 Row crops, contoured

40 Contoured (C)

Good

65 75 82 86 Row crops, contoured

34 Row crops
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41 C + Crop residue

Poor

69 78 83 87 Row crops, C + CR

42 C + Crop residue

Good

64 74 81 85 Row crops, C + CR

43 Contoured & terraced (C&T)

Poor

66 74 80 82 Row crops, C&T

44 Contoured & terraced (C&T)

Good

62 71 78 81 Row crops, C&T

45 C&T + Crop residue

Poor

65 73 79 81 Row crops, C&T + CR

46 C&T + Crop residue

Good

61 70 77 80 Row crops, C&T + CR

48 Straight row (SR)

Poor

65 76 84 88 Small grain, straight row

49 Straight row (SR)

Good

63 75 83 87 Small grain, straight row

50 SR + Crop residue

Poor

64 75 83 86 Small grain, SR + CR

51 SR + Crop residue

Good

60 72 80 84 Small grain, SR + CR

52 Contoured (C)

Poor

63 74 82 85 Small grain, contoured

53 Contoured (C)

Good

61 73 81 84 Small grain, contoured

54 C + Crop residue

Poor

62 73 81 84 Small grain, C + CR

55 C + Crop residue

Good

60 72 80 83 Small grain, C + CR

56 Contoured & terraced (C&T)

Poor

61 72 79 82 Small grain, C&T

57 Contoured & terraces (C&T)

Good

59 70 78 81 Small grain, C&T

58 C&T + Crop residue

Poor

60 71 78 81 Small grain, C&T + CR

59 C&T + Crop residue

Good

58 69 77 80 Small grain, C&T + CR

61 Straight row

Poor

66 77 85 89 Legumes, straight row

62 Straight row

Good

58 72 81 85 Legumes, straight row

63 Contoured

Poor

64 75 83 85 Legumes, contoured

64 Contoured

Good

55 69 78 83 Legumes, contoured

65 Contoured & terraced

Poor

63 73 80 83 Legumes, C&T

66 Contoured & terraced

Good

51 67 76 80 Legumes, C&T

68 Pasture, grassland, or range

Poor

68 79 86 89 Pasture, grassland, or range

69

Fair

49 69 79 84 Pasture, grassland, or range

70

Good

39 61 74 80 Pasture, grassland, or range

47 Small grain

60 Close-seeded legumes/rotated meadow

67 OTHER AGRICULTURAL LAND

71 Meadow, continuous grass, non-grazed

30 58 71 78 Meadow, non-grazed

72 Brush or brush/weed/grass mixture

Poor

48 67 77 83 Brush

73

Fair

35 56 70 77 Brush

74

Good

30 48 65 73 Brush

75 Woods & grass combination

Poor

57 73 82 86 Woods & grass combination

76

Fair

43 65 76 82 Woods & grass combination

77

Good

32 58 72 79 Woods & grass combination

78 Woods

Poor

45 66 77 83 Woods

79

Fair

36 60 73 79 Woods

80

Good

30 55 70 77 Woods

81 Farmsteads

59 74 82 86 Farmsteads

82 ARID AND SEMIARID RANGELAND
83 Herbaceous

Poor

80 87 93 Herbaceous range

84

Fair

71 81 89 Herbaceous range
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85

Good

62 74 85 Herbaceous range

86 Oak & Aspen

Poor

66 74 79 Oak & Aspen range

87

Fair

48 57 63 Oak & Aspen range

88

Good

30 41 48 Oak & Aspen range

89 Pinyon & Juniper

Poor

75 85 89 Pinyon & Juniper range

90

Fair

58 73 80 Pinyon & Juniper range

91

Good

41 61 71 Pinyon & Juniper range

92 Sagebrush (w/grass understory)

Poor

67 80 85 Sagebrush range

93

Fair

51 63 70 Sagebrush range

94

Good

35 47 55 Sagebrush range

95 Desert shrub

Poor

63 77 85 88 Desert shrub range

96

Fair

55 72 81 86 Desert shrub range

97

Good

49 68 79 84 Desert shrub range

ANNEX B: Manning’s Roughness n for Pipes (Autodesk, 2015)
PRILOGA B: Manningov koeficient hrapavosti n za cevi (Autodesk, 2015)
Manning's Roughness n for Pipes
Conduit Material
Asbestos-Cement Pipe
Brickwork:
Glazed
Lined with cement mortar
Sanitary sewers coated with sewage slime with bends
and connections
Paved invert, sewer, smooth bottom
Rubble masonry, cemented
Cast Iron Pipe:
Coated
Uncoated
Cement:
Neat Surface
Mortar
Clay:
Common drainage tile
Vitrified sewer
Vitrified sewer with manholes, inlet, etc.
Vitrified Subdrain with open joint
Concrete:
Culvert, straight and free of debris
Culvert with bends, connections, and some debris
Finished
Sewer with manholes, inlet, etc., straight
Unfinished, steel form
Unfinished, smooth wood form
Unfinished, rough wood form
Corrugated Metal:
Subdrain
Stormdrain
Corrugated Metal Pipe (0.5" x 2.65" corrugations):
Plain

Manning n
0.011 - 0.015
0.011 - 0.015
0.012 - 0.017
0.012 - 0.016
0.016 - 0.020
0.018 - 0.030
0.010 - 0.014
0.011 - 0.016
0.010 - 0.013
0.011 - 0.015
0.011 - 0.017
0.011 - 0.017
0.013 - 0.017
0.014 - 0.018
0.010 - 0.013
0.011 - 0.014
0.011 - 0.014
0.013 - 0.017
0.012 - 0.014
0.012 - 0.016
0.015 - 0.020
0.017 - 0.021
0.021 - 0.030
0.022 - 0.026
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Paved invert
Spun asphalt lined
Plastic Pipe (smooth)

0.018 - 0.022
0.011 - 0.015
0.011 - 0.015

Source:
(1) ASCE, (1982), Gravity Sanitary Sewer Design and Construction, ASCE Manual
of Practice No. 60, New York, NY.
(2) Chow, V.T., (1959), Open Channel Hydraulics, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY.

ANNEX C: Manning’s Roughness for Overland flow (Autodesk, 2015)
PRILOGA C: Manningov koeficient hrapavosti za tok po terenu (Autodesk, 2015)
Manning's Roughness for Overland Flow
Land Surface Type
Urban:
Concrete, Asphalt, or Gravel
Average Grass Cover
Rural Residential (1 - 10 acre lots, maintenance or grazing assumed)
Urban Residential (maintained lawns assumed, with effects of landscaping,
driveways, roofs included in combined value):
1 - 3 building units/acre
3 - 10 building units/acre
> 10 building units/acre
Commercial/Industrial (effects of landscaping, driveways, roofs included in
combined value)
Grass:
Average Grass Cover
Poor Grass Cover, Moderately Rough Surface
Light Turf
Dense Turf
Dense Grass
Bermuda Grass
Dense Shrubbery and Forest Litter
Natural:
Short Grass Prairie
Poor Grass Cover, Moderately Rough Surface
Sparse Vegetation
Oak Grasslands, Open Grasslands
Dense Cover of Trees and Bushes
Rangeland:
Typical
No Debris Cover
20% Debris Cover
Woods:
Light Underbrush
Dense Underbrush
Rural Residential (1 - 10 acre lots, maintenance or grazing assumed)
Cultivated Areas:
Bare Packed Soil (free of stone)
Fallow (no residue)
Conventional Tillage:
No Residue
With Residue
Chisel Plow:
No Residue
With Residue

Manning n
0.005 - 0.015
0.40
0.40

0.30
0.20
0.15
0.11

0.40
0.30 - 0.40
0.20
0.17 - 0.80
0.17 - 0.30
0.30 - 0.48
0.40
0.10 - 0.20
0.30 - 0.40
0.05 - 0.13
0.60
0.80
0.13
0.09 - 0.34
0.05 - 0.25
0.40
0.80
0.40
0.10
0.05
0.06 - 0.12
0.16 - 0.22
0.06 - 0.12
0.10 - 0.16
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Fall Disking (with residue)
No Till:
No Residue Cover
20 - 40% Residue Cover
60 - 100% Residue Cover
Rural Residential (1 - 10 acre lots, maintenance or grazing assumed)

A5

0.30 - 0.50
0.04 - 0.10
0.07 - 0.17
0.17 - 0.47
0.40

Sources:
-USACE, 1998, HEC-1 Flood Hydrograph Package User's Manual, Hydrologic Engineering Center, Davis,
CA
-Soil Conservation Service, 1986, Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds, Technical Release 55, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC

ANNEX D: Typical Depression Storage Values (Autodesk, 2015)
PRILOGA D: Značilne vrednosti globin depresij (Autodesk, 2015)
Typical Depression Storage Values
Land Cover
Impervious Surfaces
Lawns
Pasture
Forest Litter

Depression Storage
(inches)
(mm)
0.05 - 0.10
1.25 - 2.50
0.10 - 0.20
2.50 - 5.00
0.20
5.00
0.30
7.50

Source: ASCE, (1992), Design & Construction of Urban Storm
water Management Systems, New York, NY.

ANNEX E: Capital Unit Cost Database for SUDS (Royal HaskoningDHV, 2012)
PRILOGA E: Zbirka investicijskih stroškov za SUDS na enoto (Royal HaskoningDHV, 2012)
SUDS Feature
Filter drain
Infiltration trench
Soakaway
Permeable
pavement

2011 Unit Cost (£)
Low Medium High
125
150
175
70
75
80
125
125
125
275
337.5
400

Unit

Data Source

/ m3 stored volume
/ m3 stored volume
/ m3 stored volume
/ m3 stored volume

Infiltration basin
Detention basin
Wetland
Retention pond

15
20
30
30

18
23
35
40

20
25
40
50

/ m3 stored volume
/ m3 stored volume
/ m3 treatment volume
/ m3 treatment volume

Swale

15

15

15

/ m2 swale area

Filter strip
Exposed green
roof
Green roof
covered with
sedum mat
Biodiverse green
roof

5
55

5
55

5
55

/ m2 filter strip area
/ m2 surface area

HR Wallingford (2004)
HR Wallingford (2004)
HR Wallingford (2004)
Average of HR Wallingford
(2004),
Interpave
(2006),
Environment Agency (2007)
and Lamb Drove Scheme
(Royal Haskoning)
HR Wallingford (2004)
HR Wallingford (2004)
HR Wallingford (2004)
Average of HR Wallingford
(2004) and Stovin and Swan
(2007)
Average of CIRIA (2007),
Environment Agency (2007)
and Stovin and Swan (2007)
HR Wallingford (2004)
Solution Organisation (2005)

110

110

110

/ m2 surface area

Solution Organisation (2005)

115

115

115

/ m2 surface area

Solution Organisation (2005)
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Water butt
Rainwater
harvesting
Storage tanks

380
1140

652.5
1140

925
1140

/ m3 stored volume
/ property

Stovin and Swan (2007)
Roebuck (2008)

515

553

590

/ m3 stored volume

Stovin and Swan (2007)

ANNEX F: Annual Maintenance Unit Cost Database for SUDS (Royal HaskoningDHV, 2012)
PRILOGA F: Zbirka letnih stroškov vzdrževanja za SUDS na enoto (Royal HaskoningDHV,
2012)
SUDS Feature
Filter drain
Infiltration trench
Soakaway
Permeable
pavement

2011 Unit Cost (£)
Low Medium High
0.3
0.8
1.3
0.3
0.8
1.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.6
1.0
1.3

Unit

Data Source

/ m3 stored volume
/ m3 stored volume
/ m3 stored volume
/ m3 stored volume

Infiltration basin
Detention basin
Wetland
Retention pond

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.6

0.3
0.3
0.1
1.3

0.4
0.4
0.1
1.9

/ m3 stored volume
/ m3 stored volume
/ m3 treatment volume
/ m3 treatment volume

Swale

0.1

0.1

0.1

/ m2 swale area

Filter strip
Exposed green
roof
Green roof
covered with
sedum mat
Biodiverse green
roof
Water butt
Rainwater
harvesting
Storage tanks

0.1
0.2

0.1
0.2

0.1
0.2

/ m2 filter strip area
/ m2 surface area

HR Wallingford (2004)
HR Wallingford (2004)
HR Wallingford (2004)
Average of HR Wallingford
(2004),
Interpave
(2006),
Environment Agency (2007)
and Lamb Drove Scheme
(Royal Haskoning)
HR Wallingford (2004)
HR Wallingford (2004)
HR Wallingford (2004)
Average of HR Wallingford
(2004) and Stovin and Swan
(2007)
Average of CIRIA (2007),
Environment Agency (2007)
and Stovin and Swan (2007)
HR Wallingford (2004)
Solution Organisation (2005)

0.7

0.7

0.7

/ m2 surface area

Solution Organisation (2005)

0.2

0.2

0.2

/ m2 surface area

Solution Organisation (2005)

120

120

120

/ property

Unknown
Roebuck (2008)
Unknown
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ANNEX G: Price level indices for construction and its components, 2015, (EU-28=100)
(Eurostat-OECD)
PRILOGA G: Indeksi ravni cen za gradnjo in njene komponente, 2015, (EU-28=100) (EurostatOECD)
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ANNEX H: Dimensioning of infiltration basin at test location: Subbasin 101
PRILOGA H: Dimenzioniranje infiltracijske kotanje na testni lokaciji: podpovodje 101
By CIRIA SUDS Manual 2015:
Step
Description
1

Value

Infiltration rate, [mm/h]

130

Infiltration rate, [m/h]

0.13

Factor of safety (Table 11Table 12)
2

2
3

4

5

6

7

Infiltration
coefficient
[infiltration
rate/safety factor], q [m/h]
Porosity of granular fill material (Eq.
25.1) - uniform gravel, n
i) Area to be drained Ad [m2]

Comment

(No damage or inconvenience, >
1,000 m2)

0.065
0.4
19,453

0.1 · 4,949 + 10,247 · 0.6 + 2,685
· 0.6 + 0.6 · 6,229 + 0.6 · 3,666

Infiltration surface area Ab [m2]

1,000

Sub101 (1/5 4,948 m2)

ii) Calculate the drainage ratio, R, where
R = Ad/Ab
i) Select a storm duration, D [h]

19.45

ii) Determine the corresponding rainfall
intensity, i [m/h]

0.056

i) Check whether q exceeds i. If so, the
rate of infiltration exceeds the potential
rate of runoff, in which case hmax=0.
ii) Otherwise, calculate the value of hmax
[m]
Repeat steps 4 and 5 for range of rainfall
durations, constructing a spreadsheet or
table of results
Select the largest value of hmax [m]

It doesn't
exceed

3

Storage volume at hmax [m ]
Time for half-emptying
infiltration system [h]

1
10-year return period, 1h

2.56

4.57
1.828

a

plane

14.1

6h – 10-year event

By Standard DWA-A 138E:
V = (Aimp ⋅10−3 ⋅ rD(n)−QP) ⋅D ⋅ 60 ⋅ fS
Aimp impermeable surface in ha
1.9 ha
rD(n) relevant rainfall intensity in l/(s · ha)
52.78 l/(s· ha), (19 mm/h)
D duration of the dimensioning rainfall in min
360 min
QP percolation rate = AP · kf,imp in m³/s
1,000 m2 · 0.000018 m/s = 0.018 m3/s
fs surcharge factor in accordance with DWA-A 117E
1.1
= (1.9ha ⋅10−3 ⋅ 52.78 l/(s· ha) – 0.018
V storage volume in m³
m3/s) ⋅360 ⋅ 60 ⋅ 1.1 = 1,955 m3

Radinja, M. 2017. Modelling and evaluation of impacts of distributed … measures on urban runoff.
M. Sc. T. Ljubljana, UL FGG, Water Science and Environmental Engineering (MA)
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ANNEX I: Dimensioning of infiltration trench at test location: subbasin 198
PRILOGA I: Dimenzioniranje infiltracijskega jarka na testni lokaciji: podpovodje 198
By CIRIA SUDS Manual 2015:
Step
Description
1

2
3

4

Value

Infiltration rate, [mm/h]

130

Infiltration rate, [m/h]

0.13

Factor of safety (Table 25.2)

2

Infiltration coefficient [infiltration rate/safety
factor] q [m/h]
Porosity of granular fill material (Eq. 25.1) graded sand or gravel n
i) Area to be drained Ad [m2]

0.065

ii) Choose the type shape of infiltration system

Infiltration
trench
615m x 3m

Comment

(minor damage to
external areas, > 1,000
m2)

0.4
16,990

i) Select the proposed dimensions for the
infiltration system
ii) Base area: Infiltration surface area Ab [m2]

1,845

P – Perimeter [m]:
iii) Determine the value of b

1,236
0.109

5

i) Select a storm duration, D [h]

1
0.056

6

ii) Determine the corresponding rainfall intensity,
Ri [m/h]
Determine the value of a:

7

Calculate the value of hmax [m]

1.07

8

Repeat steps 5 to 7 for a range of rainfall durations

9

Select the largest value of hmax

0.95 · 14,392 + 0.1 ·
26,621 + 0.1 · 6,550

Sub198 (6,550 m2)

10-year return period,
1h

-10.35

1.21

3

Storage volume at hmax [m ]

894

Time for half-emptying an infiltration trench [h]

2.3

6h – 10-year event

By Standard DWA-A 138E:
lIT =

A

·
D·

·

·
·f

Aimp impermeable surface in m2
rD(n) relevant rainfall intensity in l/(s · ha)
D duration of the dimensioning rainfall in min

− ⋅

+

t+

bIT [m]
lIT [m]
sIT
kf [m/s]

fs surcharge factor in accordance with DWA-A 117E
hIT [m]
VIT [m3]

·

kf

16,990
52.78 l/(s· ha), (19 mm/h)
360 min
3
615
0.4
0.000036
1.2
1.65
1,220

